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Report on the Revision of the CSE Evaluation Kit

CSE's Program Evaluation Kit is a set of books providing step-by-step

procedural guides to help people to conduct evaluations of educational

programs. Originally devel4ed under a grant with the National Institute

of Education and copyrighted in 1978, the Program Evaluation Kit is

published by Sage Publications and includes the following eight books:

1. The Evaluator's Handbook serves as a organizing framework for tne

entire kit, taking the potential evaluator step-by-step through a generic

procedure for conducting formative and summative evaluations. It also

provides a directory to the rest of the kit. The introduction in chapter

one calls attention to critical issues in program evaluation. Chapter 2,

How to Play the Role of Formative Evaluator, describes thl diversified job

responsibilities of this role. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 contain step-by-step

guides for organizing and accomplishing three types of evaluations:

o A formative evaluation calling for a close working relationship with

the staff during program installation and development (Chapter 3)

o A standard summative evaluation based on measurement of achievement,

attitudes, and/or program implementation (Chapter 4)

o A small experiment, a procedure most likely to be of interest to a

researcher or to the evaluator who wishes to either conduct pilot

tests or evaluate a program aimed toward a few measurable objectives

(Chapter 5)

The Handbook concludes with a Master Index to topics discussed throughout

the Kit.

1. How To Deal With Goals and Objectives provides advice about using goals

and objectives as methods for gathering opinions about what a program
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should accomplish. The book then describes how to rrganihe the evaluation

around them. It suggests ways to find or write goals and objectives,

reconcile objectives with standardized tests, and assign priorities to

objectives.

3. How To Design a Program Evaluation discusses the logic underlying the

use of research designs - including the ubiquitous pretest-posttest design

and supplies step-by-step procedures for setting up experimental,

quasiexperimental, and time series designs to underpin the collection of

evaluation data. Six designs, including some unorthodox unes, are

discussed in detail. The book outlines the use of each design, from

initial choice of program participants to analysis and presentation of

results. Finally, it includes instructions about how to construct random

samples.

4. How To Measure Program Implementation presents step-by-step methods for

designing and using measurement instruments - examination of program

records, observations, and self-reports - to accurately describe how a

program looks in operation. The first chapter discusses why measuring

implementation is iwortant and suggests several points of view from which

you might describe implementation, for instance, scrutinizing the

consistency u the program with what was planned or writing a naturalistic

description free of such preconditions. Its second chapter is an outline

of the implementation section of an evaluation report.

5. How To Measure Attitudes should help the evaluator select or design

credible instruments for attitude measurement. The book discusses problems

involved in measuring attitudes including peoples' sensitivity about this

kind of measurement and the difficulty of establishing the reliability and

validity of individual measures. It lists myriad sources of available
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attitude instruments and gives step-by-step instructions for developing

questionnaires, interviews, attitude rating scales, sociometric

instruments, and observations schedules. Finally, it suggests how to

analyze and report results from attitude measures.

6. How To Measure Achievement focuses primarily on the tests administered

for program evaluation. The book can be used in several ways. In case you

plan to purchase a test, it helps you find a published test to fit your

evaluation. To this effect, the book lists anthologies and evaluations of

existing norm- and criterion-referenced tests and supplies a Table for

Program-Test Comparison. The step-by-step procedure for completing this

table directs you to compute numerical indices of the match between a

particular test and the objectives of a program. If you want to construct

your own achievement tcst, the book presents an annotated guide to the vast

literature on test construction. Chapter 4 lists, as well, test item banks

and test development and scoring services. The final chapter describes how

to analyze and present achievement data to answer commonly-asked evaluation

questions.

7. How To Calculate Statistics is divided into three sections, each

dealing with an important function that statistics serves in evaluation:

summarizing scores through measures of central tendency and variability,

t sting for the significance of differences found among performances of

groups, and correlation. Detailed worksheets, ordinary language

explanations, and practical examples accompany each step-by-step

statistical procedure.

8. How To Present an Evaluation Rk,ort is designed to help you convey to

various audiences the information that has been collected during the course

of the evaluation. It contains an outline of a standard evaluation report;

7
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directions and hints for formal and informal, written and oral, reporting;

and model tables and graphs, collected from the Kit's design and

measurement books, for displaying and explaining data.

Over the years, the kit has been widely used in the field and has been

an important resource for training evaluators and for helping those charged

with evaluation responsibilities to complete their tasks. In fact, over

150,000 units of the kit have been sold since it was first published.

Although the kit continues to De distributed and to provide service, it has

been over ten years since it was first developed, and during that time the

field of evaluation has matured and changed considerably.

So too, the CSE evaluation kit needed to be changed to reflect these

many changes and to continue to provide an updated, easy to follow resource

for evaluation practitioners, a conclusion reached by jointly by CSE, its

advisors, and Sage Publications. Consequently, CSE requested and received

permission from the NIE to use resources from the Research Into Practice

Project in partial support of the revision effort. This document describes

the efforts supported with NIE funds, including planning for the revision

and the development and/or revision of specific components.

Planning for the revision

A important component of the planning effort was the establishment of

an advisory committee to assure that the revision would accurately portray

evaluation theory and state of the art practice as it has evolved over the

last fifteen years. Five individuals were approached and agreed to serve

in this advisory role. Each of these individuals has played a prominent

role both in conceptualizing the guiding theories and methodologies for the

field and in the conduct of evaluation practice. They include:
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o Robert Boruch, Northwestern University

o Ernie House, University of Illinois

o Gene Glass, University of Colorado

o Michael Patton, University of Minnesota

o Carol Weiss, University of Arizona

An advisory board meeting was convened to discuss potential revisions

to the kit. Consensus was researched on the need for the following

changes:

1. Evaluation Handbook: Provide orientation to how the fiel of

evaluation has changed over the last 10 years, moving from an emphasis on

mandated, external evaluations of federal and state-supported programs to

concern with on-going, internal improvement-oriented evaluations of lccal

programs; from concentration on experimental, quantitative methods to a

consideration of more qualitative approaches; from near exclusive build-in

sensitivity to stakeholders and potential utilization throughout the

evaluation process, and to the influence of political and ethical issues.

2. How to Deal with Goals and Objectives: Change title to "How to Define

Evaluation Goals" or "How to Define Your Role As Evaluator." A shortened,

substantially revised version of the current test would constitute only one

part of the new bo'k; other concerns to be dealt with would includr;

considering different potential purposes for the evaluation; framing

evaluating questions based on client needs and theoretical predispositions;

identifying and gathering input from a variety of stakeholders; setting

priorities, etc.

3. How to Design a Program Evaluation: Rewrite introduction to the

emergence and credibility of more qualitative approaches; refer reader to
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qualitative methods booK for design considerations for the qualitative

context.

4. How to Measure Program Implementation: Add brief overview of the

naturalistic research paradigm early in the book, spelling out the

definitions of and differences between such things as laturalistic

research, qualitative research, ethnographic research, responsive

evaluation, etc.; refocus and enlarge current characterization of

naturalistic/responsive observation, giving attention to important design

issues (2.g. a priori vs. a posteriori design); expaid discussion of

observation and of focused interviewing; include discussion of data

reduction and analysis.

5. How to Measure Attitudes: Essentially OK as is; examples outside of

education may be helful; need exterral review.

6. How to Measure Achievement: Chahge title to "How to Measure

Performance." Current discussion of achievement measures would be expanded

to incluac performance measures any indicators in education and other

fields. Test would consider issues such as deciding what to measure;

sources and type of measures; selection criteria; procedures for

constructing measures.

7. How to Calculate Statistics: Essentially 0,( as is; may want to

consider adding more complex analysis strategies.

8. How to Present an Evaluation Report: Change vo "How to Communicate

Evaluation Findings" or "How to Report to Decisionne'ers." In addition to

dealing with how to write a report at the end of the project tnat is

sensitive to user needs, the book would be expanded to consider reporting

and ccmmunication needs throughout the evaluation process. Included would

10
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be identification of target audiences and their information needs, analysis

of evaluation and program contaxt, formulation of strategies and timing for

communicating evaluation results.

9. How to conduct a Qualitative Study: A new addition to the kit series,

to include general orientation to qualitative strategies, guidelines on

Mien to use qualitative methods and step-by-step procedures for design,

observation, interviewing, and analyses and syntheses of data.

Development of Revised Manuscripts

Potential authors to accomplish the changes identified above were

identified and contacted to determine their availability and interest. As

a result of these interactions, the following individuals agreed to take

responsibilities as follows:

1. Evaluation Handbook Joan Herman & Mery Alkin (Editors for entire

revision)

2. how to Define Your Role as An Evaluator Brian Stecher, ETS

3. How to Design a Program Evaluation Jean Herman

4. How to Measure Program Implementation Jean King, Tulane

University

5. How to Measure Performance - Joan Herman

6. How to Communicate Evaluation Findings Phyllis Jacobson,

Fillmore Unified School District

7. How to Conduct A Qualitative Study Michael Patton, University of

Minnesota

Of these revisions, drafts of #1-4 and 6 were to be accomplished

within the grant period, with principal emphasis on the Evaluation

Handbook. Authors of each of these revisions were asked to prepare a
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detailed outline. After these outlines were reviewed by the series editors

and modified as necessary, authors started their writilg tasks. Drafts of

these manuscripts are appended 4,1 the following sections. Please note that

the publishei (SAGE) is not requiring new camera-ready copy for the

revisions. Therefore, in the interests of economy, ze-lxed copies of

portions of the current kit are included within the appended manuscripts.



EVALUATION HANDBOOK

(DRAF1)

Revision Editors: Joan Herman

Mary Alkin

December 6, 1985
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INTRODUCTION

The Program Evaluation Kit is a set of books intended to assist people

who are conducting program evaluations. Its potential use is broad. The

kit may be an aid both to experienced evaluators and to those who are

encountering program evaluation for the first time. Each book critains

step-by-step procedural guides to help people gather, analyze, and

interpret information for almost any purpose, whether it be to survey

attitudes, observe a program in action, or measure outcomes in an elaborate

evaluation of a multi-faceted program. Examples are drawn from

educ4tional, social service, and business settings.

In addition to suggesting step-by-step procedure:;, the kit also

explains concepts and vocabulary common to evaluation, making the kit

useful for training or staff development.

COMPONENTS OF THE KIT

The Program Evaluation Kit consists of the following nine books, each

of which may be used independently of the others.

I. This, The Evaluator's Handbook, provides an overview of evalulation

activities and a directory to the rest of the kit. Chapter 1 suggests

an evaluation framework which is based upon common phases of program

development. Chapter 2 discusses things to consider when trying to

establish the parameters of an evalation. Chapter 3 presents specific

procedural agendas for conducting evaluations. Chapters 4, 5, and 6

contain specific guides for accomplishing three general types of

evaluation: A formative evaluation, a standard summative evaluation,

and a small experiment.
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The Handbook concludes with a Master Index to topics aiscussed

throughout the Kit.

2. How to Define Your Role as an Evaluator provides advice about focusing

an evaluation, that i.s., deciding upon the major questions the

evaluation is intended to answer and identifying the principal audience

for the evaluation.

3. How to Design a Prograni Evdlulation discusses the logic underlying the

use of research designs -- including the uiquitous pretest-posttest

design-- and supplies step-by-step proce'-res for setting up and

interpreting the results from experimental, quasi-experimental, and

time series designs. Six designs, including some unorthodox ones, are

discussed in detail. Finally, the book includes instructions about how

to construct random samples.

4. How to Use Qualitative Methods in Program Evaluation explains the basic

assumptions underlying qualitative procedures and suggests the most

appropriate situations for using qualitative designs in evaluations.

;To be revised upon review of Michael Patton's manuscript).

5. How to Measure Program Implementation presents methods for designing

and using measurement instruments --examination of program records,

observations, and self-reports -- to accurately describe how a program

looks in operation. (To be revised upon completion of C.lan King's

manuscript.

6. Kow to Measure Attitudes should help an evaluator select or design

credible instruments to measure attitudes. The book discusses problems

involved in measuring attitudes, including peoples' sensitivity about

16



tnis kind of measurement and the difficulty of establishing the

reliability and validity of individual measures. It lists myriad

sources of available attitude instruments and gives precise

instructions for developing questionnaires, interviews, attitude rating

scales, sociometric instruments, and observation schedules. Finally,

it suggests how to anlayze and report results from attitude measures.

7. How to Measure Performance (complete the descsription upon review of

the manuscript).

8. How to Calculate Statistics is divided into three sections, each

dealing with an importnat function that statistics serves in

evaluation: summarizing scores thrcugh measures of central tendency

and variability, testing for the significance of differences found

among performances of groups, and correlation. Detailed worksheets,

non-technical explanations, and practical examples accompany each

statistical procedure. (This may be revised based upon Gene Glass's

suggestions.)

9. How to Present Evaluation Findings is designed to help evaluator convey

to various audiences the information that has been collectaed during

the course of the evaluation. It contains an outline of a standard

evaluation report, directions for written and oral reporting, and model

tAbles and graphs.

KIT VOCABULARY

For those who have had little experience with evalulation, it might be

helpful 4.o review a few basic terms which are used repeatedly throughout

the Program Evaluation Kit. A PROGRAM anything you try because yLu think

1 7



it will have an effect. A program might be something tangible such as a

set of curriculum materials or a procedure, like the distribution of

financial aid or an arrangement of roles and responsibilities, such as the

reshuffling of ado.' *rative staff. A program might be a new kind of

scheduling, like a four day work week; or it might be a series of

activities designed to improve workers attitudes about their jobs. A

program is anything definable and repeatable.

When you EVALUATE a program, you systematically collect information

about how the program operates about the effects it may be having and/or to

answer other questions of interest sometimes the information collected is

used to make decisions about the program, for example, how to improve it,

whether expand it, or whether to discontinue it. Sometimes evaluation

informatic- has only indirect influence on decisions, sometimes it is

ignored altogether. Regardless of how it is ultimately used, program

evaluation requires the collection of valid, credible information about a

program in a manner that makes it potentially useful.

Generally an evaluation has a SPONSOR. This is fte individual or the

organization who requests the evaluation and usually pays for it. If the

members of a school board request an evaluation, they are the sponsors. If

a federal agenc: ,'equires an evaluation, the agency is the sponsor.

Evaluations always have AUDIENCES. An evaluation's findings are of

course reported to sponsors, but there might be other people interested n

or directly affected by the findings. A common audience for information

collecterd during program develoment might consist of program planners,

managers, and staff who run the program. Another audience might be the

18



recipients of the services or products; for example, studcnts, parents, or

customers. If the program will be expanded to additional sites, or if it

is reported in widely circulated publications, then the broader scientific,

educational, public service or business community comprises an evaluation

audience. In short, audiences are the groups that you will have to keep

in mind as you conduct the evaluation. If your audiences share a common

point-of-view about the program or are likely to find the same evaluation

information credible, consider yourself lucky. This is not always the

case.

For some evaluations, of course, the roles of evaluator, sponsor, and

audience are all played by the same people. If teachers or managers decice

to evaluate their own programs they will be at once the sponsors, the

audience, the program managers, and the evaluators. Although the kit

treats these roles as distinct, it is understood that people sometimes fill

overlapping functions.

One decision that an evluator makes affects the credibility of the

evaluation for many audiences. This is the selection of an EVALUATION

DESIGN, a plan determining what individuals or groups will participate in

the evaluation, what types of data will be collected and when evaluation

instruments or measures 0,1 be administered and to whom. The instruments

could include tests, questionnaires, observations, interviews, inspections

of records, etc.) The design provides a basis for better understanding the

program ana its effects. More traditional quantitative designs focus

primarily on measuring program results and comparing them to a standard.

Such comparisons (including other programs) give some perspective about the

19



magnitude of a program's effect and helps the evaluator and relevant

audiences determine whether it indeed is the program which brings about

particular outcomes. In contrast, newer qualitative designs focus on

describing the program in depth and on better understanding the meaning and

nature of its operations and effects.

The focus of the Program Evaluation Kit is the collection, analysis,

and reporting of valid, credible information which can have some

constructive impact on program decisionmaking.



CHAPTER I

ESTABLISHING THE PARAMETERS OF AN EVALUATION

AN EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Literature in the changing field of program evaluation has been marked

by various evaluation models which serve to conceptualize the field and to

draw boundaries on the evalutor's role. Descriptions of some of the more

prominent educational evaluation models appear in Table 1. If you plan to

spend considerable time working as an evaluator, the references in this

table and the readings listed it the For Further Reading section at the end

of the chapter should help you :atch up on what evaluators have said about

their craft.

This kit has drawn its prescriptions about how to conduct program

evaluations from most of the models in Table 1. Each model is appropriate

to a particular set of circumstances and since the kit's purpose is to help

you decide what to do in different situations, its advice is eclectic,

borrowed from various models.

Most of the evaluation models described in Table 1 outline the

technical procedures their proponents believe should be followed in

evaluations; some also consiLcr the socio-political factors which need to

be considered. The Program Evaluation Kit ?iso shows this dual concern.

It focuses not only on how to accomplish the technical requirements of an

evaluation but also on how to structure the evaluation to facilitate the

use and impact of its findings. This pragmatic perspective reflects a

common observation that evaluation since the early 1960's has been grossly

underutilized.

21



Early evaluation m'delt: reflected a general optimism that sysl.ematic,

scientific procedures would deliver unequivocal evidence of program success

or failure. "Hard data" could provide both sound information for planning

more effective programs and a raticea., basis for educational

decisionmaking. It was assumed that clear caise- effect relationships could

be established between programs and their outcomes and that program

variables could be manipulated to reach desre'! effects. In light of these

hopes, thousands of evaluations were conducted throughout the 1960's and

1970's. Unfortunately, most of these evaluations did not have the expected

impact, and many have questioned whether these evaluations had any impact

at all. Believing in the potential contribution of their work to

educational planning and policy, evaluators became concerned about how to

have their findings used and not simply filed. At the same time, they came

to realize that all social r -grams are not discrete entities with easily

recognizable stages in a predetermined p,,,cess of natural development.

Programs are often amorphous, complex mobilizations of human activities and

resources, embedded in political and social networks. It is a rare program

which exists in hermetically sealed isolation, perfectly appropriate for

scientific measurement and duplication.

The Program Evaluation Kit reflects the need for a flexible approach

that considers the complex environment in which a program exists as well as

the purpose and context of its evaluation. An evaluator must be aware of

the decision-making context within which the evaluation is to occur. She

must consider the perceptions and expectations of various audiences, the

developmental phase of the program under investigation, as well as the

technical issue of which methodology to use in gathering data.



Evaluations are quite situation specific, but some generalizations or

rules of thumb can be offered about how to conduct them. The following

sections will explain four general phases during the life of a program

when evaluations are commonly conducted. The phases are certainly not

clearly separate. They quite often overlap, and some programs skip certain

phases entirely. The evaluation, during each phase differ according to

their primary audiences, according to the decisions which sponsors will

have to make, according to the timing of data collection and reporting, and

according to the general relationship of the evaluator to the program

during the course of the evaluation.

Program Initiation

Early in the development of a program, sponsors, managers, and

planners consider the goals they hope to accomplish through program

activities, and identify the needs and/or problems that a program is

supposed to redress. Formally or informally, every program, in fact, goes

through some kind of needs assessment even though it may not be obvious

whose needs are being defincld nor that the process is very rigorous.

In some cases, the needs are simply assumed, and planners proceed to

structure activities accordingly. At other times, the sponsor or funding

agency more or less declares a need by making money available for programs

aimed at general goals. Sometimes, however, a systematic effort is made to

verify that perceived neeas actually exist, to priortize their importance

and/or to identify specific underlying problems. If a school program is

intended as a response to community needs, for example, and evaluator

conducting a needs assessment may gather information broadly from parents,

23



teachers, students, and a sample of the broader community. Similarly in

trying to help structure a progran to increase staff morale, an evaluator

may observe closely and broadly survey employees, their supervisors,

experts, and others in order to uncover the source of the morale problem

and its potential solution. Such formal needs assessments often try to

gather input from a broad range of sources. Sometimes, however, a more

restricted approach is pre .trable, e.g., where needs are very specialized

or highly technical. In such cases, an evaluator might only solicit the

opinions of experts.

The point is that programs are often initiated in response to critical

needs, to achieve high priority goals, or to solve existing problems.

Program Planning

A second phase in the life of a program is its planning. Ideally, a

program is designed to meet the highest priority goals established by a

needs assessment. At times, the r to reach certain goals will prompt

planners to design a new program from scratch, putting together materials,

activities, and administrative arrangements that have not been tried

before. Other situations will require that they purchase and install, or

moderately adapt an already existing program. Both situaticns qualify as

program planning -- something that has 'lot occurred previously in the

setting is created for the purose of meeting desired goals. During this

phase, controlled pilot testing and field tests can be used to determine

the effectiveness and feasibility of alternative methods of addressing

primary needs and goals. While it is desirable, at this point, to

establish plans for conducting evaluations, practice rarely meets this

ideal.

24



Program Implementation

The third phase occurs as the program is being installed. Suppose,

for example, that urban planners want to try out a new management

information system. Purchases are made, boxes delivered, and training

planned. This will be the first year of the new system. Ideally, the

program's sponsors should give the new system a chance to make mistakes,

solve problems, and reach the point where it is running smoothly before

they decide how good or bad it is. All the time a program is in this

implementation stage, subject to trial and error, the staff is trying to

operationalize it suitably and revise it as necessary to meet their

particular situation. Evaluations during this phase need to be formative,

that is, seeking to describe how the program is operating and to suggest

ways to improve it. Formative evaluation can take many forms such as

special surveys of program services, enthnographic studies, or analyses of

administrative records to determine how the program actually operates. In

this formative case, the evaluator may work very closely with the program

staff and report both formally and informally about findings as they

emerge.

Program Accountability

When a program has become es'eablished with a permanent budget and an

organizational niche, it might be time to question its overall impact.

Judgments may need to be made about whether or not to continue the program,

whether it should be expanded, and whether it might be used to other

sites. During this phase, the evaluaticn is summative and it is of most

direct concern to program policy mak,'s.

25



Ideally, because the summative evaluator represents the interests of

the sponsor and the broader community, he should try not to interfere with

program operations. The summative evaluator's function is not to work with

the staff and suggest improvements while the program is running, but rather

to collect data and write a summary -eport showing what the program looks

like and what has been achieved. Such ideal detachment, however, is rarely

possible and even the most detached findings can serve a useful formative

purpose. Evaluators, in fact, are often expected to serve both formative

and summative functions, seeking to contribute to program improvement and

to provide summary judgements of program worth. Such expectations must be

approached cautiously as some objectivity may be lost if a summative

evaluator scrutinizes a program in which she has developed a personal

stake.

In recent years, organizations have turned more and more toward hiring

evaluators who are permanent members of the staff. These internal

evaluators generally perform formative functions. They are often an

adjunct to management, working to increase organizational efficiency and

effectiveness on a regular basis. However, care must be taken that the

evaluator, regardless of where or how he is employed, maintain

integrity, objectivity, and an appropriate sense of differentiation.

CONCEPTUALIZING THE EVALUATION

"We'd better have an evaluation of Program X," someone couJ decide

and then appoint you to carry out that decision. Proceed with this

caution:
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Your first act in response to this assignment should be to find out

what evaluation means in this instance. Find uut what is expected.

What formation will the evaluation be expected to provide? Does the

sponsor or another audience want more information than you can

possibly provide? On they want definitive statements that you will

not be able to make? Do they want you to take on an agnostic or

advocate role toward the program that you cannot in good conscience

assume?

Failure to reach a common understanding about the exact nature of the

evaluation could lead to wasted money and effot:, frustration, and acrimony

if sponsors feel they did not get what they expected. Step one in any

evaluation is to negotiate!

Immediately after accepting the assignment, try to get a clear picture

of what you will be expected t do. This conceptualization will have six

major considerations, each negotiated with the sponsor and the audiences:

I. A decision about what people really want when they say they

want an ^valuatioh.

2 Identification of what the audiences will accept as credible

information.

3. Choice of a reporting style. This may include the extent to which

you report quantitative or qualitative information, whether you

will write technical reports, brief notes, or confer with the

staff, acid the timing of important reports.

4. Determination of a general technical approach based upon

information and credibility needs.

5. A decision of what to measure an or gather information about.
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6. Delineation of what you can accomplish within the constraints of

the evaluation's budget and political situation.

Each of these six considerations will be discussed in more detail

below.

Determining_ What People Really Want

When They Say They Vant an Evaluation

The sponsor who commissions the investigation might nave in mind any

one of several kinds of activities that could be called evaluations. They

are all closely related, and in some cases more than one may be required

for a single project. In general, the activities may be (:assified loosely

in.o file_ types of evaluations based upon th. ultimate use of the

findings. A request for an evalution may actually be a charge to collect

information:

* To conduct a needs assessment.

* To describe what a program looks like in operation.

This is an implementation evaluation.

* To measure whether goals have been achieved.

* To help managers plan the program and keep it running smoothly.

This is a formative evaluation.

* To help the sponsor and others in authority decide the program's

ultimate fate. This is a summative evaluation.

Each of these activities requires a somewhat different approach and

various amounts of time and money, so it is crucial that the sponsor's

primary purposes for having the evaluation done be made as clear as

possible. How will the findings be put to use? Who is the main audience?

At what general stage in the development of the program is the evaluation
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taking place? Through frequent interactions with the sponsor early in the

study, identify and focus the relevant evaluation questions.

The boxes on pages --- to --- describe the five kinds of

investigations usually conducted undtr the title evaluation. Each is

characterized by the types of questions which the sponsor and the evaluator

might typicaly consider, by the general activities that could be expected

to occur, and by the decisions that might be affected. Note that

recommendations for conducting formative and summative evaluations

encompass the activities required for needs assessment, program

implementation evaluation, and assessment of goal achievement. The Program

Evaluation Kit contains enough information to help you perform any of the

five types.
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CHART 1 NEEDS ASSESSMENT

(Also called an Organizational Review)

i nificant suestions for s onsors and evaluators:

*What are the goals of the organization?

*What should the program(s) try to accomplish?

Can goal priorities be determined?

Is there agreement on the go-'s from all groups?

To what extent are goals being met?

What in the organization is succeeding or failing?

Is there a need to establish new programs or to revise

old ones based upon identifie'2 needs?

Activities:

The evaluator might discover that the aim of the evaluation is neither

to decide between continuing or dropping a program nor to develop detailed

activities to improve a program as it proceeds. Rather, a sponsor wants to

discover problem areas in the current situation which might eventually be

remedied. A needs assessment often precedes specific program planning and

can be used to re-exailline existing goals and/or to make implicit goals mere

explicit.

Decisions and actions likel to follow a needs assessment

The decisions following a needs assessment usually involve allocation

of resources to meet high priority needs. New programs may be planned or

old ones revised to address the identified needs. The survey of needs is

itself the end product in this type of evaluation, unlike a formative
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evaluation, where the evaluator works with the organizational staff to

improve identified weaknesses during the course of the investloation.

Kit components of greatest relevance:

How to Define Your Role as an Evaluator

How to Measure Achievement

How to Measure Attitudes

How to Measure Program Implementation

(To be revised upon revision of kit components)



CHART 2 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

(Also called a Program Documentation)

Significant questions for sponsors and evaluators:

*What is happening in Program X?

*Is the program being implemented according to plan?

*What do participants in the program experience?

How many and which participants and staff are taking part?

What is a typical schedule of activities?

How are time, money, and pe;sonnel allocated?

How much does the program vary from one site to another?

Activities:

A description of program implementation focuses on the activities,

materials, and administrative arrangements that comprise a program. It

does not include an examination of the results of program activities as

would a formative or a summative evaluation. The audience wants a

description of who is doing what in the program or of how a requirement has

been interpreted by the program planners and developers across sites. Be

sure to make it clear that program activities will not be related to

outcomes. For many audiences, a description of what is taking place is

sufficient information for making decisions about the program. This is

particularly true when the program is designed to reflect a philosophy of

how organizations should be run in order to acheive long-term goals.

Decisions and actions likely to follow an implementation study:

The information from the evaluation may be included in a larger

formative or summative investigation. Sponsors are likely to judge the
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program on the basis of whether or not they think the activities occurring

are valuable in themselves or would probably be effective in acMeving

other goals.

Kit components of greatest relevance

How to Measure Program Implementation

How to Design a Qualitative Evaluation

(To be revised when the kit components are revised)



CHART 3 MEASUREMENT OF GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

Significant questions for sponsors and evaluators:

*Is Program X meeting its goals?

*Is the program meeting its goals?

How can goal attairment be measured most credibly?

Activities:

The evaluator attempts only to measure 'ale extent to which the

program's highest priority goals are being achieved. It is important to

emphasize that you will not be able to state whether the program alone is

responsible for the observed results and certainly not whether some other

program would have been better. Even though looking at goal achievement

alone usually provides a poor basis for judging a program's comparacive

merits, your resultr can still be of some use. Determining the extent to

which achievement matches a set of carefully considered standards does give

a basis for at least tentative conclusions about the program's quality.

Decisions and actions like'" to follow measures of goal achievement:

Planners may choose to reconsider goals and to focus program

activities more appropriately to achieve significant goals. The

information from this type of evaluation might be used in a more extended

formative or summative investigation.

Kit components of greatest relevance:

How to Measure Achievement

How to Measure Attitudes

(To be revised when kit components are revised)
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CHART Q FORMATIVE EVALUATION

Significant questions for sponsors and evaluators:

*How can the program be improved as it develops?

What are the program's goals and objectives?

What are the program's most important characteristics-materials,

activities, administrative arrangements?

How are the program activities supposed to lead to attainment of the

objectives?

Are the program's important characteristics being implemented?

Are they leading to achievement of the objectives?

What adjustments in the program might lead to the attainment of the

objectives?

Which activities are best for each objective?

Are some better suited to certain participants?

What measures and designs could be recommended for use during a

summative evaluation of the program?

Activities:

Formative evaluation encompasses the thousand-and one jobs connected

with providing information for the staff to get the program running

smoothly. It might even include conducting a needs assessment.

Cercainly it will involve sore attention to monitoring program

implementation and achievement of goals. In order to improve a

program, it will be necessary to understand how well a program is

moving toward its objectives so that changes can be made in the



program's components. Formative evaluation is time-consuming because

it requires becoming familiar with multiple aspects of a program and

providing program personnel with information and insights to help them

improve it. Before launching into formative evaluation, make sure

that their is actually a chance of making changes for improvement - if

AO such possibility exists, formati evilluation is not appropriate.

Decisions and actions likely to follow a formative evaluation:

As a result of formative evaluation, revisions can be made in the

materials, activities, and organization of the program. These

adjustments are made throughout the course of the evaluation.

Kit components of greatest relevance:

All of them.



CHART 5 SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

Si2nificant questions for sponsors and evaluators:

*Is Program X worth continuing or expanding, or should it be

discontinued?

What are Program X's most important characteristics (materials,

activities, administrative arrangements, etc.)?

Do the activities lead to goal achievement?

What programs are available as alternatives to Program X?

How effective is Program X in comparison with alternatives?

How costly is the program?

Acti vi ties:

The goal of summative eva'i ion is to collect and to present

information needed for summary statemerts and judgments of the program and

its value. The evaluator should try to provide a basis against which to

compare the program's accomplishments. One might contrast the program's

effects and costs with those produced by an alternative program that aims

toward the same goals. In situations where such a comparison is not

possible, participants' performance might be compared with a group

receiving no such program at all. The standard for comparison might come

from the norms of achievement tests or from a comparison of program results

with the goals identified by the program designers of the community at

large.

In some instances, summative evaluation is not appropriate. A summary

statement should not be written, for instance, about a program that has not
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been in existence long enough to be fully developed. The more a program

has clear and measurable goals and consistent repiicable materials,

organization, and activities, the more suited it is for a summative

evaluation.

Decisions and actions likely to follow a summative evaluation:

Decision makers may use information from summative evaluations to help

them decide whether to continue or to discontinue a program or whether to

expand it or reduce it.

Kit components of greatest relevance:

All of them.
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What Will Be Accepted as Credible?

In addition to finding out what your audiences want to know, you will

need to discover what they will accept as credible information. The

credibility of the evaluation will, of course, be influenced by your own

credibility, a judgment that will be based un your perceived competence as

well as your personal style. For some, your perceived competence in

technical skills or in reporting may be most important. For others, your

expertise in program subject matter may be a primary consideration. The

audience will be less skeptical if they are confident you know what you are

doing. A skilled evaluator also has excellent interpersonal skills and is

able to nurture trust and rapport with various users and audiences.

Your audiences' willingness to accept without question what you report

will be based on other criteria as well. For one thing, they will take

account of your allegiances. An evaluator must be perceived as free to

find fault -- whether or not she does. This means that you should not be

constrained by friendship, professional relations, or the desire to receive

future evaluation jobs. In addition, audiences will believe what the

evaluator reports to the extent that they see her as representing

themselves. The program staff, for instance, may be suspicious of a

formative evaluator who will write a summary report at year's end to the

funding agency. The agency, on the other hand, will read report

suspiciously if it suspects that the evaluator's formative work has put her

on "their side." Because of these credibility problems, evaluators with

ambiguous formative-summative job descriptions have to arrive at a

determination of their primary audience through negotiation.
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Another determiner of how seriously the audience listens to your

results is the method you use for gathering information. Methods of data

gathering include the evaluation design; the instruments administered; the

people selected for testing, crestioning, or observation; and the times at

which measurements are made. The specific methods you select will depend

on whether you and your audience favor more quantitative or more

qualitative approaches to the evaluation. When you choose a general

approach, select instruments and designs, or construct a sampling plan,

remember this: You cannot count on your audience to accept as credible the

same sorts of evidence that you consider most acceptable. People are

usually skeptical, for instance, of arguments they do not understand. You

might have noticed that when reports filled with complicated data analysis

are presented, people stay quiet until a few experts have given their

opinions. Then everyone discusses the opinions of the experts.

Unless your audience expects complex analyses, you should keep your

data gathering and analyses straightforward. Think of yourself as a

surrogate, delegated to gather and digest information that your audience

would gather on its own, were it able. Keep a few representative members

of the evaluation; audience in mind, and ask yourself periodically: "Will

Mr. Carson see the value in collecting this data or in doing this

analysis?" A good way to find out, of course, is to ask Mr. Carson.

Remember, as well, that the general public tends to place more faith

in opinions and anecdotes than do researchers -- at least usually. If you

plan to collect a large amount of hard data, you will have to educate

people aDouL what it means.
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Deciding on Reporting Requirements and Style

Why worry about reporting when you're conceptualizing your evaluation

project? First, because each formal report requires time to write and

produce, reporting can have important implications For the project budget,

particularly if different reports are tc be produced to meet the needs of

different audiences. Formal reports, too, are only part of "!.at is

required to help assure a useful project: reporting, both formal and

informal varieties, shoulJ be an ongoi,a process easing the llfe, of an

evaluation, not just an erd of project product.

A second reason for considering reporting requirements iy is Oeir

influence on the methodology and impact of the evaluation. how reports are

perceived by their potential audiences, the credibility of the evidence

presented and the persuasiveness of findings and conclusions is dependent

not only on what is presented but on how it is presented as well. What

kinds of reports are desired? Preferred reporting style is applicable

here. It refers to the relative weight a report giv.ls to quantitative and

to qualit -lye data and the degree of formality with which the report is

delivered. Do the report audiences, for example, prefer evidence in the

form of tables of means, percentages, etc., in the form of charts and

graph:;, and/or In -he form of characteristic anecdotes? Such preferences

need to be articulated and negotiated early in the planning process. (The

kit book, How to CJ,mmunicate Evaluation Find.ngs, should be of help to you

as you negotiate a reporting strategy.)

Determinin the General Evaluation Approach

Part of what determines the credibility of an evaluation, as mentioned

above, is the credibility of the technical approach -- the credibility of
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the design, methods, measures etc. that are utilized for answering the

questions of interest in the evaluation. How do you choose an appropriate

technical approach? The answer lies in the interplay between the

evaluator's predispositions, client preferences, and most importantly the

information needs of the evaluation.

Quantitative Approaches

You are probably aware that technical approaches are often

dichotomized into two general categories: Quantitative approaches and

qualitative approaches. Quantitative approaches have been most prevalent

historically in evaluation studies, particularly in evaluation studies

intended to measure program effects. Quantitative approaches are concerned

primarily with measuring a finite number pre-specified outcomes, with

judging effects and with attributing cause by comparing the results of su'h

measurements in various programs of interest, anu with generalizing the

results of the measurements and the comparisons to the population as a

whole. The emphasis is on measuring, summarizing, aggregating and

comparing measurements, and on deriving meaning from quantitative

analyses. (Quantitative approaches also may be used in 'ating,

classifying, and quantifying particular pre-defined aspects of program

operations.) Such approaches utilize experimental designs, require the use

of control groups, and are particularly important when program

effectiveness is the prinary evaluation issue

The Importance of Design and Control Groups in Quantitative Approaches

Why are designs and control groups so important? You probably already

know a bit about design -- that it involves assignment of students or
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classrooms to programs, and to comparison or control groups. The purpose

of this discussion is to present you with the logic underlying the need for

good design in evaluations where you want to snow that there is a

relationship between program activities and outcomes.

First consider the common before and after design. In the typical

situation, a new program has been instituted and an evaluation planned.

The evaluator administers a pretest at the beginning of the program, and at

the end of the program, a posttest as in the following examples:

A new district-wide mathematics program is evaluated. The

California Achievement Test is administered in September and again

in May.

A new halfway house program has set itself the goal of decreasing

recidivism in its juvenile clients. The evaluator observes and

records the number of arrests and of convictions of its clients at

the beginning of the year and then again at the end of the year.

An objective of a corporate reorganization project is to increase

staff morale and productivity. Staff fills in a questionnaire at

the beginning of the year and then again at the end of the year;

productivity indices likewise or computed at the beginning and end

of the year.

Differences on the pre and posttests are then scrutinized to determine

whether the program did what it was supposed to do. This is where tne

before-and-after design leaves the evaluation vulnerable to challenge. It

fails to answer two important questions:
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1. Now good are the results? Could they have been better? Would

they have been the same if the program had not been carried out?

2. Was it the program that brought about these results or was it

something else

Consider the folowing situtation. A new math program has been put

into effect in the Lincoln District. Ms. Pryor, the superintendent, wants

to assess the quality Gf the program by examining students' grade

equivalent scores from a standardized math test given in September and then

again in May. She notes that the sixth grade average was 5.4 in September

and 6.5 in May. She attempts to judge the value of the new math program

based on this pretest-posttest information.

Results on State Math Test 6th Grades

Reading Program S!t. Pretest (G,E.)

Sunnydate Learning 5.4

Associates

May Posttest (G.E.)

6.5

The Lincoln students in the examole have shown a considerable gain in

reading from pretest to posttest - 1.1 grade equivalent points. On the

other hand, they are still not performing at grade level. Therefore Ms.

Pryor must ask herself, How good are these results? The answer depends, of

course, on the children and tne conditions in the school and home. For

some groups, this would represent great progress; for others, it would

indicate serious difficulties in the program.

How can Ms. Pryor :And out what progress she should expect from her

sixth gradersi The pretest tells her something - the sixiii-graders were



six months behind in September, and they ended up only four months behind

in May. Perhaps without the new program they would have ended up five

months behind. Or pe.taps they would have done better with the old

program! In order to know what difference the program made, she needs to

know hcw the students would 'ave scored without the program.

Ms. Pryor has another prJblem in interpreting her results. She cannot

even show that the gains she did get on the'posttest were brought about by

the new program. Perhaps there were other changes that occurred in the

school or among the students this year - a drop in class size, or a larger

number of parents volunteering to tutor, or the miraculous absence of

"difficult" children who demanded teacher time and distracted the class.

Many influences might cause the learning situation to alter from year to

year.

Ms. Pryor could have ruled out most of these explanations of her

results by using a control group. First, two randomly formed groups would

have been assigned at the beginning of the year to either the new math

program or to another semester of the old one (or to another alternative

program). Before the program began, both groups would have been

pretested. At the end of the year, the groups would be posttested using

the same reading test.

Because the two groups were initially equivalent, the scores of the

control group would show how the new program students would have scored if

they had not received the new program:

Program I Pretest Posttest

Sunnydate (x) I 5.4 6.5

Old Program I 5.4 6.1

(Control Group)!
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But was it the new program that brought about the improvement, or was it

some other factor? Using a true control group design, Ms. Pryor can

discount the influence of other factors as long as these factors have

probably also affected the control group. If, for instance, some students

had had an enriched nursery sch'-' -ogram that got them off to a good

start in math, the random assiyim*nt should have spread these students

fairly evenly between the two groups. If more parents were helping in the

school, this should :lave benefitted both groups equally. If this year's

sixth grade was generally quieter, with fewer difficult children, this

should have affected both the experimental and control groups equally.

Ms. Pryor does not even have to know what all the factors might have been.

By randomly assigning the two groups, the influence of various factors

affecting the math achievement of the two groups is likely to be

equalized. Then differences observed in outcomes can be attributed to the

one factor that has been made deliberately different: the reading

program.

Though much maligned as impractical, Lhe true control group design

produces such credible and interpretable results that it should at least be

considered an ideal to be approximated when evaluation studies are

planned.2 Tne design is valuable because it provides a comparative basis

from which to examine the results of the program in question. It helps to

2Actually, true control group designs nave been used in evaluation of

many educational and social programs. A list of 141 of them, with

references, is contained in Boruch, R.F. Bibliography: Illustrative

randomized field experiments for program planning and evaluation.
Evaluation, 1974, 2(1), 83-87.
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rule out the challenges of potential skeptics that good attitudes or

improved achievement were brought about by factors other than the program.

It is not always easy to convince people that random assignment and

experimentation are good things; and of course you must make decisions that

are consistent win the opinions of your audience.

Consider using a design for planning the administration of each

measurement instrument you will use. Consider a randomized design first.

If this is not possible, then look for a non-equivalent control group

people as much like the program group as possible but who will receive no

program or a different program. Or try to use a time-series design as a

basis for comparison: find relevant data about the former performance of

program groups or of past groups in the same setting. Only if none of

these designs is possible should you abandom using a design. An evaluation

that can say "Compared to such-and-such, this is what the program produced"

is more interpretable than one like Ms. Pryor's that simply reports scores

in a vacuum. (How to Design a Program Evaluation provides more detail on

this subject.)

Qualitative Approaches Also Can Be Important

While experimental design and control groups have traditionally been

advocated in evaluation studies, in recent years qualitative methods have

been given increasing attention. In contrast to the traditional deductive

approach used in quantitative approaches, qualitative methods are

inductive. The researcher or evaluator strives to describe and understand

the program or particular aspects of it as a whole. Rather than entering

the study with a pre-existing set of expections or a prespecified



classification system for examining or peasuring program outcomes (and/or

processes), the evaluator tries to understand the meaning of a program and

its outcomes from the participants' perspectives. ,he emphasis is on

detailed description and on in-depth understanding as it emerges from

iirvct contact and experience with the program and its participants. Using

more naturalistic methods of gathering data, qualitative methods rely on

observations, interviews, case studies and other means of fieldwork. (How

to Use Qualitative Methods provides more detail about qualitative

approaches.)

Traditionally, qualitative and quantitative approaches nave been seen

as diametrically opposed, and many evaluators still strongly espouse one

approach or the other_ More recently, however, this view is beginning to

change, and more and more evaluators are beginning to see the merits of

combining both approaches in response to differing requirements within an

evaluation and in response to different evaluation contexts. For example,

if the purpose of an evaluation is to determine program effectiveness and

the program and its outcomes are well defined, then a quantitative approach

is appropriate. If, on the other hand, the purpose of an evaluation is to

determine prof am effectiveness, but the program and its outcomes are

ill-defined, the evaluator might start with a qualitative approach to

identify critical program features and potential outcomes and then use a

quantitative approach to assess their attainment. To take another,

different example, suppose the purpose of an evaluation is program

improvement, and more particularly to identify promising practices that

might be updated in a number of program sites. An evaluator might use a
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quantitative approach to identify sites which were particularly successful

in achieving program outcomes and then use a qualitative approach to

understand how the successN1 sites were different from those with less

success and to identify those practices which were related to their

success.

There is no single correct approach, then, to all evaluation

problems. Some require a quantitative approach; some require a qualitative

approach; many can derive considerable benefit from a combination of the

two.

How Does An Evaluator Decide What To Measure or Observe?

Having decided on a general approach, an evaluator might decide to

measure, observe and/or analyze an infinite number of things: smiles per

second, math achievement, time scheduled for reading, district

innovativeness, sick days taken, self-concept, leadership, morale and on

and on.

Carrying out an evaluation in any area often is a matter of collecting

evidence to demonstrate the effects of a program or one of its

subcomponents and/or to help improve it. The program's objectives, your

role, and the audience's motives will help you to make gross decisions

about what to look at. Four general aspects of a program might be examined

as part of your evaluation:

o Context characteristics

o Student or Client characteristics

O
.racteristics of program imp'!ement?,tion

Program outcomes

o Program costs



Context Characteristics

Programs take place within a setting or coPtext - a framework of

constraints within which a program must operate. They might include such

,pings as clPss size, style of leadership in the school district

organization, time frame within which the program must operate, or budget.

It is especially important to get accurate information about aspects of the

cortext that you suspect might affect the suzcess of the program. If, for

example, you suspect that programs like the one you are evaluating might be

effective under one style of governance but not under another kind, you

should try to assess leadership style at the various sites to explore that

possibility.

Client Characteristics

Personal characteristics include such things as age, sex,

socioeconomic status, language dominance, ability, attendance record, and

attitudes. It may sometimes be important to see if a program shows

different effects with different groups of clients. For example, if

teachers say the least well-behaved students seem to l'ke the program but

the best behaved students do not like it, you would want to collect ratings

of "well-behavedness" prior to the program and examine your results to

detect whether these different reactions did indeed occur.

Characteristics of Program Implementation

Program characteristics are, of course, its principal materials,

activities, and administrative arrangements involved in the program.

Program characteristics are the things people do to try to achieve the



program's goals. You will almost certainly need to describe these; though

most programs have so many facets, you will have to narrow your focus to

those that seem most important as most in need of attention. In summative

evaluations, these will usually be the characteristics that distinguish the

program from other similar ones.

Program Outcomes

You often will want to measure the extent to which goals have been

achieved. You must make sure, however, that all the program's im7ortant

objectives have been articulated. Be alert to detecting unspoken goals

such as the one buried in this comment: "I could see how much the audience

enjoyed the program. This alone convinced me the program was good." At

least in the eyes of the person who said this, enjoyment was a program

goal, or a highly valued outcome, whether or not this was so stated in

program plans. You also need to ask whether outcomes are immediately

measurable. Some hoped for outcomes may be so long-range that only a study

of many years' duration could establish that they had occurred. This would

De the case, for example, with goals such as "increased job satisfaction in

adult life" or "a life-long love of books."

The evaluator should in general focus the evaluation on announced

goals, but should be careful to include the possible wishes of the

program's larger constituency for example, the community - in formulating

the yardsticks against which the program will be held accountable.

Program Costs

(insert to come)
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Rules of Thumb

Beyond these general guidelines, decisions about exactly what

information to collect will be situation-specific. Every program has

distinctive goals; and every situation makes available unique kinds of

data. Though there is no simple way to decide what specific information to

collect, or what variables to look at, there are some rules of thumb you

can follow:

1. Focus data collection where you are most likely to uncover program

effects if any occur.

2. Try to collect a variety of information.

3. Try to think of clever and credible ways to detect achievement

of program objectives.

4. Collect information to show that the prc]ram at least has done no

harm.

5. "easure what you think members of the audience will look for when

they receive your report.

6. Try to measure things that will advance the development of

educational theory.

Use of each of these pointers is discussed below.

Focus Data Collection Where You Are Most Likely
To Uncover Program Effects If Any Occur

While it is important that the evaluation in some way take note of

major but perhaps ambitious or distant goals, do not place major emphasis

upon them when deciding what to measure. One way to decide how to focus

)
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the evaluation is to classify program goals according to the time frame in

which they can be expected to be achieved. Any particular intervention or

program is more likely to demonstrate t detectable effect on close-in

outcomes rather than those either logically or temporall- remote. This

means that you will alsc reduce the possibility of the program's showing

effects if you focus on outcomes whose attainment is likely to be hampered

by uncon."olled features of the situation. You should look for the

program's effects close to the time of their teaching, and you should

measure objectives that the program as implemented seeks to achieve.

Consider, for example, a hypothetical situation in which an employee

training program has been designed with the objective of increasing the

communication skills of employees working in programs for inner-city

clients. The program was instituted in order to eventually accomplish

these primary goals:

o To decrease employee absenteeism and early retirement because of

high pressure on the job

o To encourage congenial interpersonal relationships among employees

and clients

o To decrease the number of employee disciplinary referrals

In evaluating this program, you could measure the amount of employee

absences and the number of hostile employee client encounters occurring

before, during, and after the program; and the number of employees sent for

disciplinary action. These, after all, are measures reflecting the

program's impact on its major objectives.



There is a problem with basing the evaluation solely on these

objectives, however. Judgments of the quality of the program will then be

based only on the program's apparent effect on these outcomes. While these

are the major outcomes of interest, they are remote effects likely to come

about through a long chain of events which the employee training program

has only begun. A better evaluation would include attention to whether

employees learned anything from the training program itself or whether they

displayed the behaviors the training was designed to produce.

In general, since there are various ways in which a program can affect

its participants, one of the evaluator's most valuable contributions might

be to determine at what level the program, has had an effect. Think of a

program as potentially affecting people in three different ways:

I. At minimum, it can make members of the tar_get group aware that its

services are available. Prospective participants can simply learn

that the program is taking place and that an effort is being made

to address their needs. In some situations, demonstrating that

the target audi'.nce has been informed that the program is

accessible to them might be important. This will be the case

particularly with programs that rely on voluntary enrollment, such

as life-long learning programs, a veneral disease education

program, or community outreach programs for seniors, juveniles,

etc. Evaluation of these kinds of programs will require a check

on the quality Jf their publicity.

2. A program can impart useful information. It might be the case

that a program's most valuable outcome is the conveyance of
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information to some group. learning, of ccurse, is the major

objective to most educational programs. Although most programs

aim toward -..;er goals than just the receipt of information,

attention should not be diverted from assessing whether its leis

ambitious effects occurred. in the emp'-'ee training example,

instance, it would be important to show that employees have become

mere aware c- the problems and life experiences of minority

clients. If you are uhab. to show an impact on their behavior,

you caa at least show that the program has taught them something.

3. A program car acturlly i-fluence changes in hehavior. The most

difficult evaluation to undertake is cuc that looks for the

influence of a program on people's day to day behavior. While

beha,-)r and attitude change are at the top of the list of many

program objectives, actually determining whether such changes have

oc:lrred often requims more effort than the evaluatc' can

muster. You will, of course, be interested in at least keeping

tabs on whether the program is achieving some of its grander

goals. Consider yourself warned, however, that the probability of

a program showing a powerful behavioral effect might be minimal.

Try To Collect a Variety of Information

Three good strategies will help you do this Fil-st, try to find

useful informat.un which is going to be collected anyhow. ind out which

tests are given os part of the program or routinely in the setting; look at

the teachers' plans fc assessment; look at records from the program or at

reports, journals, and logs which are to be kept. Check to see whether
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evidence of the achievement of some of the program's objectives can be

interred from these.

Another good way to increase the amount of information you collect is

by finding someone to collect information for you. You might persuade

teachers to establish record keeping systems that will benefit both your

evaluation and their instruction. You might hire someone such as a student

from a local high school or college to collect information. Perhaps you

can even persuade a graduate student seeking a topic for a research study

to choose one whose data collection will coincide with your evaluation.

Finally, a good way to increase the kinds of information you can

collect is to rasa sampling procedures. They will cut down the time you

must spend administering and interpreting any one measure. Choosing

representative sites, ev_ifits, or participants on which to focus, or

randomly sampling groups for testing, will usually produce information as

credible to you audiences as if you had looked at the entire population of

people served.

Collecting a variety of information gives you the advantage of

presenting a thorough look at the program. It also gives you a good chance

of finding indicators of significant program effrcts and of collecting

evidence to corroborate some of your shakier findings.

Besides accumula':ing a breadth of information about the program, you

might decide to conduct case studies to lend your picture of the program

greater depth and complexity. The case study evaluator, interested in the

broad range of events and relationships which affect participants in the

program, chooses to examine closely a particular case that is, a school,



a classroom, a particular group, or even an individual. This method

enables you to present the proportionate influence of the program among the

myriad other factors influencing the actions and feelings of the people

under study. Case studies will give your audience a strong notion of the

flavor of the activities which constituted the program and the way in which

these activities fit into the daily experiences of participants.

Tr,/ iu Think of Clever - and Credible - Ways
To Detect Achievement of Program Objectives

Suppose in the teacher in-service example discussed earlier, it turns

out that teacher absenteeism has remainea unchanged and that the number of

disciplinary referrals has diminisled only slightly. These findings make

the program look ineffective.

It might be the case, however, that though teachers have continued to

send students to the office, 'ley are discussing problems more often among

themselves, reading more about minority groups, and talking more often with

parents. Perhaps the content of referral slips has changed. Rather than

noting a student's offense by a curt remark, maybe teachers are now sending

diagnostic and suggestive information to the school office.

A little thought to the more mundane ways in which the program might

affect participants could lead you to collect key information about program

effects. A good way to uncover nonobvious but importan indicators of

program impact is to ask participants during the course of the evaluation

about changes they have seen occurring. Where an informal report uncovers

an intriguing effect, check the generality of this person's perception by

means of a quick questionairr or a test to a sample of students. You

should, incidentally, try to keep a little money in the evaluation budget

to finance such ad hoc data gathering.



Collect Information To Show That The Program
At Least Has Done No Harm .

In deciding what to measure, keep in mind the possible objections of

skeptics or of the program's critics. A common objection is that the time

spent taking part in the program might have been better spent pursuing

another activity. Sometimes the evaluation of a program, therefore, will

need to attend to the of whether students or participants, by

spending time in the program, may have missed some other important

educational experience. This is likely to be the case with programs which

remove students from the usual learning environmnt to take part in special

activities. "Pull-out" programs of this kind are often directed toward

students with special needs - either enrichment or remediation. You may

need tc show, for instance, that students who take part in a speech therpy

rrogram during reading time, have not suffered in their reading

achievement. Similarly, you may need to show that an accelerated junior

high school science program has not actually prevented students from

learning science concepts usually taught at this level.

Related to the problem of demonstrating that students have not missed

opportunities for learning is the requirement that you also show the

program did no actual harm. For instance, attitude programs aimed at human

relations skills or people's self-perceptions could conceivably go awry and

provoke neuroses. Where your audience is likey to express concern about

these matters, you should anticipate the concern by looking for these

effects yourself.
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Measure What You Think Members of the Audience
Will Look For When They Receive Your Report

Try to get to know the audience who will recieve your evaluation

information. Find out wnat they most want to know. Are they, for

instance, more concerned about the proper implementation of the program

than about its outcomes? A parent advisory group, for instance, might wish

to see an open classroom functioning in the school. They may be more

concerned with the installation of the program than with student

achievement, at least during the first year of operation. In this case,

your evaluation should pay more attention to measures of program

implementation than to outcomes although progress reports will be

appropriate as well. If you get .) know your audience, you will realize

that, for instance, Mr. Johnson on the school board always wants to know

about integration or interpersonal understanding; or the foundation that

supplied funding is mainly concerned with potential job skills. Visualize

members of the audience reading or hearing your report; try to put yourself

in their place. Think of the questions you would ask the evaluator if you

were they.

Delineating What You Can Accomplish
Within Budget and Other Constraints

Financial limitations and political climate represent important

constraints on an evaluation, potentially limiting the scope and depth of

its investigations. The amount of time an evaluator can devote,

limitations on who, where, and when he can measure or observe, and

constraints on what he can ask all determine the ultimate breadth and

quality of an evaluation.
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The amount of time an evaluator can devote to the project is dependent

on the available budget. Available time, in turn, significantly influences

methodological choices. Site visits, for example, are costly in terms of

staff time as well as travel. Special outcome measures, as another

example, requires staff time for development, pilot-testing and analysis.

Assessing more rather than fewer program participants as a third example,

has significant cost implications. Rarely are abundart resources available

for an evaluation, and the evaluator often must juggle artfully to maintain

a reasonable balance between the demands of scientific rigor ancl

credibility and those of the budget. (Sometimes such a balance is just not

possible and clients need to be in,ormed accordingly.)

But financial resources represent only a part of the constraints on

any evaluation. Some writers have expressed pessimism about the usefulness

of evaluati results because of the overriding social and political

motives of t. ieople who are supposed to use evaluation results for making

decisions, Ross and Cronbachl describe the situation this way:

Far from !upplying facts and figures to an economic man,

the evaluator is furnishing arms to a combatant in a war

with fluid lines of battle and transient alliances; whoever

can use the evaluators to gain an inch of terrain can be

expected to do so...The commissioning of an evaluation...is

rarely the product of the inquiring scientific spirit; more

often it is the expression of political forces.

1Ross, L. & :ronbach, L.J. "Review of the Handbook of Evaluation
Research." Educational Researcher, 1976 5(10), 9-19.



fl.e political situation could hamper an evaluation in several ways.

For one, it might place constraints on data collection that make accurate

description of the program impossible. The sponsor could, for instance,

restrict the choice of sites for data collection, regulate the use of

certain designs or tests, or withhold key information. Politics could, as

well, cause the evaluator's report to be ignored or his results to be

r'sinterpreted in support of someone's point of view.

Responding to any of these situations will depend on vigilance in each

unique case. Remember that your major responsibility as an evaluator is to

collect good information wherever possible.

How might an evaluator alleviate some of these political forces?

First remember the old adage "Forewarned is forarmed" and be aware of the

political forces at work in your situation. Second, try to neutralize the

influence of competing agendas by drawing the representatives of powerful

constituencies into the evaluation process. Identify the relevant decision

makers and information users and work with them to identify the program

needs and to focus the evaluation. On this point; The Standards for

Evaluations of Educational Pro rams, Projects, and Materials developed by

the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (1981) states:

The evaluation should be planned and conducted with anticipation of

the different positions of various interest groups, so that their

cooperation may be obtained, and so that possible attempts by any of

these groups to curtail evaluation operations or to bias or misapply

the results can be averted or counteracted.
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Because of the acknowledged political nature of the evaluation process

and the political climate in which it is conducted and used, it is

imperative that you as the evaluator examine the circumstances of every

evaluation situation and decide whether conforming to the press of the

political context will violate your own ethics. It could turn out that the

data that audiences want, or the kinds of reports required, do not suit

your own talents ur standards, or the standards of the profession.

The point is that all evaluations operate within a set of constraints

-- financial, political, and others that influence both what an evaluation

can accomplish and its potential impact. The evaluator needs to be aware

of these various constraints and to plan accordingly for the most effective

evaluation possible.
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CHAFTEF

7T, L,--: THE ROLE OP EYAiLUATOR

It is a rare e%al_tatior that does not have both formative

=ummati.e oharacteristica. Ps the demand for utility

in e/al_atior has intreased over the /ears. information derived

summeti,s e:a:uations 1= often used for some aspect of

program imoroement or renewal. In the ideal, a summate :e

=.='.(=-1- is aesioned orimarilv to assess the overall impact of

a de.elosec mroaram so that decison-maers might determine the

i=t= c4 a oroaram. and a formative evaluation is

concLcted while a mrbaram is stIll beina installed so that it ma'.

_e imblemented as effectiel. as possible. In practice. both

evaluat_oc.is as througo the same Peel: stems. aitnouch

t =-= ma. =.-Ist. cifferences in timing. an audiences. and in the

between the evaluator and the program under

This :neater presents a description of the man stet=_ or an

role and outlines the responsibilities and activities

a==tt-at=c with the nosition. Since the teats of an evaluator

=barge with the contest. it is inappropriate to prescribe what

this ziersmn must do. Father the chapter will describe the

wit- retard to the program and supaest some of the activities

in whi or an evaluator mi cht become involved. In this Handboo.

= set whioh evaluators aim tc accomplish are caled

accr,oas. These are:

* Acenta Set the aoundary of the evaluation.

* AserJa P: Select appropriate evaluation aeslars and
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measurements.

* Addenda C: Collect information and analize data.

* Aaenda D: Report and confer with the primar,, aualencees).

You might think of each agenda as a set of information-
gathering activities culminating in one or more meetings
where decisions are made about the net information-
gathering cycle. Although it would he logical to perform
the tasks subsumed under each agenda in the sequence
presented above, you will likely find yourself working at
two or more agendas simultaneously or cycling back
through them again and again. This will be particularly the
case with Agendas C and D; you might collect, report. and
discuss implementation and progress data many times
during the course of the evaluation. Meetings with staff are
also likely to involve more than one agenda.

This chapter discusses in detail iarlous ways to accomplish

each of these tests. Chapter Three then presents step o. step

guides for completing each of the acts . -ties outlined

Saci.R1 Focus of the Formative Evaluator

Whatever their situation, formative evaluators do shay...
set of ,.ommon goals. Their major aim, of course, is to
ensure that the program be implemented as effectively as
possible. Tha formative evaluator watches over the pro-
gram, alert both for problems and for good ideas that can
be shared. The goal of bringing about modifications fo
program's Improvement carries with it four subgoals:

To determine, in company with program planners and
staff, what sorts of information about the program
will be collected and shared and what decisions will
be based un this information
To assure that the program's goals and objectives, and
the major characteristics of its implementation, have
been well thought out and carefully recorded
To collect data at program sites about what the
program looks like in operation and about the pro-
gram's effects on attitudes and achievement
To report this information deafly and to help the
staff plan related program modifications

64
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Agenda A: Set the Boundarir of the Evaluation

Your first job will he to delmelte the scone -11 the evalua-
iaiWwwwwwnon by sketching out with the prograrrikstailda description

of what your tasks toll be This first plan result in a
con!raLt describing wha you will do irap.44****, as well as
the resporsibilny they will assume to help you gather
information, and to act upon what you report.

As soon as you have hung up your telephone. hating
spoken with someone requesting zat-fismeetve evaluation,
you are confronted with Agenda A. It could be that the
person asked you outright to help with project improve-
ment. Or perhaps you chose to focus on providing forma-
tive intortn,tion to the project after having been given the
lob of summative evaluator or an ambiguous evaluation
role. It could be as well that you started out as one of the
program's planners and that your role as fin mauve evalu-
ator simply a "change of hats," a shift front y pre-
vious responsibilities.

Research the Program. You should find out as much as

oossiole about the program before meeting with your audience,

drporam staff and planners in the case of a formative evaluation

and primary decisionmakers in the case of a purely summative

e,aluation. A recommended first activity is to contact someone

who is familiar with this or similar programs. In addition

to sharing basic information, he may be able to help you
anticipate problems with the evaluation or with developing
a good relationship with-ste+.0.04.41t Amoulr-femes+tyg

By all means ask the program planners for documents
related to funding and development or adoption of the
program. These documents might include an RFP (Request
fur Proposals) issued by the funding source when it first
offered money for such programs, the program plan or
proposal, and program descriptions written for other rea-
sons such as public relations. Use these documents to form
an initial general understanding of what the program is
supposed to look like, what its goals might be, and particu-
larly, what shape the evaluation might take.

In addition, it may be worth your while to quickly
cheek the educational literature to see what, if anything,
has recently been written about programs like the one in
question, o about nents- cmaqtrizio,
curriculum materi s =may
even find earlier evaluations of this or similar programs.
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Encourage Cooperat ion. For whatever reason You unoertake

the ev.aluaticn. the first step will be to establish a woriino

-Piatinnshio with the clients. Since formative evaluation

depends on snaring information informally. one of the outcomes of

Agenda A in this type of evaluation should be the establishment

of oroundwor for Et trustin74 relationship with the staff and

'planner:. If :our ealuation has been commissioned by the prog-

ram staff- itself. establishing trust will be easier than if. as

in mar,: summatie evaluations. the contractor is ar external

agenc:. Perhaps the state or federal government. In the latter

case. the evaluator starts out as an outsider.

It is :er. important to avoid ending up in an adversary

position aoainst a defensive program staff. This is particularly

important, in a formative evaluation, and your posture toward the

Et? 4 and the orooram will differ somewhat from that tai en in a

summat,ve evaluation. A formative evaluator will need to con-

,lnce the staff that her primary allegiance is to help them

discnver how to optimize prooram implementation and outcomes.

Whe-Ps, it lE clear in a summative evaluation that Your main

responsibilit: is to provide an unbiased report of program

ad'omolishments to primary decision-maers. and this

responsitilitv should Pe made quite e;:plicit.

In crner to develop the necessary trust in a formative

evaluation. vou mioht describe the form that your outside

rPportino will taFe and allow the staff a chance to review ,our

e;:ter-al reports. Whenever it seems necessary. you might also

ouarantee that information shared for the purpose of internal
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program review and improvement will be kept confidential. An

important way to gain the confidence of prcaram personnel is to

mae yourself useful from the very beginning. efficiently

collecting information they need or woulJ life to have.

Elicit Information from Staff. While mutual trust must be

wored out gradually. some more practical aspects of your role can

be negotiated during a single meeting. Agenda A requires that

you and the principal contractor for the evaluation decide

together what 'ou will do for them.

Again. an evaluation done for formative purposes requires

a close working relationship with the staff as you jointly

determine the most appropriate course for your efforts. If yuu

arrive early during program development. you , ay find that the

staff needs heir) in identifying program goals and choosing

related materials. activities. etc. Even after the program has

begun. they may still be planning. Regardless cf the state of

proaram development
when you begin, you should help the staff outline what
they consider to be the primary characteristics of the pro-
gram, highlighting those which they consider fixed and
those which they consider changeable enough to be the
focus of 'imitative evaluatioq.

It is important to get a clear picture of the attitudes of ponAht-pait4
-tese4vers and planners, particularly concerning their com-
mitment to change, that is, the extent to which they are
willing to use the information you collect to make modifi-
cations in the program. Though neither you nor they will
he able to anticipate beforehand pruisely what actions will
follow upon the information you report, you should get
some idea of the extent to which the staff is willing to alter
the program.

0....
In general, laying the groundwork for yeer-formative

evaluation means asking the planners and staff such ques-
tions as:

Which parts of the program do you consider its most
d.stinctive characteristics, those that make it unique
among programs of its kind?
Which aspects of the program do you think wield
greatest influence in producing the attitudes or
achievement the program is supposed to brine about?

A s
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What components would you like the program to
have which it does not contain currently? Might we
try some of these on a temporary basis?
Winch parts of the program as it looks currently are
most troublesor.le, most controversial, or most in

;heed of vigilant attention?
On what are you most and least willing, or con-
sumed. to spend additional money? Would you be
willing or could you, for instance. purchase another
mathematics series? Can you hire additional per-
Bonne! or consuaants?
Where would you be most agreeable to cutbac ? n

you, for instance. -emove personnel? If 44e....0

vietiai-lessiaing equipment were found to be ineffec-
tive, would you eliminate it? Which-loseleatmaterials/
and other program components would you be willing
to delete? Would you be willing to scrap the program
as it currently looks and start civet?
How much administrative or staff reorganization will
the situation tolerate? Can you change people's rules?
Can you add to staff, say, by bringing in volunteers?
Can you move peopletear-Laster everrattnientatfrom
location to location permanently or temporarily? Can
you reassign students to different programs or
groups?
How much insolsetienal-aml-aussidiailaatchange will
you tolerate in the program beyond its current state?

Would you be willing to delete, add, or alter the
program's objectives? To what extent would you be
willing to change books. materials, and other program
components? Are you willing to rewrite lessons?

The objective behind asking these questions is not to
record a detailed description of the program. This will be
done under Agenda B. Rather, the purpose is to uncover
particularly maleable aspects of the program. The best way
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to find out about the staff's commitmuit to change is 1,,
ask these hard questions early. A dedicated staff that has
worked diligentl: to plan the program will likely have in
mind a point beyond which it will not go in making
modifications. You 'could locate that point, and choose
the program feat'ires you will monitor accordingly.

Another important consideration in uncovering staff by
aimr and attitudes is their commitment to a particular
philosophysof-osioreattaarokX they are adopting a canned
program, this philosophy probably motivated their choice.
Staff members developing a program horn scratch may also
subscribe to a single motivating philosophy. However, you
may find it poorly articulated Jr even uncicarly evidenced
in the prograi la this case. you v.:. 'reate a basis for
future decision-making by helping the staff to clarify and
put into practice what their philosophy says.

If ! -Iii can help the staff outline areas of the program
-.here modifications are likely to be either necessary or
possible. then they can begin to delis. e the parts of the
program whose effectiveness shouid be se.nstinized. This
will. in turn, suggest the kinds of information they will
need. the pros -am is based on canned :-..urricula which
will simply he installed, or on materials not expressly de-
signed for the type of program in question, then what you
can change will be restricted. In this case you should focus
on how best to make materials or procedures fit the con-
text.

E.sample. A group of language arts teachers in a large high school
JecidcJ that an alarming number of ninth -grade students were
unable to read at a level sufficient to apricciale the liteary
content of tlictr ..ourses. They decided to institute a tutoring
pi..gram in which twelfth graders would spend three forty-five
mo.ate periods a week reading literary selections with ninth
graders. The aim of the project was to improve the run
Nadine as well as to introduce them to English literature. The
reading selections used for this program were from Pathways to

a popular ninth-grade anthology: the district budget did
not include funds to purchase reading materials for secondary
students.

The s.hool's assistant prineipiu. Al Washington. monitored
closely the progress of the tutoring program. Alter only three
months had passed. he noticed some disappointment among the
initially enthusiastic teachers. The.. informal assessments of the
read rig of tutees had convinced them thai !"le progress had
been Although the students enjoyed the tutoring experi-
ence, thin were not learning to read. The teachers asked Mr.
Washington to evaluate the program with an eye toward St If
mg changes in the materials or the tuMitag arrangements that
would lelp the ninth graders with their reading. Mr. Washington
caretully examined Ow Pathways to Eng licit text. observed tutor-
ing sessions, and interviewed tutors and tutees. Irom this infor-
mation he drew t'ace conclusions about the program and offend
suggestions Nr action' II) the vocabulary in Pollways
to Englah was too difficult for the ninth graders. so =cl, unit
should he precedes. by a vocabulary drill using a standard proce-
dure that would be taught to tutors: (2) ninth graders %vete
hstemIke more than reading. se tutoring sessions should he re-
structured to follow a "you read to me and I read 10 you"
format m which fuelftli and :mut. graders anemic reading
passages. i3) prcgrain as constituted gave ninth graders no
feedback about tneor progress in either reading c literary appre-
ciation therefore. the teachers should write short unit tests in
vocabulary, comprehension. and appreciation.

4111-M11111= ANIMMMIN

In thethe casc where a wholly new program is being devel-
oped, you will want to Identify the roost promising sorts of
modifications that can be m.:de walun existing budget
limitations. You may find it most useful to concent-ate on
helping the staff select from among several alternatives the
most popular or effective feint the plograin can take.

AMr-

Example. KDKC, an educaUonal television sta.mn serving a large
city. received a contract from the federal government to produce
13 segments of a series about interculturrl understanding di-
rected at middle grade students. The objective of the series
would be to promote appreciaucn of diverse cultures by depict-
ing life in the home countries of the major cultural groups
comprising the population of the United States.

The producers of the sons set out at once to assemble the
program, based on the format of popular primary g.adc prtr
grams: the central characters livhig in a culturally diverse neigh-
bornciod converse with each other about their respective back-
grounds. These conversations lead into Ognettes-flimed ano
animated-depicting life and culture in different countries. Some
members of the production staff. however, sung ..ef out a
program format mutable for the pruna:y grades m *womb"
with older students. "How do we know." they asks "cruet
interests 10- and II-year olds?" They suggested two Annuls
which might be more effective: 3 fait action adventure spy story
with documentary interludes and a dramatic nr.rgram fcxusing
on teen-aye students trarehn in different countruts.

To test these intriguing notions. the producer called on Dr.
Schwartz, a professor of Child Development. Dr Schwart7.11,,u
ever, had to admit Mat he vas not sure what would most intiest
middle grade students z' r. Since the federal grant included
funds for planning, Dr. awartz suggested that the prod. yr
asscrehle three pilot shows presenting basically the same km. l-
edge via each of the three major formats being t..nsiciered and
then show the le to students in tht, target age group. asscsine
what they learned and their enjoyment. The producer liked tie
idea of tatting an expcnmcnt determine the foin of the pro-
grams and agreed to allow Dr Schwartz to conduct the studies.
serving as a formative evaluator.

111Mli.
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42(foar wl1 WapaittriVIVey to the
C option 01 what you car

and cannot do for them within constraints of your
abilities, time, and budget. You should !et them know the
sorts of choices you will have to make based on %off
preferences and likely future circumstances. It is also desir-
able that you frankly discuss both your are of greatest
competence and those in which you lack expertise The
staff should know in what ways you believe call he of
most benefit t the program as well as boss the program
might profit from th- services of a consultant who cuald
handle matters outside your competence,

Although you should have an evaluation plan in nand
before you mect with staff and planners. let vour rudicnce
have the opportunity .o select from among sceral options:
present your preferences as rect mmenthitions. and ncgo
hate the general form your evalL..tion sersices will take.
Try not to become enmeshed in details to early. You ueed
only agree initially on a outline of your evaluation yespoil-
sibilities. As the program develops. these plans cwild easily

7
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change. When describing the service you might perform, list
the km s of uestions you will try to answer about aria-

, effective use of materials, proper and
timely implementation of activities, adequacy of adminis-
trative procedures, "'id cuanges a, attitudes. Describe, as
well, the supporting data you will gather to back up depic
eons of program events and outcomes.

If y all feel that the situation will accommodate the use
of a particular evaluation design, then propose it and de-
scnbe howdesios increase the interpretability of data. In

4Y° r'"aareel- viftrIffigirnote controversy over the inclusion of a
program component, or where there exists a set of ifietreek
*ma alterntives without a persuasive reaa..n to favor any
one of them, suggest pilot studies based on planned varia-
tion. These studies, which could last just a few weeks,
would introduce competing variations in the program at
different sites. To help the planners eventually choose
among them, you would check their ease of installation,
t iF relative effect on serealeal achievement, and staff and

tatisfaction.

Example. The -curriculum efflee of a middle-sized school district
had purchased an individualized math coskapts program for the
primary grades. The program materials for teaching sets, count-
ing, numeration, and place value consisted of worksheets and
workbooks and sets of blocks and cards. Curriculum developers
familiar with the literature in early childhood education were
concerned about the adequacy of the "manipulatives" for con-
veying important bane math concepts. They wondered, as well,
whether the materials would maintain the interest of young
children. To find out whether suppiemeniary materials should he
.1.^.11. the Director of Curriculum set up a pilot test. She pur-

chased some Montessori counting beads and etusenaire rods trom
a commercial distributer and contacted a group 01 interested
teachers to write supplementary lessons for using the beads and
raids.

When the program began in September, most of the district's
schools used the new program without supplementary materials.
Ranuomly selected schools were aniline to receive the teacher-
made lessons based on commercial manipulatives. An in-serrice
workshop was held at the end of the summer to tamilianze
teachers in the pilot schools with the commercial materials and
locally made lessons.

The Director of Curriculum periodically monitorec -le entire
new program, administering a math-concepts test to representa-
tive classrooms three times dis.ing the tint semester. When these
tests were administered. she took speciel care to include in the
sample the classrooms sizing the teacher made lessons. She was
therefore able to use the Chines without supplementary materials
as a control group against which to treasure student achieve-
ment. Since development of mathematical concepts is difficult
to measure in young children, she also planned to monitor
teacher estimates of the suitability ease of installment, and
apparent et teetiveness of the various program versions.

I 1 MI 1: I I I. I=

Planned r.,;aCon studies for a program under develop-
ment scratch might emphasize the relative effective-
ness of different materials and activities. Whet"", a previously
deiigned program is being adapted to a new locale, planned
variation studies wiP more look at variations in staff-
ing and program m.. tagement.
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If there is enough time. suggest a balanced set of data

collection activities. Especially in the case of a formative

evaluation. include a few important pilot studies, t:ontinuous

monitoring of program implementation, and periodic checs on

achievement and attitudes. The precise details of these plans

can be worked cut under Agenda C. If possible. a formative

evaluation should include at least one service to the program

that requires vour frequent presence at program sites and staff

meetings. This will help you stay abreast of what is happening

and maintain rapport with the staff. Such extensive contact with

staff is generally not necessary for a summative evaluation.

Arrive at a contracts

6nce you ar,d your clients have reached an agreement
about your role and activities, write it down. This tentative
scope of work statement should include:

A description of the evaluation questions you will
address

The data collection you have planned, including
sources, sites, and instruments

A these activities, such as the one in
able 2, page 2;

sc iedule of reports and meetings, including tenta-
tive rgendas where possible

Be certain to stress the tentative nature of this outline,
allowing for changes in the program and in the needs of the
staff. Also, -emember you will be responsible for all evalua-
tion activities contracted. Exercise your option to accept or
meet ssignments.

The linking trot role :1 iormative evaluation

If you have expertise in or access to information about the
subject areas the program addresses or if you know about
programs of its type in operation elsewhere, you might like
to append to your formative role an additional title, much
in vogueLinking Agent. A linking agent conneo impor-
tant accumulated information and resources with interested
parties, in this case, the planners and star of tile ogram
you are evaluating. The (Midis agent is a on'- person infor-
mation retrieval system. Her sources are libraries, journals,
books, technical reports, and experts and strvice agencies of
all kinds.
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Different linking services will be relevant to different
programs. For example, you might locate and describe for
the staff sets of recently developed curriculum matenals
related to J locally developed program. II you were evaiu-
ating a special education program, you might find and make
use of a regional resource center offering consultation and
diagnostic help with special education students. The role of
linking agent will simply broaden the range of program
improvement information you collect. Be careful, however.
that linking does not interfere with your primary job-to
monitor and describe the program at hand.

Agenda B: Select Appropriate Evaluation Designs and Measurements

In Agenda A. you committed yourself to evaluation

activities. In this agenda, the program's decision-meters.

staff provide a working description of the program. In a

summative evaluation, you will collect a statemont of the pro-

gram's goals and objectives, a description of how the program

components have been implemented. and a summary of tne costs of

the program in order to decide which outcomes. activities. and

costs to measure. The kit bool, How to Design a Program

Evaluation will give you careful auidance about selecting tne

appropriate design for the evaluation.. A design is a plan of

which groups wall take part in the evaluation and when

measurements will be made on these groups. Your design will

might include a wide variety of measures such as achievement

assessments. attitude scales. narrative descriptions of

observations. and cost analyses. All ei measures should be

carefully selected to give information about particular outcomes.

Prepare a Program S--_atement. If a program is still under

development. then it may be your task to have the program's

planners and staff commit themselves to a working description of

their program. The final product of this activity should be a

written list of ----17
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progurn objectives. and a rationale that describes the rela-
tionship between these objectives and the activities that are
supposed to produce them. The program statement should
reflect the current consensus about what comprises the
program arrived at with the understanding that the pro-
gran 's character may alter over time. AirbrrtrgIrSio-sraape-id-

lu-ww14-futd-..

'ua-task-w44-tiepead-iternir-ort-yter
gitiAlwa+stvriviik-rtts-

Writing preliminary program statement-even if only in
outline form-is useful because it demands careful thought
by the program's staff and planners about what they intend
the program to look like and do. -This thinking alone can
lead to program improvements. Most successful programs
are built upon a structured plan tha' has been clearly
thought out and that describes as prec.sely as possible the
program's activities, materials, and administrative arrange-
ments A clear program statement encourages program suc-
,:ess for several reasons. For one thing. eve,y oody involvej
knows where such a program is headed and what its critical
ch llacieristics ought to he. Bervhody is working from the
same plan If pro,,t, am variations are taking lilac, then the
staff and planners are likely to he aware of this. The
evaluator can docnment such differences and, where pos-
sible., their merits. Fear of disputes among staff
members. advisory committees. and teachers should not
dissuade you front attempting to clarify program -sroce-
dures and go isagreements during the planning of a
program are by and large healthy, especially when a pro-
gram is in its form/mix, stage, and the ,aft should he willing
to adopt a "wan and see" attitude. Not all WI ferehces of
opinion may be resolved, but the pooling of staff

genre through discussion should he preferred to le.mog
each teacher to make his own guesses about what will work
best.

sgMake sure that goals are well statedAk

Cfhere are three basic sources of information 1.1..horminnif: 968/5:
The program plan. proposal, and other official docu-
ments

Structured interviews and informal dialogues with
prograrn staff

Naturalistc observation -bascu intuitions about pro-
grar;, emphases

As has been mentioned. it is possible that you will arrive
on the scene and find that the program has beat too
vaguely planned. Formative evaluation prestri.es the legiti-
macy of evaluating programs whose content and processes
are still uevelopmg. Frequently the staff will he unable to
tell you exactly what the program should look like, and
objectives may be too general to serve as a basis for moni-
toring pupil progress. Although you should get a glimpsc of
how the program w ll function from documents such as 'lie
program's proposal, or tie program plan, often these con-
sist of exhaustive lists (I documented needs that the pro-
gram should meet, a page or two on objectives. alio a
description of the program's staffing and budget A descrip-
tion of what people taking part in the program do or have
done to their is nut to he found.

Official documents represent forma: atements of pro-
gram intentions. These mav he out,:ated, incomplete. cri,,-
neous, or unrealistic Written descriptions of categorically

thou f frera"--
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funded programs swa1l-d4.-fnEFE-A--TiNe-+ are particularly
misleading. their objectives often reflect only p.. ically
minded rhetoric. Canned programs. or sets of published
program materials, are another source of official objectives.
But be careful here as well. While adoption of a particular
;7ot:ram mat reflect a philosophy shared between program
staff and the developer of the materials. it is also possible
that the staff running this particular program consciously 9r
lincooscionsly posseses a different set ()I goals or that the
program w.11 only use certain components of the purchased
materials.

Because of the problems associated with goals listed in
official documents. you are responsible for obtaining goal
intormation from discussions which probe the motives of
the program staff and from observations of the program.
Simply asking staff member: their perceptions of program
obiectives will often chat a recitation of documented goats,
cliches. or socially desirable answers. Asking staff for sce-
narios of what you might see or expect to site at program
Sites is sometimes more productive. These acenarios can be
followed b) questions about the particular learning that is
expected to result from the activities described. You may
also find it easy to elicit statements from staff members
about which aspects of the program are free to vary and
wluch are not. this information too can shed light on the
program's aims and rationale.

Record the program's rationale

Careful examination of ;he rationale underlying the pro-
gt am goes hand in hand with efforts to base the program on
a clear and Lonsistent plan. The rationale on which any
program is based, son'-'imes called a process model. is
simply a staicnient of why this program- a particular set of
implemented materials. activities. and administrative ar-
rangements is expected to produce the desired outcomes.
Sometimes the relationship between methods and goals is
transparent, but other times, particularly with innovative
programs. the credibility of the program requires that the
staff e- Maim and justify program methods and materials.

Example. A team of teachers from tour high schools in a large
metropolitan area planned a work-study program. The purpose
of the progran was to teach careering savvy. The teachers
defined this as "knowledge about what it taker to be st.ccessful
in one's chosen fie J of endeavor." The district assigned a consul-
tant to the project. Anna Smith. whose job it was to help
teachers iron out administrative details involved wt'h coordi-
nating student placement Ms. Smith had also been told to serve
in whatever formative evaluation capacity seemed necessary.

Having discovered that the teachers did not write a proposal
for the program, she asked that they meet with her so that she
(.(3fd %yr., ' snort document describing the program's major
goals and Quin 1g at teal the skeleton of the program. At this
meetaig the ti...zhers described the basic program. Students
would tlitiou from mane a act of community-wide robs made
available at minimum pay by various professional and business
firms The students would work as office clerks, sales persons,
retcptionists: they might be called on to make deliveries and do
odd jobs.

Instantly Ms. Smith saw that the program was without a clear
rationale "What makes you think." she asked, "that students
will gain an understanding of the important skills involved in
carrying on a career as a result 01 their taking on menu) jobs?"

The staff had to admit that the program as planned did not
gi arantee that students would learn about the duties o people
in different ' 'ers or about prerequisite skills for success. To-
gether with Ais. Smith they restructured the program as tollows

They added an observation -and- conversation component to
ensure that sponsonng professionals and business people
would cosnmn some time to describing their pers-mal career
historiel and would allow the students to observe thi. ,course
of their work day.
Students would be required to keep journals and mid anew
the career of interest

The formative evaluator should see to it that the pro-
gram rationale is suited to the conditions under which the
program will be carried out. A r...smatch may arise, for
example, from staff insensitivity to time needed for the
program to produce its effects. This could be reflected in
too many objectives or objectives that are too ambitious for
a project of moderate duration.

Lack of a clear program statement does not necessarily
mean that goals, a program rationale, and plans for activities
du not exist.' Producing a program statement is most often
a -natter of Peiping the stall and planners to coordinate
their intentions and shape weir ideas.

Production of the written statement provides a good
opportunity fur plinners to describe concretely the pro-
gram they envision. Because you have the pb of writing an
official statement for the staff, you will be able to ask
difficult questions witho7.1 implying any criticism. In de-
scribing goals and activities, and especially in exploring the
logic of the connection between them, the program staff
may encounter contradictions, uncertainties, and conflicts

you will have to handle with tact, patience, and perms-
,ce. Their sense of ease with you in your evaluator role

,,ill be reflected in the degree of candor with which they
participate in these discussions. Interviews with program
staff and first-hand observations might need to rcpLcc
group discussions as your primary source of information if
staff members find it too hard to articulate goals. strategies.
and rationale in group settings.

Work on Agenda B can proceed concurrently with work
on Agenda A. Since you will be meeting with the program
staff to reach agreement on your relative roles, you might
also use these meetings to clarify program goals. describe
implementation plans, and work out the rationale. da,,,,y jot

irrThe staff, finally, 'hould keep in mind thatal'ErFiTram lef fil
statement you produce is a working document. You, and tdeilf
they, will update it periodically, perhaps at the end of each
reporting interval you have agreed upon. In the meantime,
the existing document will be useful to people interested in
the program. Besides guiding both the program as imple-
mented and the evaluation, it can serve as the basis of
reports and public relations documents.

3. if, in fact. there is a total lack of consensus concerning what
the program is about, you may find it necessary to do a retrospec-
tive needs assessment with the staff. Needs assessments result in lists
tit prioritized goals, determined by polling the wants of the educa-
tional constituency and determining how well these wants are 'icing
tilled by the cur st program. Needs assessment is discussed in
treater detail on page 8

2- iz
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something to be negotiated with staff and planners. You
could, on the one hand, take the stance of an impartial
conduit for transporting the information the staff feels it
needs. At another extreme, you could be highly opinion-
ated, calling staff attention to what you feel are the pro-
gram's most critical and problematic processes and out-
comes. In the former situation, your report will convey to
program planners the data you collected with tin. post-
script, "Now you make the decision." If you plan to
express opinions, then your reports will likely advocate a
course of action, and the data collected will be planned
with an eye toward providing evidence to support your
Cate.

Agenda C: le=agrrmpiernentarieertmd-
-ths-Aaliimenumbi-og.hapain-Objaidiats.

One of the distinctive features of formative evaluation is
the continuous description and monitoring of thc program
as it develops, including measurement of the impact it is

having on the attitudes and achievement of its target
groups The first two agendas focus on tentative agreements
about the program's scope, rationale, planned activities, and
goals. With Agenda C, you begin to investigate the match
between the paper program, filled with intentions and
plans, and the program in operation. The information you
gather about the program for Agenda C can be used to:

Pinpoint areas of program strength and weakness

Refine and revise the program statement and, pos-
sibly, your evaluation plan

Hypothesize about cause-effect relationships between
program features and outcomes

Draw conclusions about the relative effectiveness of
program components where you have been able to use
good evaluation design and credible measures

Agenda C is the phase of ferdomerisievaluation with the
strongest research flavor. It can involve selecting samples:
sievelopmg, trying out, selecting, dministering. and scoring
instruments; and analyzing and interpreting data. The com-
poner books of the Prrigram Evaluation Kit will be most
useful fcr this phase of the evaluation. In addition, if you
will be conducting pilot studies, or if your evaluation can
use a randomized control group, then you ccn refer to
Chapter 5 the Step-by-Step Guide For Conducting a Small
Experiment for more precise guidance.

In carrying out Agenda C. as with the others, you and
the audience share information with a view toward pro-
ducing a product. In this case, the product is an analysis,
sometimes summarized in an interim report. of the pro-
gram's implementation and its progress toward achieving its
objectives. You tell the program staff at this point about
the specifics of your sampling plan and site selection, and
tiv, measures you have chosen to purchase or construct in
order to study features of program implementation or tc
monitor the attitudes or achievement different sub-
groups. You might. in addition, descr-..e the pilot tests or
case studies you have chosen to pursue.

The first task of the program staff during Agenda;; is to
respond to your data gathering plan, suggesting adjustments
to focus it more closely on what .ney m-sst want to know.
They should also confer with you in order to cnsurc that
your -aasurcments will not be too intrusive on program
activities or personnel. Finally, they shou'd share with you
their perceptions of the credibility of the information you
propose to collect.

Once you have reported mulls to the staff and planners
from one round of data collection. the audience's job will
be, quite naturally, to carefully examirr, what you have said
and choose a course of ac.'ion.

The degree to which your own personal opinions should
guide your data collection and reporting is, incidentally,

#Fortnative data collection planan

6deally it would be nice if the formative evaluator could
remain on-site with the program for extended periods of
time, in the style of the participant-observer. Realistically,
however, it is likely that budget, timc, and possibly the
ipographical distribution of program sites. will make such
vigilance impossible. You will have to rely on sampling,
good rapport with the staff, and a well -designed measure-
ment plan to give you an accurate picture of the program
and its cffccts.

Your major source of first-hand information about the
program will be your own informI observations and con-
versations with staff members while on site. Thcir &scup-
lions of the program and explanations of what you see
occurring should give you a good idea of how to dew:1i
morc formal data gathering instruments. infoonal observa-
tions should also show where the program is going well and
where it is failing, where a program component has be-11
efficiently carried oat. where it is partially implemented,
and where it is not taking place.

In order to cnsurc that your informal impressions arc
representative and accurate, more formal data gathering will
be necessary. For the purpose of formative evaluation.
three approaches to collecting data about the program seem
most useful:

Penodic program monitoring

Unit testing

Pilot and feasibilt idles

Your choice will be primarily determined by what
want to know.

Periodic program monitoring. The formative evaluator
whc wishes to check for proper program implementation
throughout thc evaluation selects a target set of character-
istics wluch he then monitors periodically and at various
sites. He also may select or construct achievement iCS1S and
attitude instruments to asSCSS at these times the attainment
of objectives of interest to the staff. The sites supplying
formative information and the times at which this informa-
tion is collected are often based on a sampling plan to
Insure that the measurements made at intervals reflect the
program as a whole.
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Example. Leonard Pierson, assistant to a district's Director of
Research and Evaluation, was asked to serve as formative eval-
uator during the first year of a parent education program. The
purpose or the program was to train parents of preschool chil-
dren no tutor them at home in skills related to reading readiness:
classification of objects, concept formation, basic math and
counting, conversation and vocabulary. Federal fur.(' had been
provided for the training and to purchase home workbooks
which were supplied tree of charge. These workbooks sequenced
and structured the home tutoring. They contained lessons, sug-
gesuons for enrichment activities, and short periodic assessment
tests. The parent training centers were set up at six community
agencies and schools throughout the district. Local teachers
conducted evening classes to teach parents to use the workbooks
daily with their children at home.

When the project director contacted Mr. Pierson, he was
simply asked to give whatever formative evaluation help he
could. Mr. Pierson, free to define his own role, decided to focus
on lour questions:

Most importantly, do students learn the skills that ate enipha-
sued by the workbook?
To what extent do parents actually work with their child
daily?
Do parents use techniques taught them in the training course.

or do they develop their own?
Are their own techniques more or less effective than those
they have been trained to use?

In order to help answer these questions, Mr. Pierson designed
two tnstruments and a monitoring system for administering them
Periodically.

A general achievement test consisting of items sampled from
the progress tests in the workbooks. The test will be admuus-
tered every sic weeks to a sample of participants' children.
Presumably scores ix. this test Mould increase over time. A
control group will also take tht test every sax weeks :a
aci.ount for learning due to sheer maturation.
An observation instrument to be completed by the commu-
nity member who visits the home to give the six weekly
achievement tests. The instrument records the amount of
progress made in the workbooks since the last visit, the
future of the teachine methods used by the parent, and the
apparent appropriateness of the current lesson to the stir
dent's skillsthat is. whetiser it seems to be too difficult.
Observers will be trained to be particularly alert to changes in
teaching style, recording both deviations and innovations.

MEW

The details of a periodic monitorirg plan are usually
agreed to by the evaluator and planners at the beginning of
the formative evaluation and then vary little throughout the
evaluator's collaboration with the program. The periodic
program monitor submits interim reports at the conclusion
of each data gathering phase. Like Table 3, these often
focus on whether the program is on schedule.

A formative evaluator ...an use Table 3 to report to the
program director and the staff at each location the results
of monthly site visits. Each interim report could include an
updated tat-le accompanied by explanations of why ratings
of "U," unsatisfactory implementation, have been assigned.
The occasion at which measurements are made are deter-
mined by the passage of standard intervals -a month, a
semestel --or by logical transition periods in the program
well as the dates of completion of critical units The
evaluator might check time and again at the same sites or
with the same people, or he could select a different repre-
sentative sample to provide data at each occasion.

TABLE 3
Project MonitoringActivitles

4
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Evaluator's Periodic Progress Ratios:
1 Activity initiated P Satisfactory Progress
C e Activity Completed " Unsatisfactory Program'

Where the same measures are used repeatedly at the
same sites, periodic monitoring resembles a time-series re-
search design. This permits the evaluator to form a defen-
sible interpretation of the program's role in bringing about
the changes recorded in achievement and attitudes. Using a
control group whose progress is also monitored further
helps the evaluator to estimate how program students
would be performing if there were no program.

Unit testing. An evaluator can focus on individual units
of instruction or segments of the program that the staff has
identified as particularly critical or problematic. In this
case, monitoring of implementation will require in-depth
scrutiny of the particular program component wider stt.dy.
raecause the evaluator's talk is to determine the value of
specific program components, the implementation of these
components will need to be described in as detailed a way
as possible. Achievement tests, attitude instruments, and
other outcome measures will have to be sensitive to the
objectives that units of interest address. This could make it
necessary for the evaluator to tailor-make a test, since
general attitude and achievement tests mill be unlikely to
address the particular outcomes of interest. In some cases,
the curriculum's own end-of-unit tests can be administered.
If you use curriculum embedded tests, however, be careful
that they are not so filled with the program's own format
and content' idiosyncracies that they sacrifice generalizabi-
lity to other contexts or make the control group's perfor-
mance look misleadingly bad The occasions on r hick mea-
iurements are made for unit testing are determined by
when important units occur during the course of the pro-
grar- Sampling of sites and participants should be done
where it is inadvisable or impractical to measure all stu-
dents, but representative subgroups of students or class-
rooms can be measured or observed.

4. Thh table has been adapted from a formative monitoring
procedure developed by Marvin C. Alkm.
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Reports about the effectiveness of these et incal program
esents slicerld be delivered in time for modific...tions to he
made in similar units, or in the same units in preparation
for the next time a group of program participants encoun-
ters them

It the teaching of units can be staggered at different sites
so that not all students are being taught the same unit at
the same time. the.i the results of unit tests can be used to
make decisions about the best way to teach that unit at
sites where it has not yet been introduced. Using a control
group or unit testing gives quicker information about the
relative effectiveness of different ways to implement the
unit in questionmor than one version can he tried out at
the same time and then relative effectiveness assessed. Unit
testing with a control group amounts to the same dung as a
pilot or feasibility study.

Pilot and feasibility studies. These are usually under-
taken because members of the program staff or : planners
have in mind a particular set of issues that they need to
settle or a hare decision to make. Pilot and feasibility
studies are carefully conducted and usually experimental
et forts to judge the relative quality of two or more ways to
implement a particular program component. Pilot studies
could he undertaken. for instance. to determine the most
effective order In who to present information in a science
discovery lab or the most beneficial tune to switch students
in a Minna' program to Jn reading group. These
studies require that different competing versions of a pro-
gram component he installed at various sites. The evaluator
first checks the degree to which each site carried out the
nrogain ,,ariation it was assigned. then, after giving the
sartati(n time to produce the results. he tests for their
relative citectoeness. Like twit testing. feasibility studies
demand measurement instruments that arc sensitive to the
outcomes that the program versions aim to produce. They
usual') demand random sampling since they use statistical
tests to look for significant differences in the performance
of groups esperiencing different program variations. Pilot
tests generally take place either before the piogram has
begi.n, or ad hoc throughout the course of the evaluation
whenever controversy or lack of Information creates a need
to try variations of the program.

Example I. Dr. Schwartz. the university professor working as a
torniative evaluator for educational television s:ation KDKC.
overheard a conversation one (las between two 'aces working
on an episode tor a sense on cultural aYiJfelletS "Poverty and
Potatoes is a sills name for an episode on Ireland." one writer
was say inc. "Well. inavbc you can du better: but I say we need
catchy titlesthings that will make the kith want to watch," the
other writer retorted. Dr. SChWart/ offered to help the writers
find such a title. 11.. suggested that for each episode of the
program they wrote to.. or Ow possible titles. Ile -.mild then
construct and administer a questionnaire for students in order to
Find out from the target audience which title would most entice
them to watch a television program

isamptc 2. The Stone City school board voted January tu
dismantle special classrooms for the educationally handicapped
and return 1.11 students to the recular classroom beginning in
SPptember. EH students would spend most t their time to the

braiturrrirtilandtrook

regular classroom. but would be "pulled out" enth dos to work
with a special education teacher a: a resource room in the
school. The change would mean not only shifting students and
altering the Job roles ol special education teachers: It would
demand establishing resource rooms in schools which did not
previously have them.

raced with this large change of delivery, ol spccial education
sernces, the istrict Director of Special Education suggested
that some pilot work done during the present school year could
prevent mistakes when mainstreaming took effect in the
whole district in September. With board approvAl. she decided to
phase mainstreaming into eight of the district's schools during
the spring.

Phase I. Two schools which airs idy had resource rooms
would move EH students into the regular classrocms in March.
Tie Director of Special Education would carefully observe and
informally interview teachers, students, and special euueation
teachers at these two schools to identify major problems in-
volved in the transition. She would ther work out an instruc-
tional package for teachers and parents that could be used to
alleviate sonic of the problems and misunderstandings that could
coincide with the organizational change.

Phase /1 In April, three additional schools would be Main-
streamed. using the training and counseling package developed
during the first phase. Attain. the effectiveness and smoothness
of the transition to mamstreaming would be assessed. based on
observations and interviews with regular teachers. special educa-
tion teachers, students. and parents. The April sample ssould
include one school which had not used resource rooms in the
past. This would give the director a notion of the cite( .11
mainstreaming in situations where it represents an esen larger
departure from regular practice. The training package would he
revised based on feedback trom teachers and parents with whom
it was used.

Phase 111. In May, three schools %inch had not previously tut'
resource rooms would he converted to mainstreanung. 1 hi t
perience of the first tsso MlaSCS ilUpelLIth would make ton
transition a smooth one.

The Director of Special 1 ducation. hating cperienccd
era' months of work in mainsticanmig t ould q %lid the summer
prepaiing materials for parents and training teachers to afflict-
pate September's reorgaruratu

Pik and feasibility tests usually occur ooh when the
evaluator offers to do them. Planners do no' usually ask to
have this sort of service performed fur them. A feasibility
study need not, as well, he based on achievement outcomes.
A common question it might address is "Will people like
Version X better than Version Y?"

V hatcver plan you use for monitoring the program's
effects, your efforts will allow the staff to make data-based
judgments about whether program procedures are having an
effect on partien.ants, Besides the outcomes that planners
hope to produce. you will need to look vigilantly for
unintended outcomes Nide-effects that can h, JSelibt'd to
the program but which have not been ment, oied by plan.
tiers or listed to official documents. Although side-etlects
are generally thought of as negative. they could casth
beneficial. You might discover. I or example potentially
effective practices spontaneous') implemehic.i J1 tow
sites that arc worth exporting to others. Negative unin-
tended effects arc important to discover if the program is to
be imprwed. They highlight areas that require added allen
non, modification. or even discarding.

Reinemher dui when the data coo collect Aggest revi-
sions ni the program, you will have to amenu the program
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TABLE 4
Contrasts Between Reports for Formative and Summative Evaluation

"53--

Formative Report Summative Report

Furpuse Shows the results 01 morutering the
program's implementation or of pilot
tests conducted dunng the course of
the rrocram's installation. Intended
to hcip change something going on in
the program that is not working as
well as It might, or to expand a
practice or special activity that
shows promise.

Documents the program's implementation
either at the conclusion of 3 developmental
period or when it has had sufficient time to
undergo refinement and work smoothly
Intended to put the program on record to
describe it a finished work.

Tone Ink renal Usually formal

Form Can be wntten or audiovisual; can be
dr.hvered to a group as a speech, or
take the form of tnformal conversa-
tions with the project director or
staff. etc.

Nearly always written, although some formal,
verbal presentauon might be mar!.: to supplement
or explain the report's conclusions.

Length Variable Venable, but sufficiently condensed or summarized
that it can be used to help planners or decision
makers who have little time to spend reading at
a highly detailed level.

Level of
specificity

High, focusing on particular activi-
ties or materials used by particular
people, or on what happened with
particular students and at a cert.un
place or point in time.

Usually more moderate, attemptutr to document
general program ciiaractenstics common to many
sites so that summary statements and general,
overall dedsions can be made.

statement as well. Program staff should take part in makuig
these revisions, and consensus should be reached before any
changes ,;re recorded ia the program's official description.
New program statements may also suggest revisions or addi-
tions le _dr contracted evaluation activities.

Agenda D: Report and Confer With Planners find Staff

The reporting mode for formative evaluation varies with the
situation. As is shown in Table 4, formative reports almost
never look like the more technical ones submitted by sum-
mauve evaluators. Most formative reporting takes place in
conversations or discussions that the evaluator has with
individuals or groups of program personnel. The form of
your report will depend on:

The reporting style that is most comfortable to y.":,J

and the staff with whom you are working
The extent to which official records are required
Whether you will disseminate results only among pro-
gram sites, or to Interested outsiders and the general
community as well

How soon the Information must reach Its audience in
ol.ler to be useful
How the information will be used

Whether reports are oral or wr;tten is up to you. If
additional planning or program modification will be based

on the reports you give, then It is best to discuss program
effects with the staff, perhaps at a problem solving meeting,
so thai remedies fur problems can he debated and decisions
made.

A written report provides a documentation of activities
3.nd findings to winch the audience can continually refer
and that can oe used in program planning and revision.
Written reports, however, take time to draft, polish. discuss,
and revise. This is time that might be better spent collecting
information and working on program development with tilt
staff. In many cases, the best way to leave a written trace of
the sults of your formative findings will be to periodically
revise the progtam statement you producedos....isaaof
Agenda-Br

Face-to-face meetings provide the staff and planners
with a forum for discussion, clarification, and detailed
elaboration of the evaluation.; findings is well as the cr,por-
tunny for making suggestions about upcoming evaluaoon
..ctivities. During conversational reports, you will be able to
make requests for assistance in solving logistical problems
or collecting data. Staff members might also want to ex-
press their problems or suggest new information needs.

A schedule for interim reports should be part or the lsiSidetik-.
evaluation contract. The program staff should indicate
when or how frequently they wish to review the results of
each evaluation activity. Interim reports on the progress of
program development should contain results of completed
( valuation components, a rote: 'ion of tasks yet to be
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accomplished, and J full description and rationale for any
changes in your responsibilities that may have to be nego-
tiated.

Formative evaluation reports can include feedback of
different sorts. At minimum, such a report will simply
descrihe what the formative evaluator saw taking place-
what the program looked like and what achievement or
attitudes appeared to be the result. Depending upon his
presumed expertise in such matters, the formative evaluator
may also make suggestions about changes, point to places
where tic program is to particular need, and offer services
to help remedy these problems. Yc,ar co-tributlons along
these lines will depend on your expertise and the contract
you have worked out with the planners_and staff.

If your evaluation service has foctifed on pilot or feasi-
bility studies, then your report will follow a more standard
outline, although you may supplement the discussion of the
results with recommendations for adaptation, adoption, or
rejection of certain program components and perhaps out-
line further studies that are needed.

The tentative nature of instructional components in the
formative stages of a program should be a recurring theme
ui your conversations with and reports to the staff. You
will find that once fr.boe staff are comfortable with
program procedures. they will want to avoid making further
changes in the program. The formative evaivator will have
to make a conscious effort to keep the staff imcrested in
looking at program materials and procedures with a view
toward making them yet more appropriate, effective, and
appealing for the students. Although caluators will have
the responsibility of overseeing the collection of informa-

/ 7

-Evatartiorifendeook

non to support decisions about program revisions, the sug-
gestions and active involvement of teachers m this decision-
making process is crucial. Everyone on the program staff
should understand why the formative evaluation is occur -
rng and should be encouraged to take part.

For Further Reading

Alkin, M. C., Daillak, R., & White, P. Using evaluations
does evaluation make a difference? Sage Library of .

Social Research. Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Pubns., 1979.

Baker, E. L, & Saloutos, A. G. Evaluating instructional
programs. Los Angeles, CA: Center for the Study of
Evaluation, 1974.

Havelock, R. G. Planning for innovation through dissemina-
tion and utilization of knowledge. Center for Research
on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, Institute for
Social Research, University of Miclugan, January, 1971.

Lichfield, N., Kettle, P., & Whitbread, M. I-vat:union in the
planning process. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1975.

Nash, N., & Culbertson, J. (ids). Linking processes in
educational improvement. C Ilumbus, 011 University
Council for Educational Administration, 1977.

Patton, M. Q. Utilization focused evaluation. Beverly 1W1s,
CA: Sage Publications, 1978.
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Step+yStep Guides
Foka Conducting arL

Evaluation
Chapter Two lists some of the myriad jobs of an evaluator.

reep in the general differences between the roles of a formative

evalJator and a summative evaluator. The goal of a formative

evaluator is to collect and share with planners and staff

information that will led to improvement in a developing program.

A summative evaluator has the responsibility for producing an

accurate description of the program, complete with measures of

its effects, that strnmarizes what has transpired during a

particular time period. Results from a summative evaluation.

usually compiled into a written report. canbe used for

several purposes:

* To document for the funding agency that services promised

by the program's planners have indeed been delivered

* To assure that a lasting record of the program remains on

file

* To serve asa planning document for people who want

to duplicate the program or adapt it to another setting.

The sometimes idiosyncratic nature of evaluations may made a

step-by-step guide seem unnecessary, and in truth, there is no

step -by- -step way to perform tasLs involved with the role.

Enough activities are common among evaluations. however, to

permit a general outline of what needs to be accomplished.

Chapter Two describes four Agendas to which an evaluator must

attend to soy le degree. These agendas are:

* Agenda A: Set the Boundary of the Eialuation. That is.

negotiate the scope of the data datnerind '7Liyities in which you

willengage. the aspects of the program on which you will

3- 1
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concentrate, and the responsibilities of your audience to

cooperate in the collection of data and to use the information

you supply.

Agenda B: Select Apgrogriate Evaluation Design and

Measurement=. In this case, you determ-ne specifically what is

to be measured. when, and how. The analysis to be employed is

also planned at this stage.

Agenda C: Data Collection and Analysis. This includes

administering all the planned data collection instrunents to

appropriate groups. caviling and analysing the data and

selecting an appropriate reporting form.

Agenda D: Final Report. Given the original purpose of tne

evaluation, plan and execute a reporting strately for the

appropriate audiences.

As Chaoter Two mentioned, many of the tasks falling within

the scope of the different agendas will actually occur

simultaneously or in an order other than that described by the

guide. In general, however, therc, will be some logical order to

how the evaluation unfolds. Consider the guide as a loose map ,--,-F

the activities YOU might perform.
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II you are working as a formative evaluator for the first
time in the setting, your best guidance might come from a
conversation with someone who has evaluated the program
before or who has served as formative evaluator in a similar
setting. If formative evaluation presents a change in the
evaluation role to which you are am stomed, then seek out
someone who has clne it before. Nothing beats advice from
long experience.

Whenever possible, the step-by-step guides use checklists
and worksheets to help you keep track of what you have
decided and found out. Actually, the worksheets might be

better called "guidesheets," sine you will have to copy
many of them onto your own paper rather than use the one
in the book. Space simply does not permit the book to
provide places to list large quvntities of data.

As you use the guides, you will come upon references
marked by the symbol Ap. These direct you to read
sections of various How To books contained in the Program
Evaluation Kit. At these junctures in the evaluation, it will
be necessary for you to review a concept or follow a
procedure outlined in one of these seven resource books:

How To Deal With Goals and Objectives
How To Design a Program Evaluation
How To Measure Program Implementation
How To Measure Attitudes
How To Measure Achievement
Now To Calculate Statistics

How To Present an Evaluation Report

3 3

\
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Agenda-, A:

Set the rolundaries
At& t;', - "nation

Instruction/

Agenda A encompasses ;the evaluation planninn
pariod--fron rho time you accept the job of t.emw-

tevaluator until you begin to actually car-y
out Jssignmenta dictated by the role. Auca
of Agenda A amounts to gaining rn understanding
the program and outlining ,he services you can
parlor', than negotiatirg tnem with the webers
of the staff who will usnAhnn,gtvinformatico.

A.-Ada As five steps and twelve subeteps are
outlin.J by this flowchart:

e. Collect and

scrutinise
Men docu-
its that des

tribe the pro-
sus

'alk to
*pole

FOCUS THE EVAL
UATION

. Judge the
adequacy o. th
available

it ten donu-

ts for des -

ribing that

OW

C)

a. Agree about
the basic out-
line of the
valuation

. Star alert
for ',go poten-

tirl snag* it
Ctrl It»; ,......

valuation
1." -A Of pOS-
sib.lity for
change; con-
flicts in your
role

RSTIMATZ HOW
MUCH THE EVAL-
UATION WILL
COST_

a. Coop. *n a
cost -of -*tall -

per -unit-time
figure for eac
job col* occu-
p=ed by *woman

o workrkr the evalua-
o

3
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first *etiolate
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r14- Step-by Step Guide for Cotulucting-a-&t:Hi--nrativr Evaluation

fji

Instructions

The job of the semerisre evaluator is to collect,
-.digest, and report information about a program to
satisfy the needs of cne or more audiences. The

audiences in turn might use the information for
either of three purposes:

go To learn about the program CO- r7:5 eoryonetnis
'c To satis'7 th_aselves that the program they were

.. promisee did indeed occur,and if not, what

happened instead( pe.a/rhvaictetg040,t.11) I/I 514-invnalt"-'.

- timing_ expinding or e program,
-.0 To ma-s decisions abou c ntip g or discan -

.. /'Ifecisiortshingr your findingsAyour first
job is to find out viat the decisic76XU.10 Then you
mill have to ensure that you collect the appro-

"priate information :.nd report it to the correct

Step J
Determine the purposes

of the evaluatieet

audiences.

ti

gin your descriptions of the
decisions to be made and your

audience(s) by answering the
following questions:

What is the title of the program to be eval-

uated?

Throughout this chapter, this program will be
referred to as Program X.

Ell4hat decisions will be based on the evaluation?

District Personnel

Report due ---_------

School Board

Report due

Superintendent

Report due

State Department of

Report due

Education

Federal Personnel

Report due

Parents

Report due

Community in general

Report due

Other--special interest groups, for instance

Report loe

NOTE-

Try not to serve too many and ences
at once. To produce a credible
-ememmwilmt evaluation, your position
.mst allow you to be objective.

Sala-P11,0-1.-01-114-tfl+3-14TriTdimeAr-ftre-e4eberriC,
erbserofirmelsisdretnrit-terrrt-

..r-F9VC.G/ 0.4"._ do /4-411.te-h kty Ala /lot ealualiq
.R%k the people I.' , constitute your primary audi-

ence this Question,:

01-no wants to know about the program? That is, Q What would be done if Program X were to be
who is the evaluation's audience

Teethe's

Report due

Administrators

Report due

Counselors or department heads

Report due

found inadequate?

Here name another pip/tram or the old program,
or indicate that they would have no program
at all. What you enter in this blank is the
alternative with which Program X should be
compared. There could be .many alternatives o.

competitors; but select the most likel-
alternative.



This most-likely -alternative-to-Program -X, its

_losest competitor. is referred to throughout
this guide as Program C. Write it after the
word "or" in the next sentence:

A choice must be made between cont suing Pro-
gram X or . . .

This is Program C.

If at all possible, set up or locate a control or
comparison group which received Program. C.

Casaii;Z:hyriiiVallemmmOMMO:::Wil
Iroxess !vale 'alx foi-neest.

44.4abwronemabegMW4194111111 Cnap-
tet 1 describes evaluation designs,

some of them fairly unorthodo), which might be
useful for situations where coLtrol groups are
difficult to set up Using a control group
greatly increases the interpretability of your
information by providing a basis of comparison
from which to )udge the results that you obtain.
Pages 24 -o 32 of the same book describe different
s s of control groups and the programs they
might r ceive.

Has mne of the ev 'uatian's audiences, suck as
a Federal or State funning agency, stated
specific requiremenrs for this evaluation? Are
yon squired, for instance, to use particular
.ests, to measure attainment of particular out-
comes, or to report on special forms? If so,

summarize these evaluation requirements by
quoting or referencing the documents that
sti elate them.

Vhat is the absol.-e deadline for
the earliest evaluation report?
Record the earliest of the dates you
listed when describing audiences.

"ftee Evaluatiou Report must be ready by
AiL

Evaluat. Pr 's handbook

1/1)-f, c74 i-071,11 /1'1-'26/

,icy

d
aff.o.getalle, .0/5/c-A,

Poalecv,
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Step-by-Step Guide for Conducting c4trrnmettEvaluation

I Step 2

Find out as much as you can
about the program(s) in question

Instructionp

a. Scrutinize written documents that describe
Program X, Program C, or both:

0 1 program proposal written for the funding
agency

0 The ralucst for Proposals (RFP) written by the
sponsor or funding agency to which this pro-
gram's proposal was a response

0 Results of a needs assessment* whose findings
the program is intended to address

0 Written state or dist, ct guidelines about
program processes and goals to which tilis pro-
gram must conform

0 The program's budget, particularly the part
that mentions the evaluation

0 A description of, or an organizational cl...Art
depicting, the administrative and staff roles
:layeZ by various people in the program

Curriculum guides for the materials which have
taen purchased for the ptog-am

[:jPast evaluations of thin ^ir similar programs

0Lists of goals and objectives which the staff
or planners feel describe the program's aims

['Tests or surveys which tie program planners
feel could be used to measure the effects of
the program, such as a district-wide year end

assessment instrument

0 Articles In the educatio. .id evaluation liter-

ature that describe the effects of programs
such as the one in question, its curricular
materials, or its various subcomponents

0 Other

Once yo', have dtscciered which materials are
available, seek them out and copy them if pos-
sible.

Take notes in the margins. Write
down, or dictate onto tape, comments
about your general impr-ssion of the
program, its context, aad staff.

This will get you started on writing your on
description of the program. You may want to com-
plete Step 3 concurrently with this general
overview. Be alert, in particular, for the
following details:

U The program's major general goals. List sepa-

rately those that seem to be of highest
priority to planner., the community, or the
program's sponsors. Note whe:e these priori-
ties differ across audiences, sirce your report
to etch should reflect the prioriti s of each.

Specifically stated objectives

0 the philosophy or point of view of the program
planners and sponsors, if these differ

ti

Li Tests or surveys that 'ere used hy the pro-

xram's formative evaluator, if -Mt/ i.11&,otitOtitei,.

you.au eolicwx 1-7 eLl at)irri acgivaflon.
emos, meeting minutes, newspaper artic es-- Examples of similar programs that planners

descriptions made by th' taff or the planners intend to emulate
of the program

0 DescrirZions of the program's history, or of
t1.' social context into uhich it has been
designed to fit

-: *A needs assessment is an announcement of educa-
- tio-al needs, expressed in terms of the school

curriculum sad policies, by representatives of the

) school or district constituency.

WINERIES, .11401.

Writers in the field e4-0edlreviliTqLwhose point
of view the program is intended to mirror

-7
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01 The needs of the community or constituency
which the program is intended to meet--whether
hese have been expliatly stated or seem to
Adplicitly underly the program

0 Program implementation directives ant. require-
ments, described in the proposal, requir-d by
the sponsor, or both

0 The amount of variation tolerated ln the pr.1--

gram from site to site, or even student to
student

0 The number and distribution of sites involved

0 Canned or prepWished curricula to be used for
the program

0 Curriculum materiels to be constructed in-house

Plans which have been developed describing how
the program looks in operation--times of day,
scripts for lessons, etc.

0 Administrative, decision-making, and teaching
roles played by various people

0 Staff responsibilities

0 Descriptions of extra-instructional requ
mentr placed on the program, such as the need
to obtain parental permissions or to include
telcher training or community outreach activi-
ties

0 Student evaluation plans

Teacher evaluation plans

D Program evaluation plans

O Descriptions of program aspirations that have
been stated as percents of st"dents achieving
certain objecti and/or deadlines by
particular objectives should be reached

E:ITimeliner and deadlines for accomplishing par-ticular implementation
goals or reaching

certain level of student_echievemet

5.117A.e6
-firma-h

n

Aia4-/

hulk to people
0,4L.-1-cnernall-/Gt.

Once ou have arrived at a set of initial impres-
sion check these- -and your germinating evalua-
tion plans--by seeking out people who can give you
two kinds of information:

Advice about how to go about collecting forma-
tive information for a program of this sort

Answers to your questions about what the pro-
gram i supposed to be and doincluding which
and how much modification can occur based on
your findings

addAy.410Ritat/lOrJY
Check yofir description of the program against the
impressions and aspirations of your audiences and
the program's planners tnd staff. By all means,
contact the people who will be in the best posi-
tion to use the information you collect, your
primary aAdience.

Try to think at tnis Om: of other people whose
actions, opinions, and decisions will influence
the success of the evaluation and the extent to

which the information you collect will be useful
and used. Hake sure that you talk with each of
these pecple, either at a group meeting or indi-
vidually. Seek out in particular:

Evaluators who have worked with this particular
program or programs like it. They will have
valuable advice to give about what information
to collect, how, and from whom.

School or district personnel not directly con-
nected with the project, bet whose cooperation
will help you carry out the evaluation more
efficiently or quickly. Negotiate access to
the programs!

Influential parents or community members whose
support will help the evaluation go more
smoothly

Plan.) /a?../ 1 it-A1 OA itralit,ot
(zailitidtztv 6ifi, 1441UnahiA? 41Q/61d116)

11 Pia 6i ,r,, twiAttatamt, allittopmf--nt-
Qat- -6atyrva-Wokt. -MitachaAttrx.9)
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0 The project director(s)

°Teachers, particularly those ..ho seer
most influence

to have

-(1-1Program pia-'Hers and designers

.0CUrriculum consultants to the proj,-t

'E)Membera of advisory rommittees

0 Influential or particularly helpful students

0The people who wrote the proposal

If they are too busy to tale, send

memos to key people. Descr be *he
evaluation. what you would .ike them

to do for you, and when.

your meetings with these people, ou ttould

communicate two things:

Who you are and why you are 46ammestlFsel evalua-

ting the program

The importance of your staying in contact with

them throughout the course of the evaluation

They, in tuna, should point out to Your

Areas in which you have misunderstood the pro-
gram's objectives or its description

Parts of the program which will be alternatively
emphasized or relatively disregarded during the

term of the evaluation

Their decisior about the boundaries of the

cooperation they wil: give you

times when it

meetings.

point out the
variations.

Keep a list of the addresses and

phor numbers of the people you have

contacted with notations about the
best time of day to call then or the

is easiest for them to attend

If possible. Jbserve the program in
operation or programs like it. Take

a f,eld tr-ip in the company of pro-

gram planners and staff. Have them

program's key components and major

Take careful not ?s of everything you

see and hear. Later you may rind

some -'f theta valuable.

J3
3 9
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Instructions

i143".101121.111122T42.8'jJ.L2f31UU1
da rig the program

Hake a note of your impressions of
the _duality and specificity of theCMADN
program's written description.
Answer these questions ia particular:

Are the written documents *pacific enough to
give you a good picture of what will happen? Do

they suggest which components you will evaluate
and what they will look like?

O Y" 0 no 0 uncertain

Have program planners written a cle: rationale
describing 3.la the particular activities, pro-
cesses, materials, and administrative arrange-
ments in the program will lead to the goals and
objectives specified for the program?

yes 0 no r uncertain

Is the program that is planntd,ard/or the goals
and objectives toward which it aims, consistent
with the philosophy or point of view on which
the program is based? Do you note misinterpre-
tations or conflicting interpretations anywhere?

O yes 0 no 0 uncertain

If your answers to any of these questions is no 0:
t. uncertain, then you will have to inclule In yourc_,

LP')" 1t)( evaluation plans discussions with the planners and
staff to persuade them to as- down a clear state-
ment of the program's goals and rationale.

BEST COPY
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[ Step 3

Focus the evaluation

1,4 Visualize what you might do as formative
evaluator

Base this exercise upon your impres-
sions of the program:

Which components appear to provide the key to
whether it sinks or swims?

Which campunento do the planners anti staff most
emphasize as being crittcally important?

Which are likely to fail? Why?

What might be missink from the program as
planned that could turn out to be critical for
its succespo

Where is the program too poorly planned to merit
success?

Which student outcome .11 it probatly be

easiest to accomplish', hich will be most
difficult?

What effects might the program have that its
planners have not anticir.aced?

While conducting this exercise yourself. 3( not

1,3 afraid of brine hard on the program. It is

your job to f pr6olems that the
program's planners might crrerlook.

When you chink about the service you can prov4de,
you will, cf course, -eed to consider tvo imp( .-
tent things besides program tiara., er s and

adagX5r4114-arrits-t2tdm-r
Lrour-ame-pmet4ew4em-acrematite-

mrwom../..Im
)outcome'. These are the budget, which you

will work out in Agenda B, and our own
5 _ 4) particular strengths and talents.
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tr qr. A.22222.your on strengths

5-0

:.'t
:=3, 1

You will belt ber,efit the program in
those areas who e your visualization

in Step 3b mat,hts your expertise.
You should "tune" the evaluation to

build on your skills as:

%-.,.(3A researcher

EJA group press leader or organizational
facilitator

CIA subject matter "expert"--perhaps a curric-
ulum designer

clA former teacher in the relevant subject areas

An administrator

OA facilitator for problem solving

OA counselor or therapist

CIA linking agent (See page 27, Chai,ter 2)
.

0 A good listener or speaker

An effective wri er

OA synthesizer or conceptualizer

A disseminator information, or public r

tions promoter

0 Other_

cidieThink of how You can cut cos'..s

Since the se.i.es you ccn cnvi:;icn
providing probably exceed your
b.lcipt, think of how you can cut
C 3C 440.4454{1.-2.C.r-PO4

BES2 Can_
3 I/ 80



Instructions

Chapter 2 presented a general outline of the tasks
that often fall withi ttvm evaluator's

role. You will have to work out your own job with

your own audience. Meet again avi confer with the

people whose cooperation will be nscessary--those
whose decisions about the program carry most influ-
ence and who will cooperate when you gather infor-

mation. You may, of course, also want to meet

with other audiences.

gt /tree about the basic outline of the evalua-

tion

OIEM

0 Agree about the program characteristics and
outcomes thdP will be your major focus--regard-
less of the prominence given them in official
program descriptions. Ask the planners and
staff these questions:

Which characteristics of the program do you
consider Lost important for accomplishing its

objectives' Hight you have fmplemented it in
a different way than is currently planned?
Would you be willing to umertake a planned
%ariation study and try this other way?

What components would you like the program to
-Jaye which are currently not planned? Might we

try some of these on a pilot basis?

Are there particularly expensive, troublesome,
contro'ersial, or difficult-to-implement parts
of the program that you might like to change or
eliminize? Could we conduct some pilot or
feasi"ity studies, altering these on a trial
basis t some sites?

Step 4

Negotiate your role

Which achievements and attitudes are of highest
priority?

On which achievements and attitudes do you
expect the program to have most direct and
easily observed effect?

Does the program have social or political objec-
tives that should be monitored?

0 Agree about the sites and people from whom you
will collect information. Ask these questions:

At which sites will the program be in operation?
Kow geographically ispersed are they?

How such does the program as implemented vary
from site to site? Where can such variations

be seen?

Who are the important people to talk with and
observe?

When are the most critical times to see the
program--occasions over its duration, and also
hours during the day?

At that points during the course of the program
will it be best to measure student progress.
staff attitudes, etc? Are there logical

breaking points at, say, the completion of
particular key units or semesters? Or does the

program progress steadily, or each student
individually, with no best time to measure?

91
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: Would it be better to monitor the program as a
'Ne- whole sperionicat:y, or should the effectiveness

of various program subparts be singled out for
scrutinizing, or both'

More detailed description of sam-

,4
piing plans is contained in How To
Measure Program Implementation.
pages 60 to 64. How To Design a

' Program Implementation, pages 33 to 45, describes
decisions you might make about when to make
measurements.

Agree about the P:rt tie staff will play in
collecting, sharing, ano providing information.
Explain to the staff that its cooperation will
allow you to collect richer and note credible
information about -m--with a clearer
message about what neewar be done. Ask:

Can records kept during the program as a natter
of course be collected or copiet, tm provide
information for too evaluation-

Can record-keepire systems be established to
7- give me needed Ir-formation7

Will ..y.oereil staff...41,-1.e to snare
merit informition with me or help with
its collection? Are22qvilling to admir'ster
periodic tests to sammies of .44,,h(J,Jj1 ,7

..1 WiII tiff memoers me 11:: g ann ahIe to
attend brief evaluation meetings or evaluati,n
planning sessions?

Will you be willing and able to take part in
planned program ia.iations or pilot ;gists'

Will you be willing to respond to a,.:itude
surveys to determine the effectiveness of pro-
gram components'

eased on the inform.tIon T collect, will You to
willing to spend time on modifying the prprar
through new imsteuction, lessons, ocganiza-
r4onai or staffing patte.-rs'

Are YOU willing to adopt a formati.e wnit-aad-
see experimental attitude 'award t,,e program'

m04.0.10.6. aw4Www4... 04.

43

How To Measure Program Implementation
describes ways to use records kept
during the program to back up des-
criptions of its implementation.

See pages 79 to 88.

Agree about the extent to wnich you will he
able to take a research stance toward the eval-
uation. Find out.

Will it be possible set up control groups
with whoa program progres, can he compared'

till it be possible to establish a true control
broup design oy randomly assigning participants
to different variations of the program or to a
no-program control group? Will it be possible
to delay introducing the program at some sites?

Can non-equivalent control groups be formed or
located'

Will I have a chance to make me surements prior
tc the mrorram and/or ofteo en. to set up a
tine series design'

i:111 I be able to a good design to unde .e

pilot tests or feas...b.lity studies'

Will I he able or required to conduct in-depth
cose studies at some sites?

......1) -1-kr e , ,-).4,/ c -,c(731--rY7 a 717 c' ' / j
J, 9t5Al.ails about tb.. use of designs4n- 1:6, I 61(2[4

AllrSo-feetrese--esmrisrt..-ret are discussed in

How To Design a Program El.alustlon.
See in particular pages 14 to 19 and

46 to 51. Case studies arc discussed in How Tn

Mee ire Program Implementation, pages 31 and 32.

-T.-rt. Cl. rOZ ill a 16 04L _.e-calz( i a-ri,,

ELAgr.e about the extent to which Nou will need
to provide other services. Ask the staff and
planners the questions:

Do you need consultative help tLit stretche,:
nv role beyond c llecttng forratle data' Do

you uant mv advice about program ndifi atLons,
for Instance' Or help with solvinr, personnel
problems

BEST COPY
9



Eyaluator'.! handbook

Do you want me to serve Go sort. ()egret a

linking agent? S:A.),Jd :, for instan:., conduct

literature -.views, seek consultation from
similar projects, or search out services or
additional people or funds to help the project'

Should 1 tak, on a public relations roll? all
you want me to serve as a spokesperson for the
project? To give talks or write a newsletter,
for exempla"

1101 ,Stay alert for two potential snags in carrying
out the evaluation

.611c;-gtlgeliage a.c*MIA07'445727443,4°16
Conflicts in your responsibilities to the
program and the sponsur

Now much inTtruLtional 3nd curricular change
will you tolerate ink-i-og.am
current state? Would you be willing to delete,
add, or a'ter the program's objectives? To

what extent would you be willing to change
books, terials, and ogler program components?
Are you willing to rewrite lessons?

Include additional "what if..." questions that are
more specific to the program at hand.

look out for conflicts in your own role. If

your job requires that you report about the
program to its sponsor of co the community at
large, staff members are likely to be reluctant
to share with you doubts and conjectures about
the program. Since this will hamper your
effectiveness, you will do best to explain to
the planners and staff the following:

r--1$45-2-61/0q.RW40/ -t-orrYla rePef4-rhet.4164/0045-0*4-440614-444
niet-you-±--au nert-tyrrund-t....40.4too.-

U oak ut or lack af commitment co'change n _tegiadjill/4
the4-favograTIL, Outline the form and some of

the part of planners or staff. It will be
***See message that the report will contain.

fruitless to collect data to modify the program
if someone will resist modifications. Before
you begin scrutinizing the program or its
various components, then, you should find out
where funding requirements, staff opinion, or
the political surround restrict altering the
program. Ask in particular the following ques-

tions:

On what are you most and least willing, or con-
strained, to spend additional money? What
materials, personnel, or facilities?

Where would you be most agreeable to cutbacks?
Can you, for instance, remove personnel? If

particular program components were found to be
ineffective, would you eliminate them? Which
books, materials, and other program components
would you be willing to delete?

Would you be willing to scrap the program as
at currently looks and start over?

Now much administrative or staff reorganization
will you tolerate? Can you change people's
roles? Can you add to staff, say, by bringing
it vo' Ilteers? Can you move peopleteacherb,
even . 'antsfrom location to location perma-
nently o. temporarily? Can you reassign stu-
dents to different programs or groups?

below and/or

That the planners and staff will have a chance
to screen reports that you submit to the
sponsor.

and/or

That you are willing to write a final report
describing only those aspects of the program
chosen by the staff.

and/or

That you are willinr, to swear confidentiality

about the issues and activities that the eval-
uation addresses.

If you are in a hurry, and you think
that you need to purchase instru-
ments for the evaluation, then get
started on this right away. Comeekr",

** The following questions are most pertinent
in a formative evaluation.



Instructions

If your activities will be financed from the program
budget, you will have to detertune early the finan-
cial boundaries of the service you prootde. The
cost of an evaluation is difficult to predict ac-
curately. This is unfortunate, since what you will
be able to promise the staff and planners will be
determined by whrt you reel you can afford to do.

Estimate coats by getting the easy ones out of the
way f_ st. Find out costs per unit for each of
these "fixed" expenses:

Step*
Estimate the cost
of the evaluation

The staff cost per unit figure should include:

Salary of a staff member for that time unit

+ Benefits

+ Office and equipment
rental

+ Secretarial services

+ Photo copying and
duplicating

+ Telephone

+ Utilities

This equals the total
routine expenses of
running your office

+ for the time unit in
question, divided by
the number of full-
time evaluators

working there

ID;

Postage and shipping (bulk rate, Compute suck a figure for each salary classifi-
parcel post, etc.)

Photocopying and printing

cation--Ph.D's, Masters' level staff, data
gatherers, etc. Since the cost of each of these

Travel and transportation
staff positions c. ill differ. you can plan va.l-
ously priced evaluatinns juggling amounts of

Long - distance phone calls time to he spent nn the evaluation by staff
in

Test and irtstrunent purchase
members different salary brackets.

Itanti The tasks you promise to perform will in turn

._._oanical test or questionnaire
scoring

determine and be determined by the amount of
time you can allot to the evaluation frflm dif-
ferent staff levels. An evaluation will cost

Data processing

These fixed costs will come "off the top" each
time you sketca out the budget accomi aytng an
alternative method Ent evaluating the program.

The most difficult cost to estimate is the mnst
important one: the price or person-hours required
for your services and those of the staff you
assemblc for the evaluation. If you are inexper-
ienced, try to emulate other people. As how
other tvaluators estimate cnsts and then do

Povelap a rule-of-thumb that computes the co -.t
of Bath type nt ;valuation staff manlier per unit
time ''rind, such as -it ..,sts $4,500 ior one

seninr evaluator, working full time, per mouth."
fhea figure should summarize all expenses of the
cv rIon, ex.ludinu only overhead costs unique
to ii.ticular Ladysuch as travel and data
an,..ysts.

BEST COPY 3 -I.;

more if it requires the attention of the most
skilled and highly priced evaluators on your
staff. This will be the case with studies re-
quiring extensiye planning and complicated analy-
ses. Evaluation, that use a simple design and
routine data col,tetion by graduate students or
teachers will he correspondingly less costly.

In estimate. the cost of your eval-
uation, try these steps:

Compute a cost-of-staff-pt-unit-time figure
fur each jnb position nccopied by someone who
will work on the eviluation.

Depending on the amnunt of olkup staff suppnrt
entered into the equation, this figure could he
as MO r.s twice the gross salary earned by a
person in that position.

Calculate a first estimate of which staff
members' services will t,. required for the
evaluation and how tone, each will need tc
vark.

94
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C. Estimate the evaluation's total cost.

ENDAR. Refer to the proposed time span of
the evaluation. Re sure to include
fixed costs unique to the evaluation
--travel, printing, long-distance

phone calls, etc.--and your indirect or overhead
costs, if any. Discuss this figure with the fund-
ing source, or compare it with the amount you know
to be already earmarked for the evaluation.

d. Trim'

itther than visiting an entire popu-
lation of program sites, for instance,
visit a small sample of them, perhaps
a third; send observers with checklists

to a slightly larger sample, and perhaps send ques-
tionnaires to the whole group of sitls tc, corroborate
the findings from the visits and observations. See
if one or more of the following strategies will re-
duce your requirment for expensive personnel time,
or trim some of the fixed costs.

Sampling

0 Employing junior staff members for some of the
design, data gathering, and report writing tasks

Finding volunteer help, perhaps by persuading
the staff that you can supply richer and more
varied information or reach more sites if y -u
have their cooperation

Purchasing meas'-es ratter than designing your
own

Cutting planning time by building the evaluation
on procedures that you, or people whose exper-
tise you -:an easily tap, have used before

Consolidating instruments and the times of
their administration

Planning to look at different sites with dif-
ferent degrees of thorourhness, concentrating
your efforts on those factors of greater im-
portance

Using pencil-and-paper instruments that can be
machine read and scored, where possible

Relying more heavily on information that will
be collected by others, such as state-adminis-
tered tests, and records that are part of the
program



"Instructions on How to Develop a Proposal" will go here
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Instructions
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This agreement, made on , 19

describes a tentative outline of the foemareilmw

evaluation of the croject, funded by

for the academic year to

he evaluation will take place from

, 19 to , 19__, The

five.- evaluator for this project is
assisted by and

+1Otto

Focus of the Evaluation

The program staff has communicated its intention
that the-tommat4ve evaluator monitor periodically
the implementation of the following program char-

acteristics and components across all sites:

Implementation of the following planned or natural
program variations will be monitored as well:

The evaluator will monitor periodically ^rogress
in the achievement of these cognitive, a.titu-

dinal, and other outcomes:

The evaluator, in addition, will conduct feasi-
bility and pilot studies to answer the following

questions:

..;12aCi !I

I Step I

Come to agreement
about services

and responsibilities

The evaluator will provide, as well, the following

services to the staff and planners:

Data Collection Plans

Program Monitoring and Unit Testing

Data collection for ongoing formative monitoring
of implementation and progress toward objectives
will take place during the following periods:

from to ; from

to ; and from

to . These dates were chosen because

Interim reports, delivered to aid to

, will be due on , 19__,

, 19 , , 19 , and

, 19 .

Approximately program and control

sites for collection of implementation oata will

be chosen on a (random/volunteer)

basis. Of these, will be studied inten-

sively using a case study method; will be

examined by means or observation and interviews;

and .11 rer2ive questionnaires or have

recOTE-7eviewed only. Saff members filling the

following roles will be asked to cooperate:

Approximately program and control

sites will take part in each assessment of prog-
ress toward 3rogram outcomes. These will be

cilsen on a basis.

During each assessment period listed above, the

following types of instruments will be adminis-

tered to students and

3- 17 97 BEST COPY



Pilot and Feasibility Studies

Pilot and feasibility studies will be conducted
at approximately sites, chosen on a

basis. The purpose and probable
duration of each study is outlined below.

Tentative completion dates for these studies are
, 19 ,

, 19 , and
, 19 , with reports dell-Tiered to
and on

i9_, , 19 , and , 9..

The following implementation, attitude, achieve-

ment, and other instruments will be constructed
for the pilot studies:

Staff Participation

Staff members have agreed to cooperate with and
assist data collection during monitoring, unit
testing, and pilot studies in the following ways'

Approximately meetings will be needed to
report and describe the evaluation's findings.

These ,meetings, scheduled to occur a few days
after submission of interim reports, will be
attended by people filling the following roles:

The planners and staff have agreed that decisions
such as the following might result from the for-
mative evaluation:

Budget

The evaluation as planned is anticipated to
require the following expenditures:

Direct Salaries S

Evaluation and Assistant Benefits S

Other Direct Costs:
Supplies and materials
Travel

Consultant services
equipment rental

Communication
Printing and duplicating
Data processing

Equipment purchase
Facility rental $

Total Direct Costs S

Indirect Coss

Evaluator's ilandbooei.4

TCT;L COSTS S

Variance Clluse

The staff and planners of the pro-
gram, and the evaluator, agree that the evaluation
outlined here represents do approximation of the

formative services to be delivered during the
period , 19 to , 19_.

Since both the program and tne evaluation are
likely to change, however, all parties agree that
aspects of the evaluation can be negotiated.

The contract outlined here prescribes the evalua
tion's general our line only. If you plan to
describe either rho program or the evaluatic.. in

greater aeraLl, then include tables such as
Tables 2 and 3 in Chapter 2, pages 28 and 31.

3 I
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AGENDA B

Select Evaluation Design
and Appropriate Measures

Decide what to Select design Plan analysis
measure or or monitoring for each
assess system instrument

Choose
Sampling strategy

(Many of the steps in Agenda B are still to be combined.
It will be more efficient after I receive the revised
Implementation book. I assume the Design book will not
have changed substantially.)

3-79 99
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Instructions

In Phase 8 you selected instruments with which to
carry out mea,uremonrs and you cruse an evaluation
design to determtne whenand to when- tney would
be administered. The purpose of this step is to
help you ensure that the destEn is carried out.

lanais of design and random assign-
ent are treated Lr depth in How To-
Inigrea Pratrun Evaluation. --to"

the s.tmt

.Liesi414+.'1012-4rre-rtm,rrTM44.

The three checklist, which follow are intended to
help you keep track of the implerentation of the
design you have Lhosen. Set up the checklist that
is relevant to your prticular design. IL Lt

""...P`."."...÷.. "PlirrrrTrThrer+T"Tr"
a4""3-4-'l"..1474'rt417r1"'r"."'-
Dac4".""""-"""11-Liesi

Checklist for a Control Croup Destan
With Prete-..t--D,..tgus 1, 2, And 3

1. Name the person responsible for setting op
the design

If the design uses a true control group:

2. Will there he blocking" Dyes ne

(See How To Design a Program Evaluation,
pages 149 and 150.)

3. If ves, based upon Oat"

dbility E3 ';e-

E) 4Illnyvment 0 other

4. Has r:ndomlinttno brio completed'

.1,, note

If tin d,tf,11 t,se- i non-fau'vilent control .norm:

5. Nam, C'lti

Set up the evaluation designs

6. List the major differences between the pro-
gram ond compari,on groups- -for example, sex.

SFS, ability, tilt,- of Oar of class, geogrwoh-
ical loiatton, age:

7. Has contact been nide to secure the coopera-
tion of the rompl-c.on group' Oyes

Dote

8. Agreement receiv,d from (Ms./Mr.)

9. Agreement was in the form of (letter/memo/
p,r,unal ennversAtionfetc.)

1C. Confirmatory letter or memo sent? El yes

Date

11. Is there a list of students receiving the
cumpartson program' E yec ow,
Where iti it?

In either case:

12. NAMe of pretest

13. Protest completed? 0 yes Date

14. Teachers (or othir program implementors)
warned:

To avoid confounds? Memo se.nt or meeting
held (date)

To a otd contamination' Memo sent or
meet.ng held (date)

(See How To Desicu a Program Fvaluatton,
pag. 60.'

List of possible ,onfounds and contaminations

16. Cheel, made that both prorrms span the
tt-^, in ILItt

1/. Po,ttc,,t given' 0 Ditc
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Checklist for a Time Series Design
With Optional

Non-Equivalent Control Group
-- Designs 4 and S

1. Name of person
responsible for setting up andmaintaining design

2. Names of instruments to be administered
andreadministered

3. Equivalent form of instruments to be:
0Made in-house? El Purchased?

4. Number of repeated
measurements to be madeper instrument

5. Dates of planned
measurements:

1st

0 2nd

0 3rd

0 4th

El 5th

0 6th

Addition.11:

0
If the design uses a control group:

6. Name of control group

7. List of major
differences between the programgroup and the control

group--for example,sex, SES, ability,
geographical location, age

8. Contact made to
secure cooperation of com-parison group? U Date

9. Agreement received from (Ms./Mr.)

10. Confirmatory latter or memo sent?
Date

11. List of possible
contaminations

Checklist for Pre-Post Design
With Informal

Comparisors--Design 6

1. Name of person
responsible for setting updesign

2. Comparison to be made between obtained post-test results and
pretest results? 0

Name(s) of instrument(s)
to be used

e... S.. "WO leryotr, ,.....171.0,10,

3-

/valuator's Handbook

Equivalent forms of instruments to be:
0 made 0 pur,na%ed

List of students
receiving Form A on pretestand Form B on posttest

List of students
receiving Form B on pretestand Form A on posttest

Dates of planned
measurements:

Pretest

Posttest
Completed? 0

Completed? 0
. Comparison to be made via standardized

tests? 0

Name of standardized
test(s)

Test given? 0 Date

Scoring and ranking
of program students

completed? 0 Dace

. Comparison to be made between obtained resultsand result. described in curriculum mate--ials?

Name of curriculum
materials

Unit test results
collected and filed? U

Unit test results
from program graphed or

otherwise compared to norm group? 0

. Comparison to be made between results from a
previous_irer and the results of the programgroup? u
Which results

from last year will be used- -for example,
grades, district-wide tests?

Last year's results
tabulated and graphed12

List made of possible differences betweenthis and last year's (or last time's) groue_that might
differentially affect results?

Program X's results collected? 0

Program X's results
scored and graphed, orotherwise compared, with last year's?
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6. Comparison to be made between obtained
results and prespecified criteria about
attainment of program objectives? 0

Mose criteria are these- -for example,
teachers, district, curriculum developers?

State the criteria to be met

Objectives-based test results collected and
filed? 0

Objectives-based test results grapheria_or

otherwise compared, with criterion?

If you have chosen to administer
instruments at only a sample of pro-
gram sites or to a sample of
respondents, then use the following

table to keep track of the proper implementation
of your sampling plan.

Sampling Plan Checklist

1. The sample will ensure adequate representation
to different types of:

0 Sites--what kinds?

0 Time periods--which ones?

Program units--which ones?

DProgram role,;--which ones?

ctadent or staff characteeistics--name them

C3 Other

2. The sampling plan comprises a matrix or cube
with culls (see How To Measure Program
Implementation, pages 60 to 65)

3. How many cases will be sampled from each cell?
(set. ..nd To Design a Program

Evaluation, pages 157-161, for suggestions

about selecting random samples)

4. Cases selected? 0

5. For each time selected.

Have instruments been administered? 0

Comments

What deviations from the sampling plau have
occurred'

99
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AGENDA C

Collect and Analyze
Data According to
Evaluation Design

Put Sampling Administer Compil & Analyze data
Plan into instruments-- Reduce data
Effect observe, score,

record

(Some of the steps in Agenda C are to-be-revised further
when I have received the Implemertation and the Reporting
books)
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Instrect.oas

411,. Once You have decided wt.ich instruments to
use, nirJo Oct at ense. Have no ii-
lusions--ordering and constructing

instrumentswill take a long time, possibly months,

If you Intend to ht v inttrument!,
the form letters the various

lieu To booLs for ore' ring them.
Cheik the list of test publishers

in the How To books for sources of published tests.

If _'nu plan to construct your own in-
struments, write a nero to those in
charge of producing them, ieo.vin, a,
doubt aeout who is responsible aed

deadlines for their conpletien.

Instruments made in-hae.. must heiZ z.riid out, Jebueg.d, .oO evaluat;,1
for techni,a1 quality ;i1 aid the
proiees, the t.it's meaurement boo,.

discreus reliahilitv and validity As tncy apply LO
the three pr: :-.are ;11 . treated in
the hooks. See Achievement, Chapter 5, Attitudes.
Chaptir ii, and implementation,

Cnnpter 7. A little
run-through with a few students or aides might mean
the difference t.etween a medie.re instrument and 1

real ; v exec II; nt ono.

Keep tabs on instren.nt orders. If
;to hive not rocer.od mien within
two vveks of the do,t1;Ins,

prod Ili,
publisher or your in-house developer

Or,P c Lh,trum,nt Ls tocl,leted Or
ro,c:.t I, o100 hot; It '...111 hi stored
.01 rotord,d:

ti, ore ,w5tturlLut,,, as tht
c.,,nc In

If LhL nstruw,.t hA slocLid re,p,n.t tormat--for tstlece,
molt.pii-choice, true-fol,e. Likett-scale--n,ke sub, y to have n scoring

tit templit..

r

Administer instruments,
score them, and record data

If it has an open-ended
format, make sure you have

a set of correctness criteria
for scoring, or a

way of categorizing and
coding questionnaire or

interview responses.

See How To Measure Prost.= inplemente-
sago pages 71 -13 and HowTo Measure
Attitudes, pages L06 and 101, and 170
and171. Those sections eontaln

information about scoring or coding open-response
items, essays, and reports. if the test is to he
scored elsewhere by a state or district office or
by an agency with whom you have a contract for
testing and scoring, and you are to receive a
print-out of the results, decide whether you wish
to score Sections oc it for %our own purposes.
In some cases, achievement

of objectives can to
measured via partial scoring of a standardized test.

and 11A.
To Measure Achievement, pages 36 to
39 for s description of a technique

for doing this.

C. Record result,: per measure onto a data sovemsryshect

On,e you knot. what the scores from
your instruments will look like,
decide whether ,eou want results '.r
taco esaminee, mean results for eachclass, or perienta results for each item. Then,when each instrument has been administered, scorethe nstrument!, d$ NOM) as possible.

OnLe scurtrig is completed, con,sult
the Appropriato dow To hooks for
sum.ostIon: ahr.ut formattiug and
['Mug out (lit I ,ott.mnry sheets.

See Attitudes; pages 159 to 166; implementation,
pages 67 to 71; and Achievement

pages /0 to 120.

Construct et- -.ct; data summary sheets for Pro-
gram X peerle and tn; comparison group cu that It
is imposs'ble to got thim confused. Then delegate
the scoring and recording task:,.
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Ckt-CY. A table like the following should
help you keep track of instrument
development, administration,
scoring, and data recording.

Instrument

Completion/
Receipt
Deadline

Administration Deadlines

Scoring
Deadline V'

Record1.1g

Deadlir. 7pre ? post %

L''''""-----------......--"----------------"-----------''"\-- .."'"------.---s-.."s-----,"..----"-° ----''',.__-/---'1
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Instructions

If sou arc periodically monitoring the program- -
and particularly if there is a control group--then

you have collected a battery of
general measure; that can be ana-
lyzed using :airly 4tandard statis-
tical methods. Consider whether
you will:

0 Graph results from the various instruments

0 Perform tests of the statistical significance
of differences in performance among groups or
from a single group's pretest and posttest

0 Calculate correlations to look for rzlation-
ships

0 Compute indices of inter-rater reliability

Hou4o.MieseureAchisvemaut discusses
using test resuItslor stsesifeill
,enalysis on pages 125 to 145. .How ,

141" A "Liu". dilferiallera-'*
attitude test grommirumeefor-calculating statis-
ti4 on pages 170 to 177. See, as we?1, SPOTs
Measure Protran:Istrlerantstion peps' 67 to 77.
ProbTems of calculating inter-rater reliability
are discussed In all three books. Specific

szatieticarseskemsiseirdrikninisci:firBowTo
CalcubsteiStwtAliftekl,'"--

All of tile Kit's How To books contain suggestions
for building graphs and tables to summarize
results. For,emmlits"DiaMmommt01,06**,:see the
relevant How To book. Consult. as well, Chapter 4
of MourTo Present estlbslustissvitsport-;*

When each graph and statistical test
is completed, examine it carefully
and write a one-or-two sentence de-
scription chat summarizes your con-

clusions from reading the graph and noting the
results of the analysts.

Save the graphs and summary sentences chat seem
to you to give the clearest picture of the pro-
gram's impact. These can be used as a basis for
the Results section of your report.

vilimmumIm
ispingNIIINImponsumisio

Analyze data with an eye toward

implications for policy and for

program improvement

Remember that in addition to des-
cribing program implementation and
the progress In development of
skills and attitudes of various

participants, you may also need to note whether
the program is keeping pace wits the time schedule
that has been mapped out.

If you have focused data collection on specific

program units, or if you are conducting pilot
tests, then in addition to performing statistical
71317ses. consider whether the program has
achieved each of the objectives in question.
In particular, examine taese things:

.tudent achievement

Participants' artitudes about the program com-
ponent in question

The component's implementation

Ale7;416e71,-
Below you will fi d four cases describing results
you might obtai with suggestions about what to
do about each. Determinations of good, poor, and

adequate performance should be.lised on the per-
formance standards Jet irrStep

ortille-7/72A(

Case 1.

Achievement test results: good

Program implementation: adequate

Attitude results: poor

What to do? Check the technical quality of the
isstruftest-(see Row To Measure Attitudes.
pagei'131 to 151). Find out what is causing bad
morale:

ElIs the prof -am too easy' Pretest studunts for
upcoming program units to see if they have
already mastered some of the objectives.

O Is the program to difficult' If this com-
plaint is widespread, try to alleviate the
pressure of the work.

Is this part of the program chal? The response
to this depends on the students and subject
matter. T to find motivators for the stu-
dents, or he teachers to invent ways to make
instruction more appealing and relevant. If

minor changes offer no promise, the staff is
convinced of the ir'portance of program objec-
tives, and the rest of the program seems more
interesting, then don't revise.
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Case 2

Achievement test results: good

Program implementation: poor

Attitude results: good

What to do? First ask:

0 Did the achievement test and the program com-
ponent address the same objectives? If not,
there's your answer! If so, check the techni-
cal quality of the implementation measure. See

411emetrroS1811Eselre Trofticalt-blelamentations, pages
129- to-I38:

Then ask:

E1What happened in the program instead of what
was planned? Make sure that students did not
learn from the mistakes they made while strug-
gling through poor instruction. If pogsible,
suggest that the !nstruction that did occur
become officially part of the program.

Case 3

Achievement test result: poor

Program implementation: good

Attitude tesults: good

What to do? First ask:

C:1Did students misinterpret test items in some
wa7, and if so, how?

Then assure yourself that tne objective underlying
the test matches the objective underlying the
instruction. If so, examine the technical quality
of the achievement test. Se ittiosiThmlisaeursh

sees 89 to 115.
.

. r_

Then ask:

0 Was student performance during program imple-
mentation good? If so, check whether the
amount of practice given to students was
sufficient to allow them to master the objec-
tive.

13 Was student performance on program tasks poor?
If so, explore whetner sufficient time was
given for practice and whether students lacked

Prerequisite shills necessary to learn the
material. You may need to give diagnostic
tests to locate students' skill deficiencies.
Check to see whether the instruction itself was
difficult or confusing. Did students under-
stand what was expected of them?

3 27

Case

More than two of the indicators show unsatisfac-
tory results. In any of these cases, you should
investigate the cause of the problem and revise
as necessary.

BEST COPY
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AGENDA D

Report and Confer-with
Planners and Staff

The key to an effective evaluation is
good communication. Especially in the
case of a formative evaluation, infor-
mation about where the program is or is
not working needs to be timely and
clearly presented so that appropriate
changes may be made. Summative reports
must also be timely and carefully
prepared if they are to have an impact
on policy decisions.

PLAN THE
RZPOIZT

3
2

2

CHOOSE

II
PP ES MAT o,
IETOD

106

ASSEMBLE
REPORT
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I Step / I

mac} de-Nvitat-you--want-to-sa-y-c.

Instructions

You want to get the information across quickly and
succinctly. Therefore think about each insti-4.7.2nt

you have administered and

0Make s graph or table summeri.zing :..he major

AV
quantitative findings you want to
report. How To Calculate Stati-tics
Pages 18 to 25, describes to

graph test sczres.

0 elliatirliaaal,-Psaseat: sa,- Evaluation- Report ,
-Auptssar L. &2. for salivation*
about organizing your message and

an outline of an evaluation report.
Lark over the outline and decide

which of :he tce.Acs apply to your report. lr

you will need to describe program implementa-
tion, look at the report-lomtIlem-im CbleplarrIZ

Vow To Nauman troar.ra4apLeaantation...

Writ- a quick general outline of what you plan

to tReemse.. /tVeri-,

If you are submitting an interim report for a pro-
gram that is being assembled from scratch, you
sho:Ild include in Section II of the rnpert a few
paragraphs dealing with progress in program
&sign. They might be entitled, for instance,
Vliterialseroduction or Staff Development. The

paragraphs should address .hese questions:

ElHas research been conducted to determine the
sort of curriculum that is appropriate to the
program? Who conducted thil research? How
useful has it been?

0What materials development has been promised
for the program? For which objectives? For

which site:? What student materials? Any
teacher manuals? My teacher training mate-
rials? Any audiovisuals? Has the staff
promised to expand or revise something pre-
viounly existing? Did they submit in the
proposal an outline, plan, L:r prototype of
the promised -aterials? Are the materials
being produced in accordance with this? Have

there been changes? Has the staff decided to

IZAblet:

z

not develop .smet'aing they promised? Why? How

is develoat of these particular materials
mogressing? Is it II schedule? Behind? Why?
Does .he staff plan to catch up by year's end,
or is this unnecessary because they are well
ahead of student progress? How much of the

intended materials development will be com-
pleted by the end of the evaluation?

Ault staff development and training have bees.
provided to ensure that planners, teachers,
etc., are equal to the tasks of both designing
and implementing a new program?

0 What plans for staff member participation in
materials development are contained in the
proposal? Is this an accurate description of
what has occurred so far?

0 What staff-cosmuniLy interchanges to gather
help with planning were mentioned in the pro-
posal? What staff meetings--within the project
or with staff members outside it - -were planned?
Did these occur? What were their purposes and

outcomes?
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Step 2

Choose a method of presentation

Instructions

If the manner of reporting was not negotiated
during Agenda A, decide whether your report to
each audience will be oral or written, formal or
inf anal.

411PChapter 3 of Sew To Present an
evaluattenatesosn-Lists r set of
pointers to help you organize what
you intend to say and decide how
co say it.

Instructions

Follow the outline described in
',Chester-2 at) leefisTOIDThetede-etiv:k,
Eeepleatton;ftETT Sect:fest ZU:._
The report should indT'scre'r'-

A deocription of why you undertook the evaloa-
clam!

Who the decisionma ers were

The kinds of.fm-wregni:questions you intended t
ask. the evaluation designs you used. if any, and
the instruments you used to measure implementa-
tion. achievement. and attit ides

L=Pie5;21_data collect:, methods which you
used

If you have found instruments which ...re particu-
larly useful. or sensitive to detecting the

implementation or effects of the particular pro-
gram, put them in an appendix.

-1 7,k,e317.7'4".-."
report should conclude, importantly, with

suggestions to the summative evaluator, if indeed
a summative evaluation of this particular program
will be conducted.

Step
3

Assemble the report

A worksheet' like the one below will
help yo.. to record your decisions
about reporting and to keep track
of the progress of your report.

Final Report Preparation Worksheet

1. List the audiences to receive each report,
date reports arc du!, and type of repoet to
he given to each audience. Some reports may
be suitable rot more than one audience.

Audience Date report due

2. HOW many different reports will you have to
prepay.?

3. For each different report you submit, complete
this section:

Report II Audience(s)

110
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Checklist for Preparing Evaluation Report:

Report will be: formal informal

Coral El written

Deadline for finished draft

Completed?

Deadline for finished audio-visuals, if any

Completed? El

Deadline for finished tables and graphs

Completed? El

Names of proofreaders of 'inal draft, audio-
visuals, or tables

Contacted and agreement made?

Contacted and agreement made? 0

Contacted and agreement m.:le? 0
Date agreed upon as deadline for getting
drafts to proofreaders. These are absolute
deadlines for completing drafts:

Draft sent? 0
Draft sent? El

Draft sent? El

Dates drafts must be received in order to
revise in time for final report deadlines:

Proofread draft received?

Proofread draft received? El

Proofread draft r.:eived?

3 -p

This is the end of the Step-bv-Step Guide for
Condo(ting akSmoormilire Evaluation. By now eval-

uation is a 1-amiliar topic to you and, hopefully,

a growing interest. This guie! is designed to be

used again and ngniu. Perhaps you will want to

use it in the future, each tine trying a more
elaborate design and more sophisticated measures.
Evaluation is a net field. Be assured :hat

people evaluating programs--yourself included- -
are breaking new ground.

BEST COPY
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The ..:elf-contained guide which comprises this chapter will
be useful- if you need a quick but powerful pilot testor a
whole evaluationof a definable short-term wog= or
program component. The guide provides start-to-finish in-
structions and an appendix containing a sample evaluation
report. This step-by-step guide is particularly appropriate
for evaluators who wish to assess the effectiveness of spe-
cific materials and /or activities aimed toward accomplishing
a few specific objectives.

If a major purpose of the program you ate va!uating is
to produce achievement results, this guide outlines an idea
way to find out how good these results are: conduct an
experiment. For a period of days, weeks, or months, give
students the program or program component you wish to
evaluate while an equivalent group, the control group, does
not receive it. Then at the end of the period, test both
groups. This step-by-step guide shows you hoN. to conduct
such an evaluation.

Whenever possible, the step-by-step guide uses checklists
and worksheets to help you keep track of what you have
decided and found out. Actually, the worksheets might be
better called "guidesheets," since you will have to copy
many of them onto your own paper rather thEn use the one
in the book. Space simply does not permit the book to
provide places to list large quantities of data.

As you use the guide, you will come upon references
marked by the symbol Ap . These direct you to read

Chaptpr
Stepby-Step Guide

For Conducting a
Small Experiment

sections of various How To books contained in the Program
Evaluation Kit. At these junctures in the evaluation, it will
be necessary for you to review a concept or follow a
pr -Adure outlined in one of the Kit's seven resource
books:

How To Deal With Goals and Objectives
How To Design a Program Evaluation
How To Measure Program Implementation
How To Measure Attitudes
How To Measure Achievement
flow To Calculate Statistics
How To Present an Evaluation Report

Should You Be Using This Step-By-Step Guide?

The appropriateness of this guide depends on whether or
not you will be able to set up certain preconditions to make
the evaluation pottiblz. C...:nk each of the preconditions
listed in Stekr 1. If you can arrange to meet all of them,
then you can use the evaluation strategy presented in this
guide. As you assess the preconditions, you will be takii.g
the first step in planning the evaluation. This step-by-step
guide lists 13 steps in all. A flow chart showing relation-
ships smug these steps appears in Figure 5. You may wish
to check off the steps as they are accomplished.

SSESS

RFCON

DITION

- - Itamatdrwyeamasw......

a.:

10 11 12 II

POSTTEST IF YOUR TASK
THE ANALYZE IS FORMATIVE, WRITE A
E-CROUP --THE - -!MEET THT..REPORT IF

AND
C -CROUP

RESULTS STAFF TO HIS-,

CUSS RESULTS

NECESSARY

Figure 5. The steps for accomplishing a small experiment, listed i^ this guide
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Instructions

Put a check in each box if the pre-
condition can be met. For the first
three preconditions, there are some
decisions to be recorded on the

lines provided. Record these decisions in pencil
since you may change them later. This step-by-
step guide will be useful to you only if you can
meet all five preconditions.

PRECONDITION 1. An outcome measure will be
available.

A test can be made :)r selected to measure what
udents are supposed to learn from the program.

kcite down what the outcome measure(s) will
probably be:

PRECONDITION 2. A sample of cases* can be
defined.

You can list at least 12, say, students for whom
this program would be suitable and for whom,
therefore, the outcome measure is an appropriate
test of what they learned in the program. Write
down the crit(ria that will be used to select
'tudents for tve sample:

A case is an entity producing a score on the
outcome measure. In educational programs, the
cases of interest are nearly always students--
though they could be classrooms, school dis-
tricts, or particular groups of people. The

word student is used throughout the guide. If

the cases in your situation are different, just
substitute your own te7m.

Step I

Assess Preconditions

PRECONDITION 3. A time period--a cycle--can be
identified.

You can identify a time period which is of a
duration appropriate to teach the skills the
outcome measure tape. Call this period of time
one cycle of the program. Write down what
length of time one cycle of the program will
probably last:

PRECONDITION 4. 'al e ,,erimental group and a

control group can be set up.

For one cycle at least, one group of students
in the sample will get the program and another
will not. If the program can run through
several cycles, this does not mean that some
students will never get the program, just that
they must wait their turn. In this way, no
students are left out--a concern which sometimes
makes people unwilling to run an experiment.

PRECONDITION 5. Students who are to get tLe
program can be randomly selected.

The students who are to get the program during
the experimental cycle will be randomly selected
from the sample.

If each of the five precondition, listed above can
he met, then you will be able to run s true experi-
ment. Thies is the best test you car make of the
effectiveness of the program or program component
for producing_measurable results.
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Step-by-Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

This step helps you work out a number of practical
details that must be settled before :.ou can com-
plete your plans for the pilot test or evaluation.

ChECK You will need to meet and confer
with the people whose cooperation
you need and possibly, with members
of other evaluation audiences. You

will fleet' to reach agreement with them about:

0 How the study should be run

0 How to 4. _ntify students for the program

0 What program the control group should receive

The appropriate outcome measure

0 Whether to use additional measures

0 that procedures will be used to measure imple-
mentation

0 To whom results will be reported--and how

How Should the Study Be Run?

In particular, are students to
receive the program in addition to
regular instruction or instead of
regular instruction? If the program

is to be used in .-Ittion to regular instruction,

students will 'a.a to be pulled out for the pro-
gram sometime other than the regular instruction
Period. A means of scheduling will need to be
agreed upon.

How Should Students Be Identified for the Sample?

It might be that the sample will
simply be all the students in a cer-
tain class or classes. the other

hand, perhaps the grogram is in-
tended only for students who have a certain need
or meet some criterion. In this teas, you will
need to agree upon clear selection criteria. If

the program is remedial, selection might be based
on low scores on a pretest, or you might use
teacher nominations. Test scores for selection

ritep 2

Meet and Confer

are preferred if the outcome measure is to be a
test. The problem with basing selection on an
existing set of test scores is that they might be
incomplete; scores might be missing for some stu-
dents. You could use the outcome measure as a
selection pretest.

Art How To Design a Irogram Evaluation,

pages 35 and 36, discusses selection
tests. See also Row To Measure
'achievement, pages 124 and 125.

How many students will you need? The more the
better, but certainly ru should avoid ending up
with fewer than six pairs of students, a total
of 12. If during the program cycle, one student
in a pair is absent too often or fails to take the
posttest, the pair will have to be dropped from
the analysis. The longer the cycle, the more
likely it is that you will lose pairs in this way.
Bearing this in oind, be sure to select a large
enough sample. If it looks as if the sample will
be too small--perhaps because the program has

limited materials--you should abandon an experi-
mental test or run the experiment several times
with diff,rent groups each time and then combine
results to perform a single analysis.

What Program Should the Control Group Receive?

If one group of students will get

the program and a control group will
not, the question arises about
exactly what should happen to the

control group. Should the control group receive
no instruction in the subject matter to be taught
by the program? For example, if program students
leave the _lassroom to work on comruter assisted

instruction in fractions, should the control stu-
dents receive instruction in fractions as well,
or should they spend their time on something else
altogether?

It is best to set up the experiment to match the
way in which the program will be used in the
futu-e. If the program will be used as an adjunct
to regular instruction, then set up the experiment
so that the experimental group gets the program
in addition to the regular program. If the pro-
gram, on the other hand, is a replacement for
regular instruction, then the control group will
get culy regular instruction and the experimental

//-
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group will get only the program. If you are
interested in assessing the effectiveness of two
separate programa, either of which might replace
the regular one, then give one to the experimental
group and one to the control.

AIIPHow To Design a Program Evaluation

discusses what should happen to con-
trol groups 'n pages 29 to 32.

What Outcome MeasurePosttestIs Reasonable for
Detecting the Effect o One Cycle of the Experi-
ment?

The posttest must meet the require-
ments of a good test. It should
therefore be:

Adequately long to have good tenability

Representative of all the relevant objectives of
the program, to demonstrate content validity

Clearly understandable to the students

41111P
A good posttest is essential.
Whether you plan to purchase it or
construct it yourself, refer to
How To Measure Achievement.

Do You Need Otter Measures in Addition to the
Outcome Measure?

Will the posttest provide a suffi-
cient basis on which to judge the
program? If the posttest contains
many items which reflect specific

details of the program -- special vocabulary, for
instance, or math problems that use a particular
formatthen a high posttest score may not repre-
sent much growth in general skills. In such a
case, you might want to use an additional posttest
for meaJring achievement that contains more
general items.

Since an immediate posttest will mea-_re the
initial impact of a program, you may wish
measure reten_ ion by administering another test
some time later. You may in addition, need to
measure other program outcomes such as the atti-
tudes of students, parents, or teachers.

411111104

See How To Measure Achievement and
Hsu To Measure Attitudes

What Procedures Wile Be Used for Measuring Program
Implementation?

As the program runs through a cycle,

a record should be kept of which
students actually particirated in
the program and which students- -

perhaps because of absences --did not. You must
also keep careful track of what the experiences
of program and control students looked like.

Evaluator's Handbook

See How To Measure Program Imple-
mentation.

Which Groups of People Will Be Informed About the
Results?

Check relevant audiences:

0 Teachers of students
involved

Eine program's planners
and curriculum deeigners

ElOther teachers

o Principals

0 District personnel

0 Parents of students
involved

El Other parents

Board members

El Community IrouP

1:3 State groups

El The media

ElTeachers' organi-
zations

Do meetings need to be held with any of these
groups, either to give information or to hear
their concerns, or for both reasons?

[1] Yes 0 No

If yes, Lold such meetings.

GO BACK.

You and the others involved have now
finished deciding how to do the
evaluation. Once these decisions
are firm, go back to Step 1 and

change the preconditions entries you made there
if necessary.
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Step-by-Step Guide fur Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

Construct and complete a worksheet like the one
below, suwmarizing the decisions made during
Step 2. Contents of the worksheet can be used
later as a first draft of parts of the evaluation
report.

If two programs or components are being compared,
and each is equally likely to be adopted, then you
will have to carefully describe both.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION WORKSHEET

This worksheet is written in the past tense so
that when you have completed it you will have a
first draft of two sections of your report: those

evaluation. For more specific help

441111P

that describe the program and the

with deciding What to say. consult
How To Present an Evaluation Report.

Background Information About the Program

A. Origin of the Program

B. Coals of the Program

C. Characteristics of the Program -- materials,
activities, and administrative arrangements

Step 3

Record the Evaluation Plan

D. Students Involved in the Program

E. Faculty and Others Involved in the Program

Purpose of the Evaluation Study

A. Purposes of the Evaluation

- 5
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Evaluation Design

A p-etest-posttest true experiment was used to

assess the impact of the grogram on student

achievement. The target sample consisted of

all who (fill in the selectfon criterie here)

Experimental and control groups were formed by

random selection from pairs of students

matched on the basis of the pretest.

. Outcome Measures

. Implementation Measures

Once you have completed the Worksheet, you have
prepared descriptions of the progr= and of the
evaluation. These descriptions will serve as your
first dr..ft of the evaluation report.

Evaluator's Handbook
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Step-b,,Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

The Pretest

Jae one of three kinds of pretests:

A test to identify the sample of students eli-
gible for the programthis is a selection teat

A test of ability given because you believe
ability will affect results, and you therefore
want the average abilities of the experimental
and control groups to be roughly equal

A pretest which is the same as the posttest,
or its equivalent, so that you can be sure that
the posttest shows a gain in knowledge that was
not there before

In most cases, the pretest should be the posttest
or the outcome measure itself. If this will be
possible in your situation, then produce a thor-
ough test which will be used as both pretest and

posttest.

Preparing the Pretest Yourself

41111111111

Haw To Measure Achievement, Chap-
tat 3, lists resources, item banks,
and guides to help you construct a
test yourself. How To Measure

Attitudes gives step-by-step directions for con-
structing attitude measures of all sorts.

Once the test has been written, try it out with a
small sample of students to ensure that it is
understandable and that it yields an appropriate
pattern of scores for a pretest--not too many high
scores so that there is room at the top for stu-
dents to show growth. The tryout students should
not be students who will be assigned to either the
exper_lencal or control groups. You will need at
least five students for the tryout. They should
be as similar as possible to the students who are
to receive the program. You might need to borrow
students from another class or school.

Step 41
Prepare or Select the Tests

cHEc

'141

Caeck off these subateps in test
development as you accomplish them:

UTest has been drafted oz selected

ElTest has been tried out with a small group of
students

ID Results of the tryout have been graphed and

4111111/114

examined. Consult Worksheet 2A of
How To Calculate Statistics for help
with graphing scores.

DTest has been revised, if necessary

OTest has been reproduced in quantity ready for
use

If you intend to use the pretest you
have purchased or written for
selection of students, then you
will, of course, have to administer

the test before you decide which students are
eligible. In this case, complete Step 6 before
Step 5.

If the pretest 'ill be administered to program and
control groups after the groups have been formed,
the^ go on next to Step 5.

4i- 7 118 BEST COPY
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Instructions

List all students for whom one cycle
1;:>o of the program will 'm appropriate.

In order to construct this list, you
must have a set of criteria for

selection. These should have been established in
Step 1 and recorded on the worksheet in Step 3.

Write the names of the students who meet the
selection criteria down the left hand side of the
paper. Call this a sample list.

If you are using th't selection test as a pretest
as well, list students in order by score, from
highest to lowest, and record each student's score

next to his or her name.

Instructions

It is best to give the pretest at one sitting to

all students concerned. Be sure no copies of the

test are lost. All tests handed out must be
returned at the end of the testing period. For

obvious reasons, this is critical if the test will

be used again as a posttest.

Tests are more likely to get lost when they use a
separate answer sheet which is also collected

separately. If your test uses a separate answer
sheet, then have students place answer sheets

inside the test booklet, and collect the two
together.

[Step 5

Prepare a List of Students

Your sample list might look like this:

SAMPLE LIST

Adams, Jane
Bellows, John
Cartwright, Jack
Dayton, Maurice
Dearborn, Fred

Eaton, Susie
James, Alice
Markham, Mark
Payne, Tom
Pine, Judy

Taylor, Harvey
Vine, Grace
Washington, Roger
Williams, Greg

Step 6

Give the Pretest

y.0 BEST COPY
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Steiby-Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

a. Record pretest scores on the sample list if
you have not already cone so.

liGraph the prntest scores

401111P

Refer to Worksheet 2A of How To
Calculate Statistics for help with
this step.

Are the scores appropriate fer a pretest?
ThaZ is, are scores relatively spread out with
few students achieving the maximum? If yes,

continue.

If the test was too easy, prepare and give
another test with more difficult items. The

program's instructional plans might need revi-
sion too if a test well - matched to the

program's objectives was too easy for the
target students.

4:, Rank order the students according to pretest
scores

If it is not already arranged according to
student scores, rewrite the sample list
starting with the student with the highest
score and working down to the lowest.

d. Form "matched" pairs

Draw
next

a line under the top two students,
two, and so on.

the

Bellows
Eaton

38

36

Adams 35
Dayton 35

James 35
32

DearbornDearborn 31

Stet" 7

Form the Experimental
and Control Groups

e. From each pairrandomly assign one student to
the experimental group and the other student
to the control group

To accomplish the random assignment, toss a
coin. Call the experimental group or E-group
"heads" and the control or C-group "tails."
If a toss for the first person in the first
pair gives you heads, assign this person to
the E-group by putting an E by his name. His
match, the other person in the pair, is then
assigned to the C-group. If you get tails,
the first person in the pair goes to the C-
group and the other to the E-group.

Repeat the coin toss for each pair, assigning
the first person according to the coin toss
and his match to the other group. If there is

an odd number of students, just randomly
assign the odd student to one or the other
group, but do not count him in the analysis
later.

Prepare a Data Sheet

Have a list of the E-group and C-group stu-
dents typed on a Data Sheet. This sheet
should place the E-group at the left-hand side
with a column for the posttest scores, then
the C-group ;,nd the score column at the right.
Always keep matched pairs on the same row.
Columns 5, 6, and 7 will contain calculations
to be performed later.

DATA SHEET

i

E-grouE

2

Post-

test

3

C-group

4

Post-
test

5

d

6

(d -d)

7

(d-d)
2
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Instructions

Ensure that the program has been implemeuted as
planned. This means ensuring that the students
who are supposed to get the ._agram--the E-group
do get it, and the others the C-group--do not.

To accomrlIsh this, try the following:

Work closely with teachers to assure that the

program groups receive the program at the
appropricte times. Arrange a plan for care-
fully monitoring student absences from the
program.

Set ups record-keeping system to verify imple-
mentatim of the program. For example, students
could sign a log book as they arrive for the
progras, or perhaps they could turn in their
work ifler each session. In addition, if pos-
sibls, plan to have observers record whether the
program in action looks the way it has been
described.

41,
GO Tjact<

Refer back to the worksheet in
Step 3 (Implementation Measures)
to review your decisions on how to
'assure program implementation.

APCheck How To Measure Program Imple-
mentation for suggestions about
collecting information to describe
the program.

Step 8

Arrange For Your
Implementation Measures
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Step-by-Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

Let the program run as naturally as possible, bu-
check that accurate records are kept of the stu-
dents' exposure to the program.

. %

Be careful. If teachers or the
evaluator pay extra attention to
experimental group students, this
alone could cause superior learning

from them. So be as unobtrusive as possible.

Instmctions

Give the posttest to the experimental and control
groups at one sitting, if possible, so that
testing conditions are the same for all students.
If one sitting is not possible, test half the
experimental group along with half the control
group at one sitting and the others at a second
sitting.

Of course, some of your outcome messu- s might not
be tests as such. Interviews, observations, or
whatever, should also be obtained from the experi-
mental and control groups under conditions that
are as similar a- possible.

If necessary, schedule make-up tests for students
absent from the posttest.

If

BEST COPY 1/-
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Run the Program One Cycle

Step 10

Posttest the
Egroup and Cgroup
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Instructions

a. Score the Posttests

If the test you have constructed yourself con-
tains closed response items--for example,
multiple choice, true-false--then you can
delegate someone to score the tests for you.

Raw To Measure Achievement, pages

AP117 to 120, contains suggestions
for scoring ant: recording results

from your own teats.

bCheck the Data Set and Prune as Neces err

Use the Sample Lii to complete this procedure:

Check for absences from the program. If some

students in either the experimental or control
group missed a lot of school du -tag the pro-

gram's experimental -ycle, they f should be

dropped from the sample. You and your audi-

enca will have to agree about how many.
absences will require dropping the student

from the analysis. One day's absence in a
cycle of one week would probably be signifi-
cant since it represents 20% of program time.
A week's absence in a six month program, on
the other hand, could probably be ignored.

is you decide that students in the experimental
group should be dropped from the analysis if
their absences exceeded, say, six days during

the program, then control group students
absent six or more days should also be dropped.

This keeps the two groups comparable in com-
position. If the r trol group received a
program representing a critical competitor to
the program in question, that) control group
absences should be noted as well and the

Sample List pruned accordingly.

1,

From attendance records, determine
the number of days each student was
absent during the program cycle.
Record this information in appto-

priatItly labeled columns added to the Sample

List. Drop all students whose absences

.1.1!

Step ii

Analyze the Results

exceeded a tolerable amount for inclusion in
che experiment. For every student dropped,

the corresponding control group match will
have to be dropped else. Drop as well any

se Asnt for whom there is no posttest score.
Drop his match also.

Summarize Attrition

Summarize res.tlts from pruning of the data in

the table below. The number dropped from each

group is called its "mortality" or "attri-
tion."

TABLE OF ATTRITION DATA
Number of Students Remaining in the Study

After Attrition for Vartoas Reasons

Experi-
mental
Grotto

Control
Group

Number assigned on basis of

pretest

Number dropped because of ex-
cessive absence from school
during program
Number dropped from E-group be-
cause of failure to receive
program although in school

Number dropped because of lack

of posttest score

Number dropped because match

was dropped

Number retained for analysis

411,Record Posttest Scores on the Data Sheet for
Students Who Have Remained in the Analysis.

11'
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Sf.pb) Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

41, Test To See if the Difference in Posttest
Scores Is Significant

Were you to record just any two sets of post-
test scores, it is likely that MR of the
groups would have higher scores than the
other just by chance. What you now need to
osk is whether the difference you will almost
ineltably find between the E- and C-group
posttest scores is so slight that it could
have occurred by chance alone.

4111111/0

The logic underlying tests of sta-
tistical significance IA described
in How To Calculate Statistics. In
fact, pages 71-76 of that book dis-

cuss the t-test for matched groups, to be used
hero, in detail.

To decide whether one or the other has scored

sign',:icantly higher in this situation, you
will use i correlated t-test--crIrelated

because of the matched pairs usea to form the
two groups. Using your data, you will calcu-

late a statistic, t. You will then
compare this obtained value of t
with values in a table. If your
obtained value is bigger than the

one in the table, the tabled t-value, then you
can reject the idea that the results were just
due to chance. You will have a statistically
significant result. Below are the steps for
this procedure.

Steps for Calculating and Testing t

Calculate t

This is the formula for

t cco
sd

In order to calculate it, you need to firs, com-
pute the three quantities in the formula:

d average difference score

the square root of the number of matched

221E2

s
d

the standard deviation of the difference
scores

BEST COPY 1/-
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Use the data sheet from Step 7 to help you cal-
culate quantities for the t equation.

DATA SHEET
1

E- roup

2

Post-
t..2st

3

C- rou

4-
Post-
test

5

d

6

d-d

7

d-d)
2

Page 126 shows a data sheet that has been computed.

To compute d. First find the difference between
the scores on the oosttests for each pair of stu-
dents. The difference, d, for a pair is the
quantity:

posttest acor posttest score o
of the E-grow - the matched C-
student roup student

Note that whenever a C-group student has scored
higher than an E-group student, the difference is
a negative number. Record these differences in
Column 5 of the Data Sheet.

Then add up the entries in Columu 5 and divide
that sum by the number of pairs being used in the
analysis, n. This gives you the average differ-
ence between the E-group and C-group. Call it a.

"d bar."

To compute s4. Fill in the quantities for
Columns 6 and 7. For Column 6, subtract a tram
each value in Column 5, and record the result.
For Column 7, square each number in Column 6 and
divide their sum by n-1, the number that is one
less than the number of pairs. Take the square
root of your last answer and record this below
as s

d

ad

To compute T. Take the square root of the number
of matched pairs--not the number of students--
which you are using in the analysis. This T.
Enter it here:

12,4
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Instructions

To compute t. Now enter these values in the
formula for t below:

t (a) (IC)
sd

Multiply the top line. Then divide the result
by sd to get your t-value. Enter it here:

obtained t-value

Find the Tabled t-value

Using the table below, go down the left-hand
column until you reach the number which is equal
to the number of matched pairs you were analyzing.
Be careful to use the number of pairs, not the
number of students.

Table of t-Values for Correlated Means

Number of
matched
pairs

6

7

8

9

10

11

72

13

14

15

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

40

120

Tabled t-value for
a 10% probability
(one-tailed test)

1.48
1.44

1.41
1.40
1.38

1.37
1.36

1.36

1-35
1.34

1.34
1.33
1.33
1.32
1.32

1.32

1.32
1.32
1.32

1.31

1.31

1.30

1.29

The t-value in the left-hand columr that corres-
ponds to the number of matched pairs is your

tabled t-value. Enter it here:

1 ,
tabled t-value

11.

Evaluator's Hendbook

Interpret the t-test

If the obtained t-value is greater than the tabled
t-value, then you have shown that the program sig-
nificantly improved the scores of students who got
it. If your obtained t-value is less, then there
is more than a 102 chance that the results were
just due to chance. Such results are not usually
considered statistically significant. The program

has not been shown to make a statistically signif-
icant difference on this test.

The test of statistical significance which you
have used here allows a 10% chance that you will
claim a significant difference when the results
were in fact only due to chance. If you want to

make a firmer claim, use the Table of t -values in
Appendix B. This table allows only a 5% chance of

making such an error.

A good procedure in an, case is to repeat the pro-
gram another cycle and aoin perform this evalua-
tion-by- experiment only this time, use the 5%
table to teat the results. If your results arl
again significant, you will have very strong
grounds for asserting that the program makes a
statistically significant difference in results
on the outcome measure.

Construct a Graph of Scores

If results were statistically significant, display
them graphically. Figures A and B present two
appropriate ways to do this. Figure A requires

fewer calculations.

Mean
score on
posttest

E-group C -group

Figure A. Posttest means of
groups formed from matched pairs

v-1
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Step-by-Step atide for Conducurg a Small Experiment

Instructions

Mean
scores

E-group

C-group

Pretest Posttest

Figure B. Pretest and ,iosttest mean
scores of experimental ari control
groups

You may wish to take a closer look at the results
than just examining averages or single tests of
significance. Taking a close look will further
help you interpret results. In particular, if
the results were not statistically significant,
you may want to look for general trends.

One good way to take a closer look at results is
to compute the ;min scoreposttest minus pretest
--for each student. Using gain scores, you can
plot two bar graphs, one showing gain scores in
the experimental group and the other showing gain
scores in the control group. If some students'
scores were quite extreme, look into these cases.
Perhaps there was some special condition, such as
illness or coaching, which explains extreme scores.
If so, these students' scores should be dropped

and the t-test for differences in posttest scores
computed again.

121
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Instructions

The agenda for this meeting should have an outline
something like the following:

Introduction

Review the contents of the worksheet in Step 3,

pages 111 and 112.

Presentation of Results

Display and discuss the attritior table which
describes student absences from the experimental
and control groups. Display Figures A and B and

discuss them. Report the results of the test of
significance.

Discussion of the Results

If the difference was significant as hypothesized
the E-group did better than the C-group--you
will need to answer these questions:

Was the result enacationally significant? That

is, was the difference betveen the E-group and
the C-group large enough to be of educational

value?

Were the results heavily influenced by a few
dramatic gains or losses?

Were the gains worth the effort involved in
implementing the program?

If the results were non-significant, you will need
to consider:

Do you think this was due to too short a time
span to give the program a fair chance to show
its effects, or was the program a poor one?

Were there special problems which could be

remedied?

Was the result nearly significant?

Should the program be tried again, perhaps with

improvements?

..10411111,1111,..... "...111.111

Step 12

If Your Task Is Formative,
Meet With the Staff
To Discuss Results

Recommendations

On the basis of the results, what recommendations
can be made? Should the program be expanded:

Should another evaluation be conducted to get
firmer results perhaps using more students? Can

the program be improved? Could the evaluation be
improved? Collect ard discuss recommendatioLs.

BEST COPY



Step-by- jor Conducting a Small Experiment

Instructions

411111111:4

Use as resources the book How Ta
Present an Evaluation Report and tie
worksheet in Step 3 of this guide.
The worksheet you will remember,

contains an early draft of Jte sections of the
report that describe the rrograa and the evalua-
tion.

You have reached the end of the Step-by-Step Guide
for Conducting a Small Experiment. The glide,

rlhowever, hoo-iwomeirpowiliimof
Pt4C

(oltprperwtt,rte containsMn example of an evaluation

report prepared using this guide.

Step 13

Write a Report if Necessary

128 BEST COPY
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Appendix. A.

Example of an Evaluation Report

This examplewhich is fictitious and should not
be interpreted as evidesce for o: against any
particular counseling method -- illustrates how an
experiment can form the nucleus of an evaluation.
Notice that information frost the experiment does
not form the sole content of the report. The
evaluator has to consider many contextual, program-
specific pieces of information, such as the exact
nature of the program, the possible bias that
might be introduced into the data by the informa-
tion Available to the respondents, etc. There is
no substitute for thoughtfulness and common sense
in interpreting an evaluation.

Program

Program
location

Evaluator

Report sub-
mitted to

Period covered
by report

Date report
submitted

EVALUATION REPORT

The Preventive Counseling Program

Naughton High School

J. P. Simon, Principal
Naughton High School

J. Ross, Director of Evaluation
Mimieux School District

January 6, 19xx -February 16, 19xx

March 31, l9xx

Section I. Summary

A new counseling technique based on "reality
therapy" and the motto that "prevention is better
than cure" was developed by the Mimieux School
District and consultants.

Naughton High School evaluated this Preventive
Counseling Program by making it available to one
group of students, but not to a matched control
group.

Results of teacher ratings subsequent to the Pre-
ventive Counseling Program and a count of the
number of referrals to the office, both pointed to
the success of the PC program At least on this
short-term basis.

This evaluation report details these findings and
presents a series of recommendations for further
evaluation of this promising program.

Section II. Background Information Concerning
The Preventive Codnseling Program

A. Origin of the Program

Several counselors had received special training,
at district expense, in a style of counseling
related to "reality therapy." This counseling was
designed to be used with students whom teachers
felt were "heading for trouble" in school or not
adjusting well to school life. By an intensive
course of counseling, it was hoped to prevent
future problems, hence the title the Preventive
Counseling Program. The district offlurimaT
Naughton High School to assess the effectiveness
of this kind of counseling. A counselor trained

in the technique was made available to the school
on a trial basis for four hours a day over a two
week period.

B. Goal of the Program

The goal of the Preventive Counseling Program (PC)
was to promote successful adjustment to school
among students whom teachers refErred to the
office.

C. Characteristics of the Program

In the PC program, a student who is referred a

teacher receives an initial 20 minutes of coun-
seling. Follow-up counseling sessions are given
to the student each day for the next two weeks.

This program differs from methods used previously
to handle referrals to the office. Previously,
teachers were not encouraged to refer students to
the office. When a student was referred for some

129
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particular reason, he generally received one coun-
seling session and perhaps no follow-up at all,
unless the teacher referred the student again.
This kind of counseling was the responsibility of
the usual counseling staff or, in exceptional
cases, the vice-principal.

The PC program:

1. Uses counselors who are specially trained in
"reality therapy" counseling

2. Requests referrals before an incident necessi-
tate% referral

3. Gives the student two weeks of counseling

D. Students Involved in the Program

The counseling is appropriate for students of all
grade levels. Any student referred by a teacher
is eligible for counseling. During the trial
period for this evaluation, however, only some
referred students could receive the PC program.

E. Faculty and Others Involved in the Program

As far as possible, the counselor and teachers

communicated directly regarding students in need
of counseling. A clerk h idled scheduling of
counseling sessions, managing this in addition to
his other duties.

Section III. Description of
the Evaluation Study

A. Purposes of the Evaluation

The District Office wanted Naughton High School

to evaluate the effectiveness of the new style of
counseling. The ctudy in this school was to be
one of several st.dies conducted to assist the
District in deciding whether or not to have other
counselors receive reality therapy training and
conduct preventive counseling.

Several School Board members had emphasized that
they were interested in seeing firm evidence, not
opinions.

B. Evaluation Design

In view of the costly decisions to be made and the
desire of the Board members for "hard data," the
evaluation was designed to measure the results of
the PC program as objectively and accurately as
possible. To accomplish this, it was deemed
necessary to use a true control group. Teachers
were asked to name students in their classes who
were in need of counseling. ror each student
named, the teacher provided a rating of the stu-
dent's adjustment to school on a 5-point scale

BEST COPY'
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from "extremely poor" to "needs a little improve-
ment." 'This was called the adjustment rating.

Students referred 4 three or more teachers formed
the sample used in the evaluation. An average
adjustment rating was calculated for each of the
sample students by adding together all ratings for
a student and dividing by the number of ratings
for that student. These students were then
grouped by grade and sex. Matched pairs were
ferm:4 by matching students (within a group) with
close to the same average ratings.

From these matched pairs, students were randomly
assigned to receive the new counseling (the
Experimental or E-group) or to be the Control
group or C-group. Should students from the con-
trol group be referred for counseling because of
some incident, for example, then the regular
counselors were requested to counsel as they had
in the past. The E-group students received the
two weeks of counseling which is characteristic
of the Pt. program.

At the end of the two-week cycle, all referrals to
the office were again dealt with by regular coun-
selors or the vice-principal. Over the next four
weeks, records of referrals to the office were
kept. If the number of referrals to the office
was significantly fewer for the students who had
received the PC program (i.e., the E-group stu-
dents), then the program would be inferred to have
been successful.

This measure is reasonably objective and the ran-
dom assignment of students from matched pairs
ensured the initial similarity of the two groups,
thus making it possible to conclude that any
difference in subsequent rates was due to the PC
program.

C. Outcome Measures

As mentioned above, the effect of the program was
measured by counting, from office records, how
many times each control group student and how many
times each experimental group student was referred
to the office in the four weeks after the inter-
vention program ended.

An unavoidable problem was that teachers were
sometimes aware of which students had been
receiving the regular counseling, since students
were called to the office regularly for two weeks
from their classes. Teachers might have been
influenced by this fact. In order to reduce the
possible impact of this situation on teacher
referral behavior, the fact that the evaluation
was being conducted was not made known until after
the data collection period was over (four weeks
after the Preventive Counseling program ended).

A second measure of outcomes was also collected:

teachers were asked at the end of the data
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collection period to re-rate all students pre-
viously identified as needing counseling, giving a
"student adjustment rating" on the same 5-point
scale .which had been used in the beginning of the
program.

D. Implementation Measures

The counselor's records provided the documentation

for the program. Essentially, these records were
used to verify that only E-group students had
received the Preventive Counseling program and to
record any absences which might require that the
student not be -ounted in the evaluation results.

Section IV. Results

A. Results of Implementation Measures

Eighteen pairs of students were formed from teach-

ers' referrals. The 18 students in the E-group
had a perfect attendance record during the Preven-
tive Counseling program and did not miss any

counseling sessions. However, two students in the
control group were absent for a week. These stu-
dents and their matched pairs were not counted in
the analysis thus leaving a total of 16 matched

pairs.

B. Results of Outcome Measures

Table 1 shows the number of referrals to the
office from the experimental and control groups
during each of the four weeks following the end of

the PC program.

TABLE 1
Number of Referrals to the Office

I of referrals to office

Total
Week

1

Week
2

Week
3

Week
4

E-group (had
received PC)

1 1 1 2 5

C-group (had not
received PC)

3 2 3 2 10

There were twice as many referrals (10 as opposed
to 5) in the control group as in the experimental
group. Closer analysis revealed that four of the
referrals in the E-group were produced by one stu-
dent who was referred to the office each week.
Checking the number of students referred at least
once (as opposed to the total number of referrals),
it was found that there were two for the experi-
mental and six for the control group.

The second set of averaged school adjustment
ratings collected from teachers is recorded in

Figure 1, and the calculations for a test of the
significance of the results are presented in the

same figure. The t-test for correlated means was

Evaluator's Handbook

used to examine this hypothesis that the E-group's
average adjustment ratings would be higher. atter

the program, than those of the C-group. The
hypothesis cou% be accepted with only a 101
chance that the obtained difference was simply the
result of chance sampling fluctuations. The
obtained c-value was 2.06, and the tabled t-value
(.10 level) was 1.34.

DATA SHEET

E-9r099 C-grow

Student

Final
average
adjust-
ment
rating Student,

Final
average
adjust-
ment
rating d (d- .) (d-ay

AK 3 WK 1 2 1.38 1.90

GF 2 LJ 2 0 - .62 0.38

ST 4 CF 1 3 2.38 5.66
CT 4 LM 3 1 0.38 0.14

JB 3 MH 3 0 -0.62 0.38

SK 3 FH 4 -1 -1.62 2.62

UL 5 DH 5 0 -0.62 0.38

MQ 5 RR 4 1 0.38 0.14

JJ 3 XT 1 2 1.38 1.90

WV 2 KN 2 0 - .62 0.38

AC 4 JR 3 1 0.38 0.14

CK 3 OF 4 -1 -1.62 2.62

CR 2 PD 1 1 0.38 0.14

RA 5 NW 5 0 -0.62 0.38

PG 3 JM 4 -1 -1.62 2.62

FW 4 RL 2 2 1.38 1.90

n = 16 10 21.68

= 4-

a. 13-3

10

. 0.62 sd = 1.201

sd = f5

474

t_ (a) (r)

t 1121431-11 = 2:48 = 2.06

Figure 1
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Step-by-Step Guide for Conducting a Small Experiment

C. Informal Results

Several teachers commented informally about the
counseling that their problem students were
receiving. One said the counseling seemed to be
less "touchy ftely" and more "getting down to
specifics," and she noted an increase in task
orientation in a counselee in her room beginning
at about the second week of special counseling.
She felt, however, that Zhe counseling should
have continued longer. Other teachers did not
seem to have ascertained the style of counseling
being used, but commented that counseling seemed
to be having less transitory effect than usual.

A parent of one of the counselees in the PC pro-
gram called the principal to praise the consis-
tent help his child was getting fro. the special
co"iselor. "I think this might turn him around,"
the parent said.

Negative comments came from one teacher who com-
plained that one of her students always seemed to
miss some important activity by being summoned to
the counseling sessions. Another teacher, how-
ever, commented that it was a relief to have the
counselee gone for a little while each day.

Section V. Discussion of Results

The use of a true experimental design enables the
results reported above to be interpreted with
some confidence. Initially, the E-group and C-
group were composed of very similar students
because of the procedure of matching and random
assignment. The E-group received preventive
counseling whereas the C-group did not. In the
four weeks following the program, all students
were in their regular programs and during this
time, students from the C-group received twice
as many referrals to the office as students from
the E-group.

In interpreting this measure, it should be remem-
bered that referral to the office is a quite
objective behavioral measure of the effect of the
program. It appears that the Preventive Coun-
seling program substantially reduced the number
of referrals to the office over this four week
period. Whether this difference will continue is
not known at this time.

The average post-counseling ratings which teach-
ers assigned to students in the E-group and in
the C-group showed a significant difference in
favor of the E-group. A problem in interpreting
this result is that the teachers were aware of
which students had been in the lunseling program
and this might have affected their ratings. How-
ever, 52 teachers were involved in these ratings,
some rating only one student and others rating
more. That the result was in the same direction
as the behavioral measure lends both measures
additional credibility.
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Section VI. Cost-Benefit Considerations

The program appears to have an initially benefi-
cial effect. However, it also is a fairly expen-
sive prograw. There are two main expenses
involved: the cost of training counselors in
reality therapy and the cost of providing the
counseling time in the school. There was no way
in this evaluation of determining if the training
had an important influence on the program's
effectiveness. It could have been that other
program characteristics--its preventive approach
or the continuous daily counseling--were the
influential characteristics. Training in reality
therapy could possibly be dispensed with thus
saving some of the expense. However, since
training can presumably have lasting effects on a
counselor, its cost over the long-run is not great

and comes nowhere near approaching the cost of the
provision of counseling time each day.

It is understood that a cost-benefit analysis will
be conducted by the District office using results
from several schools. One question needing con-
sideration is whether the Preventive Counseling
program will it fact save personnel time in the
long run by catching minor problems before they
develop into major problems. To answer such a
question requires the collection of data over a
longer time period than the few weeks employed in
this evaluation. If the program helps students to
overcome classroom problems, then its benefits- -
although perhaps immeasurable--might be great.

Section VII. Conclusions and Recommendations

A. Conclusions

In this small scale experiment, the Preventive
Counseling program appeared to be superior to
normal practice. It produced better adjustment
to school, as rated by teachers, and resulted in

fewer teacher referrals to the office in the four
weeks following the end of the two week PC pro-
gram. It was not possible to determine, from this
small study, the extent to which each of the pro-
gram's main characteristics was important to the
success of the overall program.

B. Recommendations Regarding the Program

1. The Preventive Counseling program is promising
and should be continued for further evaluation.

. Preventive Counseling without the reality
therapy training might be instituted on a
trial basis.

C. Recommendations Regarding Subsequent Evalua-
tion of the Program

1. The kind of evaluation reported here, an eval-
uation based on a true experiment and fairly

objective measures, should be repeated several

Z/
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times to check the reliability of the effects
of counseling as so measured.

2. In several evaluations of the Preventive Coun-
seling program, the outcome data should be
collected over a period of several months to
assess long-term effects.

3. T', School Board and the schools should be
provided with a cost analysis of the coun-
seling program which includes a clear indica-
tion of (a) the alternative uses to which the
money might be put were it not spent on the
PC program, and (b) the cost of other means
of assisting students referred by teachers.

4. An evaluation should be desi;ned to measure
the relative effectiveness of the following
four programs:

The Preventive Counseling program

The Preventive Counseling program run with-
out reality therapy training

Reality therapy provided to regular coun-
selors

The usual means of handling referra
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How To Focus An Evaluation

Brian Stecher

Outline

Introduction

A. Purposes of the book.

B. What it will and will not tell you.

C. Chapter by chapter overview.

Chapter One: Presenting a model for focusing an evaluation.

A. Preliminary comments/caveats.

I. Limitations of any model of complex human interactions.

2. Value as a tool for learning and instruction.

B. What are the elements of the focusing process?

I. Acknowledging existing beliefs and expectations.

a. Evaluator has beliefs about the meaning of evaluation,

embodied in a particular approach.

b. Client has expectations for the evaluation, based upon

needs and wants.

2. Gathering information.

a. Evaluator seeks information about many topics.

(1) Client's needs and expectations.

(2) Program goals and activities.

(3) Other concerned individuals or groups.

(4) Constraints and limitations, etc.
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b. Client seeks informat4in about many topics.

(1) Evaluator's capabilities.

(2) Value and limitations of evaluation.

(3) Evaluation procedures, etc.

J. Narrowing the focus and formulating a tentative strategy.

a. Establishing priorities.

b. Formulating preliminary plans.

c. Melding the evaluator': approach and the client's

expectations.

4. Negotiating an evaluation plan.

a. Specifying evaluation questions,

b. Clarifying procedures.

Chapter Two: Thinking about client concerns and evaluator approaches.

A. Client needs and expectations.

1. Why consult an evaluator?

a. Legal mandates.

b. Stated program goals and objectives.

c. Specific questions.

d. General concerns or problems.

2. Client conception of evaluation.

B. There are different approaches to evaluation.

1. What we mean by an "evaluation approach."

2. Derivation of these points of view.

C. The research approach.

1. Conception of tne meaning and purposes of evaluation.

2. Methods for accomplishing these purposes.
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D. The goal-oriented approach.

I. Conception of the meaning and purposes of evaluation.

2. Methods for accomplishing these. purposes.

E. The decision-focused approach.

I. Conception of the meaning and purposes of evaluation.

2. Methods for accomplishing these purposes.

F. The user-oriented approach.

I. Conception of the meaning and purposes of evaluation.

2. Methods for accomplis04 these purposes.

G. The responsive approach.

I. Conception of the meaning and purposes of evaluation.

2. Methods for accomplishing these purposes.

H. Comparison of approaches.

I. Similarities: information, validity, usefulness, rtc.

2. Differences: research parae4gm, degree of P:bjectivity, role

of the evaluator, etc.

Chapter Three: km to gather information.

A. Introduction: This is a simplified discussion of 3 complex,

intertivia procedure.

I. It is a dynamic process that differs in each cas,;,

2. As the expert the evaluator is likely to have strong

influence.

3. There are fundamental concerns common to all evaluators can be

captured in four or five basic questions.
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B. "What is the program all about?"

I. Obtaining information about the program.

2. How different evaluators might ask this question.

a. What variables do you want to study?

b. What are your goals anu objectives?

c. What decisions are going to be made?

d. Who is likely to use the information?

e. Who is affected by the program?

3. How different clients might respond.

C. "What do you want to know about the program?"

I. Illustrations of various points of view.

2. Questions each evaluator will want to have answered.

D. "Who else is concerned and may need to be involved?"

I. Extending the information base.

2. How different evaluators would address this issue?

E. "Why do you want this information?"

I. Clients view of purposes for the evaluation.

2. Impact on different evaluators.

F. "What constraints or limitations are there?"

I. What practical limits exist: money, time, accers, etc.?

2. What contextual constraints exist: attitudes, politics,

beliefs, etc.?

3. How would different evaluators address these issues?

Chapter Four: How to narrow the focus and develop tentative plans.

I. Dqveloping and revising plans as information is gathered.

2. Establishing iriorities.



3. Adapting strategies to fit particular situations.

4. Balancing evaluator's point of view and client's wishes.

Chapter Five: How to negotiate an evaluation plan.

1. Desired outcomes.

a. Specific objectives and evaluation questions.

b. Methods and procedures.

2. Options for the evaluator.

a. Reach a collaborative agreement.

b. Decline to conduct the evaluation.

Closing Comments

1. Summary

2. Return to the Kit.
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Evaluation Design

A designlis a plan whit' dictates when and from whom information is to

be collected during the crose of an evaluatiOn. The first and obvicus

reason for using a design is to ensure a well organized evaluation study:

all the right people will take part in the evaluation at the right times.

A design, however, accomplishes for the evaluator something more useful

than just keeping data collection on schedule. A design is most basically

a way of gathering data so that +he results will provide sound, credible

answers to the questions the evaluation is to address.

The term design traditionally has been used in the context of

quantitative evaluation studies where judgments of program worth or of

relative effectiveness are a primary consideration. This book is addressed

to designs for these types of studies. It is important to note, however,

that there are occasions when a quantitative study does not represent the

best approach to answering important evaluation questions, where

qualitative approaches may be more appropriate. Design is equally

important in assuring the quality of information derived from qualitative

studies. The reader is referred to How to Conduct Qualitative Studies for

a discussion of important design issues in these latter types of studies.

What is the purpose of design in quantitative studies? A design is a

p.an for gathering comparative information so that results from the program

being evaluated can be placed within a context for judgment of their size

and worth. Designs reinforce conclusions the evaluator can draw about the

impact of a program by helping the evaluator to predict how things might

have been had the program not occurred or if some other program had

occurred instead.



Chapter,
An Introduction

to Evaluation Design

A designs it a plan which dictatepwhen and f m whom measurements will
be gathered during the course of an ev ation. The first and obvious
reason for using a design is to ensure a well organized evaluation study: all
the/right ple will,tlike part in the evaluation at the right times. A
design, owever, 3,eiomplishes for the evaluator something more useful
than t keepingrdata collection on schedule. A design is most basically a

of gathering comparative information so that results from the pro-
being evaluates:Lean be placed within a context for judgment of their

size and'worth. Designs reinforce conclusions the evaluator can draw,abwt
the impact o/a program by- helping the evaluator to predict how tir s

ht hay been had thr.program not occurred or if some other program
e comparative data collected could include how

the school environment might have looked, how people might have felt,
and how participants might have performed had they mot encountered the
particular program under scrutiny. Usually 3 design accomplishes this by
prescribing that measurement instrumentstests, questionnaires, observa-
tionsbe administered to comparison groups not receiving the program.
These results are Zhu! compare.: with those produced by program partici-
pants. At other times, predictions about what would have happened in the
program's absence can be produced without a comparison group through
application of statistical tecliniques.

1. Some writers have used the word model instead of design, probably because
the choice of such a measurement plan usually affects the evaluator's whole point of
view about the seriousness of the enterprise and about how information wiil be
gathered, analyzed, and presented. This book prefers design, the less ponderous term,
and it will be used throughout.
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10 How to Design a Program Evaluation

The objective of this book is to acquaint you with the ways in which
evaluation results can be made more credible through careful choice of a
design prescribing when and from whom you will gather data. The book
helps you choose a design, put it ir.a) operation, and a,--lyze and report

I

1

the data you have gathered. The book's intended message is that attention
to design is important.

Even if choice or practicality dictate that you ignore the issue of design,
it is important that you. understand the data interpretation options which
you have chosen to pass by. In the majority of evaluation situations, some
comparative information is better than none. Your choice of a design will
perhaps determine whether the information you produce is believed and
used by your evaluation audience or shrugged off because its many
alternative interpretations render it unworthy of serious attention.

The book's contents are based on the experience of evaluators at the
Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of California, Los Angeles,
on advice from experts in the field of educational research, and on the
comments of people in school settings who used a field test edition. The
book focuses on those evaluation designs which seem most practical for
use in program evaluation. Please be aware that these are not the only
designs available for adoption as bases for useful research. They do seem to
be, however, the most straightforward and intuitively understandable. This
makes them likely to be accepted by the lay audiences who will receive
and must interpret your evaluation findings. Please bear in mind, in
addition, that many of the recommended procedures in this book pre-
scribe the design of a program evaluation under the most advantageous
circumstances. Few evaluation situations exactly match those envisioned
here or described in the book's myriad examples. Therefore, you should
not xpect to duplicate exactly suggestions in the book. Evaluation is a

relatively& new ield, and correct procedures, even where choice of a design is
concerned, are not firmly established. In fact, while considerable attention
has been given to the quality of measurement instruments for assessing
cognitive and affective effects of programs, relatively little attention has
been paid to the provision of useful designs. Your task as an evaluator is to
find the design that provide» the most credible information in the situation
you have at hand and then to try to follow directions as faithfully as
possible for its implementation. Ifyou feel you'll have to deviate from the
procedures outlined here, then do. If you think the deviation will affect
interpretation of your results, then include the appropriate qualifications
in your report.

If political preuures or the heat of controversy make it important that
you produce credible information about program effects, few things will
support you better than a well chosen evaluation design. Often evaluators
discouraged by political or practical constraints have chosen to ignore
design, perhaps cynically deciding that a good design represents informa-
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An Introduction to Evaluation Design 11

tion overkill in a situation where little attention will be paid to the data
anyway. The experience of evaluators who have chosen to use good design
has been to the contrary. The quality of information provided through use
of design has often forced attention to program results. Without design,
the information you present will in most cases be haunted by the possi-
bility of reinterpretation. Information from a well designed study is hard
to refute; and in situations where they might have been ignored or
shrugged off because of many or ambiguous interpretations, conclusions
from a good design cannot be easily ignored.

The Program Evaluation Kit, of which this book is one component,
is intended for use primarily by people who have been assigned the role of
program evaluator. The job of program evaluator takes on one of two
characters, and at times both, depending upon the tasks that have been
assigned:

You may have responsibility for producing a summary statement about
the effectiveness of the program. In this case, you probably will report
to a funding agency, governmental office, or some other representative
of the program's constituency. You may be expected to describe the
program, to produce a statement concerning the program's achievement
of announced goals, to note any unanticipated outcomes, and possibly
to make comparisons with alternative programs. If these are the fea-
tures of your job, you are a summative evaluator.

2. Your evaluation task may characterize you as a helper and advisor to
the program planners and developers or even as a planner yourself. You
may then be called on to look out for potential problems, identify areas
where the program needs improvement, describe and monitor program
activities, and periodically test for progress in achievement or attitude
change. In this situation, you are a "jack of all trades," a person whose
overall task is not well defined. You may or may not be required to
produce a report at the end of your activities. If this more loosely
defined job role teems closer to yours, then you are a formative
evaluator.

The information about design contained in this book will be useful for
both the formative and summative evaluator, although the perspective of
each will vary.

Designs in Summative Evaluation

Typically, design has been associated with sum-Illative evaluation. After all,
the summative evaluator is supposed to produce a public statement sum
marizing the program's accomplishments. Since this report could affect
important decisions about the program's future, the summative evaluator
needs to be able to back up his findings. He therefore has to anticipate the
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12 How to Design a Program Evaluation

arguments of skeptics or even the outright attacks of opponents to the
conclusions he presents. While good design won't immunize him against
attack, it will strengthen his defense. Historically, designs were developed
as methods for conducting scientific experiments, methods through which
one can logically rule out the effect on outcomes of anything other than
the treatment provided. In the case of educational evaluation, this treat-
ment is an educational program. Since designs serve the interest of pro-
ducing defensible results, and since such production is' primarily the
interest of the summative evaluator, you will find throughout the book a
strong summative flavor in both the procedures outlined and the examples
described.

.

To readers who are working right now as evaluators, the suggestion that
design is of critical importance for summative evaluation may seem a little
off-base. "No one uses experimental designs," you might say. "No one
uses control groups." And you would becearly correct, unfortunatelyat
least with regard to large Federal and State funded programs. Not long ago
a study of a nationwide sample of ESEA Title VII (Bilingual Education)
evaluations revealed that no one attempted to use a true, randomized
control group, and only 36% tried to locate a nonrandomized control
group for comparison with any aspect of the programs evaluated? In
another study, a search of 2,000 projects that had received recognition as
successful located not one with an evaluation that provided acceptable
evidence regarding project success or failure.3

The reasons for this state of affairs are no doubt legion, but four come
up frequently:

1. Funders seem to view programs as one-shot enterprises. Once a program
has been implemented and has run its course, it becomes a fait accom-
pli It's over. Summative reports, then, describe something that has
already happened. They are seldom seen as a chance to describe
programs and their effects in the interest of future planning. In order to
testify that a program took place at all, a summative report need not
use a design. Designs become valuable only when someone hopes to use
information about program processes and effects as a basis fo: future
decisions such as whether to pry for similar programs or to expand the
current one. Designs are essential when someone has in mind the
development of theories about what instructional, management, or
administrative strategies work best.

2. Midst, In. C., Kosecoff, J., Fitz-Gibbon, C., & Seligman, R. Evaluation and
decision making: The Title VII experience. CSE Moiraph Series in Evaluation, No.
4. Los Angeles: Center for the Study of Evaluation, 1974.

3. Foat, C. M. Selecting exemplary compensatory educationprojects for dissem-
ination via project Information packages. Los Altos, CA: RMC Research Corporation,
May, 1974 (Technical Report No. UR-242).
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\ 3- Because of ethical
and/or political
concerns, it is
often difficult
to accomplish the
most rigorous
designs. Social
programs of ten are
aimed at individuals
or groups in great
need, and withhold-
ing potential pro-
gram benefits fr
some for the

4.Sodel silence research to general it in its youth. Lack of researchsake of a cOmpara-1
design in evaluation sterns partly from its taladve novelty as a methodtive research for pthering eodel science information at all. Sir Ronald Fisher's workdesign can be hard / in statistics and design, an essential methodological step forward for theto justify

1 social sciences, was completed in the 1930'11 Not very long ago.addition, it is S.Educstlonaf reseerchers and evaluator? themselves cannot agree aboutfrequently the the appropriate:len of research designs for evaluation. While mostcase that politics wri tag in the field of evaluation concur that at least a par of therather than social evaluator's role is to collect information about a program, the nature of
science methodology' the rules governing data collection are still debated. Opponents of the

use of design usually list as major drawbacks the political and practical
constraints discussed here already, and the technical difficulties in-
volved with using the findings from one multifaceted program to
predict the outcomes of others.

Defenders of drip, the authors of this book among them, acknowl-
edge these desvamsgr. They confirm to urge the use of design in field
settings because designs yield the comparative information necessary
for establishmg a perspective from which to judge program accomplish-
ments. In fields of endeavor such = education, where clear absolute
standards of performance have not besn set, comparison is a way to
subject programs to scrutiny in order eventually to determine their
value. Nonetheless, some of these impedimenta to good
design are more intractable than others. Suggestions a

Summers Evaluation end Educational Raid'

Summative evaluations should whenever possible employ experimental
designs when exarnintig programs that are to be judged by their results.
The very best numnative evaluation has all the characteristics of the best
research study. It uses highly valid and reliable instruments, and it faith-
fully applies a powerful evaluation design. Evaluations of this caliber could
te published and disseminated to both the lay and research community.
Few evaluations of course will live up to such rigid standards or need to.
The critical characteristic of any one evaluation study Is that it provide the
best possible information that could ham been collected under the drcum-
stances. and that this !nfonnation meet the credibility requirements of its

An Introduction to Evaluation Design 13

2. Evaluators are celled In too late. This problem is actually a common
symptom of the first. Evaluation often occurs as an afterthought. Lack
of careful planning in the establishment of the program removes the
possibility of a awfully planned evaluation. The eriustor finds that he
has no control own the assignment of students or the sites chosen for
implementation of the minim. The evaluator has to "evaluate" an
already on-going program. While this situation does not eliminate the
possibility of obtaining good comparative Information, it usually makes

of the best designs impossible.

determines where
or for whom specie
programs will be
implemented, pre-
cluding opportunitie
for randomized
designs.
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14 How to Design a Program Evaluatio.:

evaluation audience. The best interpretation of your task as summative
evaluator is that you must collect the most believable information you
can, anticipating at all times how a skeptic would view your report.
Keeping this skcptic in mind, set about designing the evaluation which has
potential for answering the largest number of criticisms.

The aim of the researcher is to provide findings about a program which
can be generalized to other contexts beyond it. Criteria for what consti-
tutes generalizable information have been agreed upon by the social
science community; they are the topic of educational research texts.
Though it is important as a service to education that the evaluator provide
such information if the situation allows good design and high quality
instrumentation, the evaluator can usually limit his projection of the
quality of data he must collect to what he perceives will be acceptable to
his unique audience. It is not beyond the scope of the evaluator's job,
however, to educate his audience abdut what constitutes good and poor
evidence of program success and to admonish them about the foolishness
of basing important decisions on a single studyor even a few. It is equally
within the summative evaluator's task to advocate, based on his informa-
tion, changes in a program or in funding policy or to express opinions
about the program's quality. The evaluator who takes a stand, however,
must realize that he will need to defend his conclusions, and this again
means good data and a well designed study.

Designs in Formative Evaluation

All this discussion about design in summative evaluation should not
persuade the evaluator that design is irrelevant in the formative case. The
use of design during a program's formative period gives the evaluator, and
through her the program staff, a chance to take a good hard look at the
effectiveness of the program or of selected subcomponents. This enables
the formative evaluator to fulfill one of her major functionsto persuade
the staff to constantly scrutinize and rethink assumptions and activities
that underly the program. Careful attention to design can also help the
formative evaluator to conduct small-scale pilot studies and experiments
with newly-developed program components. These will inform decisions
among alternative courses of action and settle controversies about more or
less effective ways to install the program.

The message to the formative evaluator is this: Including a source of
comparative information a control group or data from time series rcea-
suresin any information-gathering effort makes that information more
interpretable. Too often formative measurement happens in a vacuum; no
one can judge whether students are making fast enough progress, for
instance, because no one can answer the question "Compared to what?"

1 4 /
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An Introduction to Evaluation Design 15

Example 1. Franklin Elementary School has designed a pull-out pro-
gram in reading for slow readers and wishes to assess the quality of the
progress of the students during the program's first year of operation.
The hope is that students in the pull-out program will make faster
progress because of Increased attention. The problem is knoss:rig what
pace to expect from slow students. The vice-principal, serving as pro-
gram evaluator, has located a school in the same district which uses the
same programmed readers which form the backbone of the pull-out
program-the O'Leary Series. The evaluator has persuaded the principal
of the ether school to allow her periodically to test their slow readers
for coniparisor. with Franklin's. The evaluator has constructed a test
using sample sentences from the O'Leary series which will be admin-
istered for oral reading by both the pull-out program students and the
students in the other St tool. Since it is the first year of the pull-out
program, information g hied from comparing the two schools will be
used formatively. If Franklin's readers are not progress;ng faster than
the controls, then this might signal a need for modification in the
pull-out program. The design here is Design 5, the Time Series with
Non-Equivalent Control Group, described in Chapter 5.

Example 2. Osirus High School designed a six-week career awareness
module for tenth grade based on field trips in which all students spend
one afternoon a week at the work places of professionals pursuing
careers in which the students are interested. The students conduct
interviews and write short biographies describing each professional's
route to success. Due partly to the extreme cost of such a large -scale
field program, the school's director of vocational education decided to
do some formative evaluation, assigning students randomly to the first
six-week program tryout. This provided a Design 2 evaluation (Chapter
4), since nc pretest was given. At the end of the six-week module, an
achievement test revealed that students had acquired large amounts of
information about the careers of their choice, and were able to write
essays which the career education staff judged to be realistic appraisals
of the economic and social accompaniments to these careers. Students
also seemed to have acquired a good sense of the steps necessary to
attain an education toward the career of interest. A look at the control
group, however, showed that students who had not taken part in the
career education program had acquired the same information and the
same set of realistic expectations simply through talking to students
who were taking part in the field test. It seemed that it might not be
necessary for every student to go into the field every weekat least this
didn't seem critical for making cognitive gains.

For formative evaluation, it is a good idea at the outset to locate or
assemble a control group, as described in Designs 1, 2, and 3, or to collect
time series measures before the program begins (Designs 4 and 5). Laying
down even the rudiments of design will give you a chance to mike
comparisons in order to interpret your findings or to justify your forma-
tive recommendations if you should need to.
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16 Now to Design a Program Evaluation

nature Because of thl.:viusariety of your job, you can try using designs for
formative evaluation in several ways, according to your own discretion:

1. You might set up as "controls" various alternative versions of the
program you we helping to form. You may be able to identify alterna-
tive versions that the program can take, possibly one or more less costly
or time-consuming than the others. You could set up two or more
versions in different schools or classrooms, some receiving the more
expensive or more lengthy alternative. These alternatives could vary in
the amount they differ from the basic program, u well as in their
duration. They could last a short time, say, until someone has deter-
mined their relative quality; or they could span the duration' of the
whole program, providing you at the end with an assessment of their
and itsoverall effectiveness. If whole schools or classrooms received
the alternative version, your evaluation would comprise a Design 3
study (Chapter 4), an evaluation With a non-equivalent control group. If
you have programs going on in several different classrooms to which
you can randomly assign students, you can implement a true control
group design. Often the "control group" tends to be thought of as a set
of losers, people who unluckily miss out on all the good benefits of the
program. In a design which sets two competing versions of the program
operating at the same time and where each of them is equally viable and
potentially effective, exactly which group is the experimental group
and which the control is really not worth considering.

. 4.

Example I. A junior high school language arts teacher is in the process
of designing a writing curriculum for seventh and eighth grades. Rea-
lizing that motivation is a strong determiner of junior high performance
in any topic, the teacher has come up with four ways to motivate
students to write; but of course he doesn't know which will work best,
-,r if some will work better with some students than others. To give him
.nis needed information for future planning, ho has decided to perform
a formative evaluation using one of the different strategics in each of
his four roughly comparable, heterogeneously-grouped classes: One
group will edit its own magazine; another will write articles to be
submitted to popular national magazines; a third group will write letters
to the editor of the local newspaper; and a fourth group will write a
play about the problems of adolescence. The teacher hopes to take
f.:ther advantage of this instance of Design 3, the Non-Equivalent
Control Group Design (Chapter 4), by analyzing results on periodic
writing exams separately for students whom he assessed to be good or
poor writers in the first place.

Example 2. A district-wide Early Childhood Education program has
decided to incorporate a psycho-motor development component that
will require installation of largo playground equipment. In order to
answer many questions about the best way to integrate the program
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An Introduction to Evaluation Design 17

into the overall early childhood curriculum, the district's Assistant
Superintendent for Early Childhood Programming has decided to install
the equipment in two week phases to groups of randomly chosen
schools. The entire pool of the district's elementary schools will be
divided randomly into eight groups. The groups w;11 receive the equip-
ment and begin the program at two-week intervals. Having eight groups
begin using the materials in this step-wise fashion will give the staff a
chance to do formative evaluation. After administering a pretest, they
will work with Group 1 for two weeks and then administer a psycho-
motor unit test. They will make necessary program modifications,
then initiate the program with Croup 2. Croup 2's pretest results.
because of randomization, should match Group 1 's. Results of the unit
test with Group 2, however, can be compared with results from Group
1 to determine if program modifications have had an effect on student
development. This revision/program installation/test cycle can repeat as
many as six more times, or until the program seems to be yielding
maximal gains. This useful formative design is actually a version of
Design 1, the True Control Group Pretest-Posttest, detailed in Chap-
ter 4.

Tempered by proper caution about the danger of basing extremely
important decisions on studies with small numbers, "formative planned
variations" allow you to rest program planning on more than hunches.

2. You might relax some of the more stringent =laments for imple-
menting a design. Since formative evaluation asgallts_informa-
tion for the sole use of program staff, the formative evaluator can,
where necessary, relax some of the requirements for setting up a design.
This means that, when necessary, you can use assignment of students
that is slightly less than random, or choose a non-randomized control
group from students of a somewhat different socioeconomic group, as
long as interpretation of results is accompanied by appropriate caution.
The formative evaluator can at times relax design constraints because
the formative evaluator's constituency is the program staff. They will
use the data he gathers to make program change decisions. They will, in
addition, serve not only as judges of what constitutes credible informa-
tion but they will, through constant contact with the prcgram, gather
much of their own dltaat least that concerned with attitudes and
impressions. In situations when the formative evaluator has been able to
set up comparison trials of various program versions, staff members
inevitably gather first-hand experiences to use as a basis for making
program revisions.

Regarding design, the job of the formative evaluator seems to be to
provide many opportunities for comparison, using as good a design as
possible. The details of the implementation of any one design are not
cii tical .
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18 How to Design r Program Evaluation

nees.,
Example. Jackson Elementary School, in the heart of a large urt-an
area, received Federal. funds to design a compensatory education pro-
gram for 4' 4 middle grades, with a particular focus on basic skills. Thc
school -entitled the students eligible for the program according to the
state% requirements for rectiving the funds. By and large, theso stu-
dents were chronically low achievers. A young and devoted school stair
had ideas abut how best L./ use the money: they installed an Enrich-
ment Cat'sr based on open school ruidelines, and u much of the
money to hire clessroom aides. They were interested . teeping close
watch on the quality of achievement that their first year of program
operation produce& but they could not locate a cont:ol group. Some-
one Unmated tb-.4 the students in the sci.aol who traditionally per-
forme.. nightly :glow average but not as poorly as the target students
migh* form a rough control group for the study. Subsequently the
decision was made that then students would be tested for progress in
mading, math, and writing at the same times and using the same pre and
post measures as the program ;Indents. This is a modification of Design
3, the Non-Equivalent Control Group design (Chapter 4), with a special
awareness that the control group is indeed non-equivalent. The control
group, for one thing, did score just significantly higher than the pro-
gram ttudents on a standarlized pretest. A careful watch over the
course of the school year, however, showed that program students
receitzd extensively more tttenticn to basic skills areas and at the end
of the year were achieving about the sore as the control group. Such a
design helped the str ff conclude that the new program indeed did
benefit tb' target students: they were now achieving as well as students
who had scored better than them in the past.

An exception to this pronouncement about formative evaluation and
more relaxed designs occurs in the case of controversies within the staff
over different versions of program implementation. One of the jobs of
the formative evaluator is to collect information relevant to difference.,
of opinion about how the program should be designed or implemented.
In this lase, as with summative evaluation, challenges to the conclusive-
ness of results can occur, and credibility will become again important.
Disagreements among planners can be translated into alternative treat-
ments to fonn bases for squill experiments design ea according to the
guidelines in this book.

3. You might want to perform short experiments or pilot tests. You will
find A progr;..n planners must constantly make decisions about h v

a program will look. Most of these decisions must be mack in the
absence of knowledge about what works best. Should all math instruc-
tion take place in one session, or should there be two during the day?
How mach discussion in the vocational education course should pre-
cede field trips, ;low -h should Plow! Will reading practice on the
Readalot machine produce result; as good as when children caor one
another? How much worksheet work can be Included in the French
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An InJoduction to Evaluation Design 19

course without damaging students' chances of attaining high conversa-
tional fluency? You can settle these questions by believing whoever
offers the most convincing opinion, or you can subject them to a test.
Using one of the evaluation designs described in this book, particularly
Designs 1, 2, or 3, you can conduct a short study to resolve the issue.
Read Chapters 2 and 3. Then choose treatments to be given to students
(or whomever) that represent the decision alternatives hi question. The
duration of the short study should last as long as ye;: feel will realisti-
cally allow the alternatives to show effects. If you will be reading this
book for the papose of designing short experiunents, please substitute
the word treatment for program as you read the text. The designs
described in the book, and the procedures outlined for accomplishing
them are, of course, equally appropriate.

Example. A roup of third grade teachers attending a convention heard
about a mathcmat*n game which they thought would teach nr!Itiplica-
lion tables painlessly if played every Friday morning. Interested in
saving their students the agony of drill, the teachers urged their princi-
pal to purchase the game. The principal, a former math teacher, was
skeptical f the value of what she called "playing bingo." She refused.
The teachers, however, persuaded the principal to agree to a test: they
would randomly distribute students among their tour classroomsevery
Friday morning for four weeks, carefully controlling the number of
high and low math ability students distributed to each. classroom. Two
of the teachers would play the math game; the other two would drill
their students in the same multiplication tables, and give prizes for
knowing tables exactly like those to be won playing the game. At the
end of the month, the data would be allowed to -.peak for themselves.
This highly credible Design 1 study would uncover differences between
drill and the program if any were to be attained.

Use of design requires planning in edvano , if only to locate a group
that is wiling to serve as the compar;wn. Even if you have no intention of
collecting comparative data at the outset, it might be a good idea to locate
a handy group from whom you will be able to pull students in order to try
out new lessons or plans or to do short experiments. Often you will find a
teacher who is not taking part in the program who will be glad to provide
you with a little time to give supplementary instruction, a short quiz or
a questionnaire to his class.

Eialmtion Where Design Presents Problems:
PROGRAMS AIMED AT SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Many evaluators find themselves in the position of col
lecting information about the quality of funded programs
aimed at helping students, clients or others who are ex
remely rich or poor in a certain disposition, ability or
attitude. In 1 school setting, for example, these special
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20 How to Design a Program Evaluation

categories of children might score, for instance, In tit top 2% on an IQ
test and be labeled gifted, or below 75 IQ and be classified as retarded.
The students may be handicapped or emotionally disturbed. Programs
aimed at these students present unique design problems because laws
requiring that all .;:h children be educated rule out evaluation designs
where the cams: =dyes no special program. A comparison group
can therefore only be fanned LI' the school has nvo programs :maids for
special students.

6111=MW

Enemple. A school trhd two dIfferest bads of propost for its sifted
students. Gifted modents were readosebt wiped to mu or another
program for a 104vesh trial r.e.od, al the end of which benefits front
both grogram were award by the prindpal. Remotions of students
unit wears were positive foe both programs. trot one program lavolvine
Reid .cps raked cooddsrable reasnonent from stodeots not in the
Mew. Slow thol Wee unable to justiry the field trips as necersry,
the priscipal and staff dross to condoms with the other program.

The following paragraphs augges
other possible approaches ..,.---"
to evaluaticn of spacial y_ ..4

.
programs. The reader ill ''.
also referred to 1;ow To i. (he thertexpeepabalent control group d;eign (Design 3, Chapter 4).
Conduct Qualitative Such a comparison could be made if another district or school with no
oStudiesaltf for

approaches,
el prollproms, er programs appreciably different from yours, agreed

to give the same tests as yours and to share results.
i

1 Example. 'inciters of educable mentally retarded Misdate planned a
reeding drills prop= which they hoped would rignificantly improve
the reading of their EMR stedwate. They asked a washy elementary
school to dare with them reoulte of a reeding bust given by the district
ia May each year and to permit a aiteriohreferenced east to be given to
the EMR students at the Wm* and end of the school yew. Proven
of *a two groups le feeding could be cowered.
MINIM"

(Adopt a formative ap- 1- Comparative
flproach and evaluate ) studies of the effmts of whole programs are not alwayr the best service

progr-sm components. you can provide to the program staff or even the funding agency.
-- - Rather, more useful information can be gained by evaliadng com-

ponents of a special education program with a view to r, munerlding
chasms that might be seeded in these. In some cams, for example,
alternative materials might be available for teaching the same objectives.
Small scale experiments could be set up to several schools, using a
pretest-posttest true control group design (Design 1, Chapter 4) in each
classroom to obtain objective data on the effectiveness of the various
alternatives.
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, For example, pc.chaps

at one school, the
gifted program con-
centrates on acceler-
ation in math, at
another on breadth of

An Introduction to Aluhintion Design 21

3. Compare diverse programs in terms of some common
indicator, e.q., satisfaction with program out-
comes using Deign 3. Sometimes an evaluator is
asked to evaluate a number of special program
which individual schools or projects have produced
and which all have different goals and objectives.

exposure in science, \-- _-

at another on creative ..."2-41.-A:At74-
writing, and at a fourth,.
on all these things at /

once. You could measure;
at all schools student
and parent satisfaction
with the instruction
provided in individual
subjects (math, science,
writing skills). Per- /
haps you would
results like this:

High

Parent
Satisfaction

o oath

creative
writing

it science

School+ A 3

(and reported (.nth) (science) (creative
emphasis of
gifted pro -
gran)

writing)

D

(every-
thing)

In general, parents seem equally satisfied with both math and creative
writing, no matter what he emphasis reported by the school. Satirfac-
don with valance, however, seems very sensitive to whether or not
science is ernp_tsized by the gifted program. When it is, there is high
!Aleutian. The evaluator might note that in the absence of special
effort, science might not be well taught to gifted students, at least if
prent satisfaction is a valid indicator.

The point of this example is that divine programs can be assessed if
you can find a single dimension on which to compare them. Opinions
and attitudes often provide this common ground. This kind of invesdp-
tion at least tee you what kind of poplars seem to m.::e a difference
on the dimension vne have shams,

4. Compare program outcce-.5 to Ore- established criteria
and use Design 6 (Before-and-After Design, Chapter 6).
Frequently, special programs are required to state
measurable goals, and the evaluator's job is to mea-
sure goal achievement. This often turns into a
game of who can set goals which are lofty enough to
be acceptable but simple enough to be reached, es-
pecially when goals are set in terms of standardize,
test gains. Sometimes, however, when the --
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22 How to Design a Program Evaluation

goals are derived from criteria which have intrinsic, recognizable value,
reasonable goal setting is an excellent approach. Fcr example, specifica-
tion of some basic survival skills, such as reading road signs correctly
and making change, for retarded students, could provide mastery goals
for an EMR program. A fairly good assessment of program effectiveness
can be made even in the absence of a good design, if program results
can be compared to reasonable goals.

5. Make the evaluation theory-based. A good approach to assessing the
results of special programs is to do a theory-based evaluation.
This is an evaluation that focuses on program implementation, holding
the staff accountable for operating the program they have promised.
The theory-based evaluat1' first asks: On what theory of instruction.
theory of learning, psychological theory, or philosophical point-of-view
is the program based? In other words, what activities does the staff view
as critical to obtaining good results toward which the program aims?
Detailed questioning of the staff makes explicit the model, theory, or
philosophy that the staff is trying to implement. Once you know the
staff's intention, your job will be to ascertain if activities that are
specified by the theory are being effectively operationalized and imple-
mented. Of course if you decide to do a theory-based evaluation, the
existence of planned activities must be documented through objectively
collected evidence, not just through testimonials. If you can show in
your evaluation that the elements which the theory specifies as neces-
sary for goal attainment are present, then you have shown that the
program has taken an effective step toward goal achievement. If the
theory is correct, goals should be reached eventually.
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Chapter 1, Page 2
Chapter 1

MEASURING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: AN OVERVIEW

How ',:o Measure Program Implementation is one component of t e

Program Evaluation Kit, a set of guidebooks written primarily for

people who have been assigned the role of program evaluator. The

evaluator has the often challenging job of scrutinizing and describing

programs so that people may judge the program's quality as it stands

or determine ways to make it better. Evaluation almost always demands

gathering and analyzing information about a program's status and

sharing it in one form or another with program planners, staff, or

funders.

This book deals with the task of describing a program's

implementation- -i.e., how the program looks in operation. 1
Keeping

track of what the program looks like in actual practice is one of the

program evaluator's major responsibilities because you cannot evaluate

something well without first describing what that something is. If

you have taken on an evaluation project, therefore, you will need to

produce a description of the program that is sufficiently detailed to

enable those who will use the evaluation results to act wisely. This

description may or may not be written. Even if delivered informally,
-t.

howe , it should highlight the program's most iipertsnt

characteristics, including a description of the context in which the

program exists--its setting and participants--as well as its

distinguishing activities and materials. The implementation report

may also include varying amounts of backup data to support the

accuracy of the dedcription.
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Chapter 1, Page 3

The overall objective of this book is to help you develop skills

in describing program implementation and in designing and using

appropriate instruments to generate data to support your description.

The guidelines in the book derive from three sources: the experience

of evaluators at the Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of

California, Los Angeles; advice from experts in the fields of

edticational measurement and evaluation; and comments of people in

school, system, and state settings who used a field test edition of

the book. How To Measure Program Implementation has three specific

purposes:

1. To help you decide how much effort to spend on describing
program implementation

2. To list program features and activities you might describe in
a program implementation report

3. To guide you in designing instruments to produce supporting
data so that you can assure yourself and your audience 1:hat
your description is accurate

The book has six chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the reasons for

examining a program's implementation, Chapter 2 provides a 11.3t of

questions that might be answered by an implementation evaluation.

Chapters 3 through 6 comrrisethe "How to Measui-e" section of the

book. Chapter 3 discusses how t.o plan an implementation evaluation,

followed by three methods chapters devoted to an examination of
N

existing records, self-report measures (questionnaires and

interviews), and observation techniques.

Wherever possible, procedures in the "how to" sections are

presented step-by-step to give you maximum practical advice with

minimum theoretical interference. Many of the recommended procedures,
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Chapter 1, Page 4

however, are methods for measuring program implementation under ideal

circumstr.nces. It is no surprise that few evaluation situations in

the real world match the ideal, and, because of this, the goal of the

evaluator should be to provide the best information possible. You

should not ex ect therefore, to du licate ste - -ste the

suggestions in this book. What you can do is to examine the

principles and examples provided and then adapt them to your

situation, whatever the evaluation constraints, data requirements, and

report needs. This means gathering the most credible information

allowable in your circumstances and presenting the conclusions so as

to make them most useful to each evaluation audience. 2

Why Look at Program Implementation?

One essential function of every evaluation is answering the

question, "Does the combination of materials, activities, and

administrative arrangements that comprise this program seem to lead to

its achieving its objectives?" In the course of an evaluation,

evaluators appropriately devote time and energy to measuring the

attitudes and achieverent of pr-gram participants. Such a focus

reflects a decision to judge program effectiveness 1 looking at

outcomes and asking such questions as the following: What results did
-'..

that program produce? How well did the participihts do? Was there

community support for what went on in the program? Every evaluation

should consider such questions.

But to consider only questions of program outcomes may limit the

usefl,Iness of an evaluation. Suppose evaluation data suggest

emphatically that the program was a success. "It worked!" you might
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Chapter 1, Page 5

say. Unless you s.El.ve taken care, howeNer, to describe the details of

the program's opeitions, you may be unable to answer the question

tha.t logically follows your judgment of program success, the question

that asks, "What worked?" If you cannot answer that question, you

will have wasted effort measuring the outcomes of events that cannot

be described and must therefore remain a mystery. Unless the

programmatic black box is opened and its activities made explicit, the

evaluation may be unable to suggest appropriate changes.

If this should happen to you, you will not be alone. As a matter

of fact, you will be in good company. Few evaluation reports pay

enough attention to describing the program processes that helped

participants achieve measurable outcomes. Some reports assume, for

example, that mentioning tLe title and the funding source of the

project provides a sufficient description of program events. Other

reports devote pages to tables of data (e.g., Types of Students

Participating or Teachers Receiving in-service Training by Subject

Matter Area) on the assumption that these data will adequately

describe the program's processes for the reader. Some reports may

provide a short, but inadequate description of the program's major

features (e.g., materials developed or purchased, teacher and student

in-class activities, employment of aides, adminiftritive supports, or

provisions for special training). After reading the description the

reader may still be left with only a vague notion of how often or for

what duration particular activities occurred or how program features

combined to affect daily life at the program sites.

To compound the problem of omitted or insufficient description,
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evaluation reports seldom tell where and how information about program

implementation was obtained. If the information came from the most

typical sources--the project proposal or conversations with project

personnel--then the report should describe the efforts made to

determine whether the program described in the proposal or during

conversations matched the program that actually occurred. Few

evaluations give a clear picture of what the program that took place

actually looked like and, among those few that do provide a picture of

the program, most do not give enough attention to verifying that the

picture is an accurate one.

It could be argued that this lack of attention to detail and

accuracy is justifiable in situations where no one wants to know about

the exact features of the program. This, however, is a bogus argument

because you simply cannot interpret a program's results without

knowing the details of its implementation. For one thing, an

evaluation that ignores implementation will add together results from

sites where the progr_m was conscientiously installed with those from

places that might have decided, "Let's not and say we did." If

achievement or attitude results from the overall evaluation are

discouraging, then what's to be done? This scenario typifies a poor

-'..evaluation study, but unfortunately, it describes\many large-scale

program evaluations from the 170s, including a few of those most

notorious ff.Jr showing "no effect" in expensive Federal programs (e.g.,

the 1970 evaluation of Project Follow-Through).

What is more, ignoring implementation--even when a thorough

program description is not explicitly required--means that information
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has been lost. This information, if properly collected, interpreted,

and presented, could provide audiences now and in the future a picture

of what good or poor education looks like. One important function of

evaluation reports is to serve as program records. Without such

documentation educators may continue to repeat the mistakes of the

past.

Why look at program implementation? Two things should be clear by

now:

- Description, in as much detail as possible, of the
mater411s, activities, and administrative arrangements that
charac-&erize a particular program is as essential part of its
evaluation; and

- An adequate description of a program includes supporting
data from different sources to instil thoroughness and
accuracy.

How much attention you ,:hoose to give to imr.ementation in your own

situation, then, will substantially affect the quality of your

evaluation. A detailed implementation report, intended for people

unfamiliar with 4'la program, should include attention to program

characteristics and supporting data as described in Table 1.

[Insert Table lj

What and Hoy Much To Describe?"

A quick look in Chapter 2 at the li!t of possible questions for an

implementation evaluation will show you that assembling information

and writing a detailed implementation report about even a small

program could be an impossible job for one person who must work within

the constraints of time and a budget. To help you in such a
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situation, the remainder of the chapter poses some questions to focus

your thinking about what to look at, measure, and report. Considering

these questions before you make decisions about measuring

implementation should help insure that you spend the right amount of

time and effort describing the program and use the measures most

appropriate to your circumstances.

Before planning data collection about program implementation, you

will need to make two decisions:

1. Which features of the program is it most critical or valuable for
me to describe? This may amount to deciding which questions in
Chapter 2 to use. Your answer will depend, in pa_ , on how much
time and money you have. It will also be affected by your role
vis-a-vis the staff and the funding agency, the announced major
components of the program, and the amount of variation allowed by
its planners.

2. How much and what kind of data will be necessary to support the
accuracy of the description of each program characteristic?
Decisions about backup evidence will determine whether your report
simply announces the existence of a program feature or offers
evidence to support the description you have written. This
decision will also be constrained by time and money, as well as by
your own judgments about the need for corroboration and the amount
of variation you have found in the program.

If you feel that your experience with evaluation or with the program,

the staff, or the funding agency is sufficient .to allow you to make

these decisions right now, then process to Chapter 2 and being

planning your data collection.

If you do not yet feel ready, the four questions that follow will

give you further guidance toward making decisions about wLat to look

at and how to back up your report. These questions relate to the

fo_fowing issues: (1) deciding whether you need to document the

program or work for its improvement; (2) determining the most critical

features of the program you are evaluating; (3) finding nut how much
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Chapter 1, Page 9

variation there is in the program; and (4) deciding how much and what

type of supporting data is needed.

Question 1. What Purposes Will Your Implementation Study Serve?

This question asks you to consider your role with regard .61 the

program. Your role is primarily determined by the use to which the

implementation information you supply will be put, The question of

use w411 override any other you might ask about program

implementation.

If you have responsibility for producing a summary statement out

the general effectiveness of the program, then you will probably

report to a funding agency, a government office, or s)me other

representative of the program's constituency. You may be expected to

describe the program, to produce a statement concerning the

achievement of its intended goals, to ncte unalAicipated outcomes, and

possibly to make comparisons vlth an alternative program. If these

tasks resemble the features of your job, yc-.; have been asked to assume

the role of summative evaluator.

On the other hand, your evaluation l,ask may. characterize you as a

helper and advisor to the program pla-ners and developers. During the

early stages of the program's operations, you may be, called on to

describe and monitor program activities, to test periodically for

progress in rchievement or attitude change, to look for potential

r'oblems, and to identify areas where the program needs improvement.

You may or may not be required to produce a formal report at the end

of your activities. In t:is situation, you are a troub-e-shooter and

a problem solver, a person whose overall task is not well-defined. If
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these more loosely-defined tasks resemble the features of your Job,

you are a formative evaluator. Sometimes an evaluator is asked to

assume both roLes simultaneously--a difficult and hectic assignment,

but one that is usually doable.

While concerns of both the fort tive and summative evaluator focus

on collecting information and reporting to appropriate groups, the

measurement and description of program implementation within each

evaluation role varies greatly, so greatly that different names are

used to characterize the two kinds of implement4on focus.

Je5cription of program implementaiton for t-,Anmative evaluation _s

often called program documentation. A documentation of a program is

its official description outlining the fixed critical features of the

program as well as diverse variations that might have been allowed.

Documentation connotes something well-defined and solid.

Documentation of a program, its summative evaluation, should occur

only after the program has had sufficient time to correct problems and

function smoothly.

On the other hand, description of program implementation for

formative evaluation can be called program monitoring of evaluation

for program improvement. Monitoring connotes something more active

and less fixed than documentation. The more fluidConnotation of

monitoring reflects the evolv:-ng nature of the program and its

formative evaluut')n requirements. The formative evaluator's job is

not only to deseribo the program, but also to keep vigilant watch over

its development and to call the attention of the program staff to what

ie happening. Progrm monitoring in formative evaluation snould
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reveal to what extent the program as implemented matches what itc.

planners intended and should provide a basis for deciding whether

parts of the program ought to be improved, replaced, or augmented.

Formative evaluation occurs while the program is still developing and

can be modified on the basis of evaluation findings.

Measuring implementation for program documentation

Part of the task of the summative evaluator ta to record, for

external distribution, an official description of what the program

looked like in operation. This program documentation may be used for

the following purposes:

1. Accountability. Sometimes the expected outcomes of a program,

Ich as heightened independence or creativity among learners, are

intangible and difficult to measure. At other times program

outcomes may be remote and occur at some time in the future, after

the program has concluded and its participants have moved on.

This kind of outcome, concerned, for instance, with srlh matters

as responsible citizenship, succeas on the job, or reduced

recidivism, cannot be achieved by the participants during the

program. Rather, the program is intended to move its participants

toward achievement of the objective. In such instances, where

judging the program completely on the basis of outcomer might be

impractical or even urfair, program evaluation can focus primarily

on implementation. Program staff can be held accountable for at

least providing materials and producing activities that should

help people progress toward future go-ls. Alternative school

programs, retraining programs within a company, programs
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responding to desegregation mandates, and other programs involving

shifts of personnel or students are examples of cases where

evaluation might well focus principally on implementation. Though

these programs might result in remote or fuzzy learning outcomes,

the nature of their prcper implementation can often be precisely

specified.

40f course, you might need to measure implementation for

accountability purposes in any case. Even when a program's

objectives are immediate and can be readily measured, it is; likely

that the staff will be accountable for some amount of

implementation of intended program feat,'res. They will need to

show, in other words, where the money has gone. This role of

program documentation has been called the signal function, a sign

of compliance to an external agency, a report that says "We did

everything we said we were going to." While some may belittle

this type of evaluation, its successful and timely completion is

often critical to continued Binding, and its importance should not

be underestimat,id.

e. Providing a lasting description of the .program. The summative

evaluator's written reporl, may be the only description of the

program remaining after it ends. This report should therefore

provide an accurate account of the program and include sufficient

detail so that it can serve as a basis for planning by those who

may want to reinstate the program in some revised form cr at

another site. Such future audiences of your report need tc know

the characteristics of the site and the sorts of activities and
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materials that probably brought about the program's outcomes.

3. Providin: list of the OSsible causes of the Program's effects.

While such cases are unusual, a summative evaluation that uses a

highly credible design and valid outcome measures constitutes a

research study. It can serve as a test of the hypothesis that the

particular set of activities and materials incorporated in the

program produces good achievement and attitudes. Here the

summative report about a particular program has something to say

to policy makers about programs using similar processes or aiming

toward the same goals. The activities and materials described in

the evaluator's documentation, in this case, are the independent

or manipulated variables in an educational experiment.

The development of evaluation thinking over the past twenty

years has led away from the notion that the quantitative research

study is the only and ideal form for an evaluation to take. In

cases where variables cannot be easily controlled or where

creating a control group will deprive individuals of needed

services or training, evaluators should neither ]invent their fate

nor demean the project. But in those few cases where an evaluator

has the opportunity to design and condu.t a research sttldy in the

traditional sense, the opportznfty sholild not, bi wasted.

Knowing the uses to which your documentation will be put helps you

to determine how much effort to invest in it. Implementation

informatic llected for the pu_pose of eccountability should focus

on producing the required "signals" by examining those activ ;ies,

administrative changes, or materials that are either specifically

16)
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required by the program funders or hove been put forward by the

p.ogram's planners as major means for producing its beneficial

effects.

The amount of detail with which you describe these characteristics

will depend, in turn, on how precisely planners or funders have

specified what should take place. If planners, for example, have

prescribed only that a program should use the XYZ Reading Series,

measuring implementation will require examining the extent of use of

this series. If, on the other hand, it is planned that certain

portions of the series be uses with children having, say, problems

with reading comprehension, then describing implementation will

require that you look at which portions are being used, and with whom.

You will probably need to look at test scores to insure that the

proper students are using XYZ. The program might further specify that

teacher9 working in XYZ wi, problem readers carry out a daily

10-minute drill, rhyti.mically reading aloud, in a group, a paragraph

from the XYZ story for the week. If the program uas been planned this

specifically, then your program description will probably need to

attend to these details as well. As a matter of fact, attention to

splc::fic behaviors is a good idea when describing any program where
-'.

you see certain behavior occurring routinely. Program descriptions at

the level of teacher and student behavior help readers to visualize

l'hat students have experiences, giving them a good chance to think

about what it is that has helped the students to learn.

If accountability is the major reason for your summative

evaluation then you must provide data to show whether--and to what
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extent--the program's most important events actually did occur. The

more skeptical your audience, the greater the necessity for providing

formal backup data. Concerns about the skeptical audience are

elaborated in later questions in this chapter. [MAKE SURE THEY ARE.]

If you need to provide a permanent record of program

implementation for the purpose of its eventual replication of

expansion, try to cover as many as possible of the program

characteristics listed in Chapter 2. The level of detail with which

you describe each program feature should equal or exceed the

specificity of the program plan, at least when describing the features

that the staff considers most crucial to producing program effects.

If tOditional practices typical of the program should come to your

attention while conducting your evaluation, you should include these.

You will need to use sufficient backup data so that neither you nor

your audience doubt the accuracy or generality of your description.

When describing implementation for the purposes of accountability

and lea-ring a lasting record of a program, the data you collect can be

fr:rly informal, depending on your audience's willingness to believe

you. You might talk wi*._ staff members, peruse school records, drop

in on class sessions, or quote from the program pl. osal.
'..

In cases where tae reason for reaauring implementation involves

research or where there is potential for controversy about your data

and conclusions, you will need to back up your description of the

program through systematic measurement, such as coded observations by

trained raters, examination of program records, structured interviews,

or questionnaires.' Carefully planned and executed measurement will
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allow you to be reasonably certain that the information you report

trruly describes the situation at hand. It is important that the

evaluator produce formal measures in cases where he himself wants to

verify the accuracy of his program description. It is essential that

he measure if he thinks he will need to defend his description of the

program, that is, if he might confront a skeptic. An example from a

common situation should illustrate this.

[INSERT EXAMPLE HERE]
Measuring implementation for program improvement

As has been mertioned, the task of the formative evaluator is

typically more varied than that of the summative evaluator. Formative

evaluation involves not only the critical activities of examining and

reporting student progress and monitoring implementation; it also

often meaki assuming a role in the program's planning, development,.

and refinement. The formative evaluator's retonsbilities

specifically related to program implementation usually include tva

following:

1. Insuring, throughout program development, that the program's

official iescription is kept up-to-date, reflecting how t-e

program is actually being conducted. While for small-scale

programs, this description could be unwritten and agreed upon by
1

the few active staff members, most programs should be described in

a written outline that is periodically ipdated. Aa outline of

program processes written before impiemetation is usually called a

program plan. Recording what has taken place during the program's

implementation produces one or more formative implementation

reports. The task of providing formative implementation
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reportsand often insuring the existence of a coherent program

plan as well--falls to the formative evaluator.

4k T }'e topics discussed in the formative reiart could coincide with

the headings in the implementation report outline in the Appendix.

Tne amount of detail in which each aspect of the program is

described should match the level of detail of the ro ram 1ca.

In many situations, the formative evaluator finds his first task

to be clarification of ae program plan. After all, if he is to

help tie staff improve the program as it develops, he and they

need tc, have a clear idea at the outset of how it is supposed to

look. If you plan to work as a formative evaluator, do not be

surprised to find that the staff has only a vague planning

document. Unless the program relies heavily on commercially

published materials wit., accompanying procedural guides, or the

program planners are experienced curriculum developers, planners

have probably taken a wait-and-see attitude abou many of the

program's critical features- This attitude need not be

bothersome; as long as it does not mask hidden disagreements among

staff members about how to proceed, or cover up uncertainty about

the program's objectives, a tentative attitude toward the program

can be healthy. It allows the program to take On the form that

will work best.

ONIt gives ;ou, however, the job of recording what does happen so

that when and if summative evaluation takes place, it will focus

on a realistic depiction of the program. An accurate portrayal of

the program will also be useful to those who plan to adopt, adapt,
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or expand the program in the future. The role of the evaluator as

program historian or recorder is an essential cn.?, as it is cften

the case that staff people simply have no time for such luxuries.

Even as simple a record as notes from meetings, arranged

chronolocically, can provide helpful information at a later date.

2. fle3piL the staff and planners to change and add to the program as

it develops. In many instances the formative evaluator will

become involved in program planning--or at least 1,4 .resigning

changes in the program as it assumes cleaner form. How involved

she becomes will depend on the situation. If a program has been

planned in considerable detail, and if planners are experienced

and well versed in the program's subject matter, then they may

want the formative evrIluator only to provide Information about

whether the program is deviating from the program plan.

On the other hand, if planners are inexperienced or if the program

was not planned in great detail in the first place, then the

,,,valuator becomes an infestigati,re reporter. Her first job might

be to find out what is happening--to see what is going well and

badly in the program. She will need to examine the program's

activities independent of tuidence from the plan, and then help

elirinatp weaknesses and expand on the program's- good points. If

this case fits your situation, use the list of implementation

characteristics in Chapter 2 as a set of suggestions about what to

look for or adopt the naturalistic approach described later.

The formative evaluator's service to a staff that %rants to change

and improve its program could result in diverse activities. No
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of them are particularly important:

a. The formative evaluator could provide information that prompts

the staff and planners to reflect periodically on whether the

program that is evolving is the one they want to have. This

is necessary because programs installed at a particular site

practically never look as they did on paper--or as they did

when in operation elsewhere. At the same time, staff and

planners will be persuaded to reexamine their initial thinking

about why the processes they have chosen to implement will

lead to attaining their objectives. Careful examination of a

program's rationale, handled with sensitivity to the program's

setting, could turn out to be the greatest service of a

formative evaluator. The planners should have in mind a

sensible notion of cause and effect relating the desired

outcomes to the program-as-envisioned. Insofar as the

program-as-implemented and the outcomes observed fail to match

expectations, the program's rationale may have to be revised.

b. Controversies over alternative ways to implement the program

might lead the formative evalautor to conduct small-scale

pilot studies, attitude surveys, or experiments with
'..

na;.1y-developed program materials and actdvities. Program

planners, after all, must constantly make decisions about how

the program will look. These decisions are usually based only

on hunk.hes about what will work best or will bs. accepted most

readily. For instance: Should all math instruction take

place in one session, or should there be two sessions during
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the day? How much discussion in the vocational education

course should precede field trips? How much should follow?

Will practice on the Controlled Reading Machine produce

results that are as good as those obtained when children tutor

one another? How much additional paperwork will busy

instructors tolerate? How much worksheet activity can be

included in the French course without detracting from

students' chances of attaining high conversational fluency?

These are good and reasonable questions that cLn be answers by

means of quick opinion surveys or short experiments, using the

methods described in most texts on the topic of research

design. 3 A short e:tperiment will require that you select

experimental and control Iroups, and then choose treatments to

be griven to these groups that represet the decison

alternatives in question. These short studies should last

long enough to allow the alternatives to show effects. The

advantage of performing short experiments will quickly become

apparent to you; they provide credible evidence abut the

effectiveness of alternative program components or practices.

At the same time, it must be remembered that the real world

environment surrounding most evaluations makes even simple

experiments difficult to conduct.

When measuring implementation for program improvement, the form of

evaluation reports can and should vary greatly. Informal

conversations with an influential staff member may have more effect

than a typewritten.report, and particularly a report loaded with
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PPrinaio meetingQ to discuss program problems and

issues may update adminisi-rators and teachers, forcing them to think

about the activities in which they are engaged far better than even a

short written document could. One wellknown evaluator has gone so far

as to have program personnel place bets on the likely outcomes.of data

analysis so they will have a vested interest in the results.

Whether you work as a summative or a formative evaluator, you will

need to decide how much of your implementation report can rely an

anecdotal or conversational information and still be credible, and how

much your report needs to be backed up by data produced by formal or

systematic measurement of program implementation. If what yoa

describe can make a difference to those who might use it foi any of

the purposes mentioned, then your implementation report deserve6 all

the time anc effort you can afford.

Question 2. What Are the Program's Most Critical

Characteristics?

Having determined tLe purposes--formative or summative (or both)--that

your implemer.;,ation study will serve, your idehtification of t)le

program's critical features will help you further to determine two

things:

the sEecific questions evaluation will address

- The :.evr' of distAli you should use in describing the _program

The features common a.11 programs can form an initial outline of a

program's critical characteristics: context; activities; and

"theory. You can begin to describe the program by outlinin,L the

element.. of the program's context--th' tangible features of the
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program and its setting:

The classrooms, schools, districLs, or sites where the program
has been installed

- The program staff--including administrator3, teachers, aides,
pareat volunteers, secretaries, and other staff

The resources used--including materials constructed or
purchased, and equipment, particularly that purchased
especially for the program

The students or participants--including the particular
characteristics that made them eligible for the program, their
number, and their level of competenne at tie beginning of the
program

Th./se context features constitute the bare bones of the program

and must be included in any summary report. Listing them does Lot

require much data gathering on your part, since they are not the sort

of data tLat you expect anyone to challenge or view skepticism.

Unless you have doubts about the delivery of materials, or you think

that the wrong staff members or students may be participating, there

is little need for backup data to support your description.

Another part of the context you would do well to consider is not

tangible, but may be essential to understanding program functioning.

This is the political context :Into which the program is set. It

includes, for example, understanding what interest groups or powerful

individuals are involved in the program, how funding was initially

secured, the role of top managers, problems encountered in the

program, and so forth. In some settings, none of this will matter; in

otilerJ, such :tnformat!.on will allow you to target your evaluation or

what an be usefully addressed. While such inforn,..tion is unlikely to

appear in formal evaluation documents, only a naive evaluator operates

without an awareness of the political context, and he does so at his
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and his evaluation's risi..

In addition to context features, the sec_ , ca to describe in

looking for critical characteristics is thak, __.)gram activities.

Describing important activities dc.:mands formulating ald answering

questions about ho'i the program was implemented, for example:

1(--- What were the materials used? Were they used as intended?

What procedures were pres-!...ibed for the instructors to follow
in their teaching and other interactions with students? Were
these procedures followed?

- In what act.Lvities were the participants in the program
supposed Y.o participate? Did they?

Waat activities were prescribed for other participants-- aides,
parents, tutors? Did they engage in them?

What administrative arrangements did the program include? What
lines of authority were to be used for making important
decisions? What changes occurred in these arrangements or
liner, of authority?

Listing the salient activites intended to occur in the program

will, of course, take you much less time than verifying that tLey have

occurred, and in the foi-z intended. Unlike materials, which usually

s .y put and whose presence can be checked at prr.ctic.ily any time,

program z.ctivites may be inaccessiblu once they, nave occurred if they

were not consciously observed or 1. rded. Counting them or zerely

noting their presence is therefore no small idask. In addition,

activities are more difficult to recognize than context features.

Math games, microcomputers, aides, and science materiala from Company

X are easily identified; bnc what exactly does the act of

reinforcement or asseptsLILe of a student's cultural backgrounu 1'ok

like when it is taking place?

Occurrence of intangible activities such as reinforcement or
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cultural ac.eptance cannot be simply observed and reported like an

inventory of materials or a headcount of students. Even if they could

be directly observed, 3,.... could not possibly describe all of them.

You will have to choose which activities to attend to. Your choice of

these activities will in large measure depend upon what your audience

has said it needs to know in order to make informed decisions.

Once context and activities are delineated, the third and often

the most difficult program feature to determine is what can b called,

for war, of a better term, the program's "theory." Every program, no

matter how small, operates with some notion of cause and effect, that

is, with a theory. examples are numerous: If tee-age parents learn

parenting skills, their children will eat more nutritiously; if

bilingual students receive rainflrcement in their na;ive language,

thPir cognitive skills and self-concept will develop normally; if

longterm employees un,..ergo tech.ical education, their job productivity

will increase. Some programs (e.g., Montessori schools, E.S.T., or

Camp Hill Villages) are systematically designed to implement the

tenets of an explicitly stated model, theory, or philosophy. Others

evolve their own theories, combining comron sense, practice, and

theoretical tenets from 6. -ariety of sourc..s. The job for the

evaluator is to discover this theory in order to better understand how

the program is supposed to work and its critical characteristicL in

the eyes of program plannP:s and staff.

On ester it sounds easy to describe a program's context, key

activities, Rnd "theory," but when you try to do it, critical details

may prove e...4sIve., Three sources of information should help you
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decide what your evaluation should examine:

1. The program proposal or plan

2. Opinions of program personnel, experts, and yourself, based on
assumptions about what makes an educational program work

3, Your own observations

Ticking out critical program features from the plan or proposal.

Same program proposals will come right out and list the program's

most important features, perhaps even explaining why planners think

these materials and activities will bring about the desired outcomes.

But many will not, although if you look carefrUy, you m, find clues

about what is considered important. For instance, most ::,.oposals or

documents describing a program will refer over and over to certain key

activities that should occur. As a rule of thumb, the more frequently

an activity is cited, the more critical someone considers it to be for

program success. You may therefore decide that activities repeatedly

mentioned are critical progre.m components to which the evaluation must

attend.

The program's budget is another index to its crucial features. As

another rule of thumb, you may assume that the larger the budgeted

dollar or other resource expenditure, such as staffing level, for a

particular program feature--activity, event, material, or

configuratl-a of program elements--the greater its presumed

cont:4-ution to program success. Taken together, these two planning

elements- frequency of ciration and level of expenditure or

eff:Jrt--can provide some indication of the program's most critical

components.

1
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teachers' overail assessment of the %Atte of their in-scope esperienee%

desided to describe the ,tttirse ot stud of the t,0 _rut, of

teachers at the ( tuner nu' Wpm it::1% ,stall ie the group, responset to
an at to i he quo aminaire

\c 1alker et p.Tted. r, ,,'It rs AllOc.' tritium. tollosetl I theme
esorc%st d greater ennuis' OM .11..11 01^ Icadier t enle Sine,: he could
tint no explanation for the ditieme m ennuis' Ism hitoecn Ate too

oups other Than the thematte character of one group's proeram.
%alker recommended that the ( cute, itself Nicouraee thematic in-ser-
vice stud+. used Ins desiriptions of Ow coursed of quch of the
teachers in ow llicme group as a set ( models the Center mielit tollw

To the exten+ that you base your choice of what to look for on s

set of assumptions about what works in education, you are conducting

what could be called a "theory-based" evaluation.

Nir 11 after in Ihe evainple abo% e,

worked Iron the I,itr r ritthnientan but %LIM:dile theory Ohit education
that 1.111ov.; 1 provr .bids is root- ,kcl% to be perect.ed b the
c'tideill .a1U3hie Ills miluatiiin 1..IS el least p,n;lt them!. -blsed hei...11se
he 11:Cd a ther to tell hint what to look dl

Examining program implementation in thein) -1, ixed oaludtii t grtes

your 'Antis a point iew toward die mogram similar to the
assume %%lien bacimi implementation measurement on the ropos,11 ,11

begin with t prrs( )I/11101i o( %%hat et fectise pro,;rini tiitiec might to tit,
like The prescrintion 110111 the theol baccd perspeLtie !lime, el Lollies

not iron) a written but trout .1 them+
AtliemOwnlimplrumil.Oimietiltuoim re,. tills Ili lot

looknitt ii it Ili ii is Inuit till .1 10 al. tl te.h.hing hela+11),
thew+ of leaniing doclopment or human liellinior or pht/t,vytln toll
Cer1111V children schools, or orgiiiii/at.mic The specific prescriptions of
111,111, .11(.11 1110(11S theones are familiar to most ,colds walking In
education./

[samples 01 coin,: ot 11:2e models are

fieli.o.ior inotfilicall(m and vanow, appfications tot 1i:1111mi:einem

thems to instruition and Llascroom diseTline
Piaget's theory of cognitvt itesclopmerit apd other n.dels of how
children learn concepts

OrenCI assroom and tree-school models Sue JS flret.c put forth his
writers in education in the 1c)60's v,
Fundamentalschool and' baci:

I- t
nu els viihe.iii4 sect.; to reinstatp

traditional Ainericarillascroom practices
Models of orcainiations that prescribe arrangeinentc and procedure)
for effective management

- Approaches to teaching critical thinking skills that encourage the
use of higher level questioning techniques
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A prog-ant tdeinitied with 'dill, of these points of stew must set 11I, roles
and procedures consistent with the pal ticular theoty or aloe s% stem
Proponents of open schools. for instance would agree that .1 classroom
reflecting their point of %tew should displac freedom of trio%einent,nitliid-
uali7ation "istiticttoir and curricular t homes made by silt ents Each
theory. philosophy or teaching model contends that particutar arum:es
are whet worthwhile in -in 1 of themsekes of are the best \Ad \ to promote
certnn desirable outc,iines treasuring implementatton of a theory-based
program then. becomes ti ;natter of checking the extent to h activities
or orgawational arrangements at the program sites reflect the theory

I-2P

Theories underlying programs may be intuitive and specific, as in

Mr: Walker's example, or explicit and general.

Cooley and Lolmes 'lave proposed a ge;teral 'nude( of s,to01

learritng5that seems particularly useful ,:s J SOUR. of ideas for ',kat to
look at her. describing a program nuclides] to 1( ad, people
The ellecti%liess of school programs in bringing about dear.:d learning.
according t this model depends on four I ,ctor-

1. Learning ,,pportralities Schools prmidc the 11111e and place to which
students may practice new skills. ahem' to sources ,t new information,
or come in contact with models of I 3w to act

2. illotivaitin Schools intenitonalb. manipulate rewards and punishments
that persuade students to moue prescribed actiities and attend to
particular MI Orilla lion.

3. Structured presentation of activities. ideas, and informathin Schools
attempt to or;inie and scqueiice what is presented, tadriong it to
students' abilities so as to make learning as painless and efficient as
possible

4. bistructu oaf ertirt file school day is tilled with and interper-
sonal contacts that promote The elitritiatton or inisudder-

standings through dialogue. to whei's ellectie use of student contri-
butions in a class discussion. and he personal at mention ,rid reassurance
that prevent student diseouragcmeni are some e \amplcs tit instructional
cents m this sense,

Figure 1 shows a simple diagiJ111 if the (mile> /Lolines Oppor
mint!, mott%ators, structine. and instotctional e%ents change ilk? student
front his le%el tit initial Ntliit man, e ti, the ..ittetion per foimance desired
for the progrart. lie ur,Ili,r Lint thing the (mile% /Lohnes ittwdei tot
describing piogiain implenientattii:. is i i it of these kirk! aspects id
schoolin, tii-.1%es cr111L,11 '1i.11 Iii ,t,t11.1,11s)i 1114;111 `.1.aW
", 41 V1 it describing pi Jam

.11k, Sl o` 1111%.1 it rh,1,0sophi,

, .-c h_' I,' 211111.11ell '1:1N the
1 int'icl 17 In 11),,k111.2 ,i1 ;IWO 11

if, " tt ," 11 .1`. the 111111V,l'it:

(,/,' WO, i \111t1 DLitt 1,,11.1111 ,0Litiscs 0 J. t%ailJhle
-,si 1,1, ,11,1i1(,1 l.11-1;rn 1,;.1( Ow fait'

tkil! ,s1 (11,1 ofeLif c,1,11

utcmfancc Lcc 11,1,, i,t15 ,1 n,rv1, Iron' rele...ml leamits:
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lies, vary across sites or among swift tits' Did learning opportimitten var.,
ultrutionallt In duration and nature' I, so, were ditleitnees siv 'tied by the
program, or ICI I to teayliers or CUltiCIliS to tIC:e f Mine

tbdirators vvre the materials sapalle nl vizotitainine student attento in or
interest' etas a reintort.ement system ''std' Ulla! systems of retard or
pu,dshmcnt were itw,i and acre parents mirth ell" Dud suet ess motli a-

non techniques t.11% across sites' %%hat t,auhtions might hate had a bearing on

the differed levels ( 1 motivation ainone students'

Structure 1(1 t% hat estent were program el,testis es spesitied" Uore learning
liter:amities iced to underlie the Ltirrieulom' as a coherent outline used' !lost
much attention sac paid to sequencing ot lessons' Ras there an in-sersice
progr tin v, te isl no:el sublect mater. ins! sie,e. 'cullers aware of the
rationale bellIllti rr:213t11 hit ,1' lrfC were Mad(' to ensure that
prier tin obit% toes and insitut non sio.t, I-, sun +He in mins of students.
baagionlids I alaliiies'
hum( tumid interpelminal were there that (coded to
support student ins ohs mem fit progi,) ill.% MCC Doss much personal atter
tion did nithstdital students resets e' VY as instrus thin one-to-one or one -to-
man''' Businesslike or Inentlls I requent or intrequent" Prim ally between
students and Ic students and students or students and aides'

Theoi -haSeil inwht .issessinent ,.1 the
consistenq, of the pi Itirant plait ...HI) the

In sumnmnse esdln:iinms 1),Ised .)n a Lrfdt1,1c IcseaiLli design. you
should note d thcory -based evaluation Inovide an actual test (if the
theory's valtdrt. Given Ilk. puienU.il imp,rt,tme, and ot eminru.al

validatm of t th..ork results of an i tau, n v.hiLli has provided such

valtdattott situtdd reported Jtid poSSINt

Using observations and case studies to determine criLleal
program features

The evaluation literature in recent years has been charged by a

debate over the value of methods that have been variously called

qualitative, naturalistic, ethnographic, responsive, or even "new

paradigm." While each of these terms has its own F per definition,

in common usage they together describe evaluation tec!hniqles borrowed

largely from anthropology and sociology .;hat generate word aa

products, rather than numbers. Tne skills they demand an evaluator

differ greatly from those required in the more traditioLal

quantitative approach, and, while it is beyono the scope of this

to provide an indepth description of qualitative evaluecion methods,
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reference Sad how-to's will be added wht;r. appropriate throughout the

t,ext. The use of observations and more detailed case studies to

determine critical features of a program being evaluated is one such

place and will necessarily involve qualitative methods.g

It is possible for an evaluator with a qualitative mirdset to

observe a program in operation with relatively few preconcpetions or

decisions about what tc look for. This

strategy might lie dlosen I or a moiler o! r 'sons I 1,r one thing. 4"4440,
evaluators consider it the best wa of deNcribille 1)roc4n1.. Unhampered
by preconceptions d pit stoptions, the icsrulsivehuluialutaz inquirer
might set his sights a catchiog Ile.: true fliivor of a mogram. discovering
the unique set of elements that make it %cot k and conveying them to the
evaluation's audience Further. a naturalistic approacli might be necessary
if there is no written plan for the program ion are evaluating and you find
that one cannot be retrospectively construct.:(1 with reasonable degree of
consistency by the planners Even if there is a plan. it might be vague or,

from your perspective. unrealistic to implement. Then again, ou might
disco' er mat the program has been allocscd sc much variation from site to
site that commor features aie not apparent at lust In Jo\ ,111,e:e c,i;es
you liae the optior ul lust observing

/e4,%
Implicit in your decision to ittponsive methods are two other

Adecisions

I To n data collection methods that "get dose to the data.''
usuailv l'ibseis atoms

2 To concentrate on relatiog what yigi tumid. 1:;ther than comparing
what was to what should have bear.

Tbis a4illease on up in the air Jt tint about what to look for

Ammilmitmostomiimmmommmw

E'SaMple. he it howl 3u, d .I a snail Ot% deudeu that lurk cc hools
should spend nc year einpli.t.aainc I anellaae %Hs. ;;Ith particular
t ;sus iii unpro; in.: students' t; ruffle skills The district's Nssistant
Superintelidc for (urruultim resisted the initial impulse to tit:men awl
implement a onim tn, thstru proram. Instead. she decided that
c.o.!) teat.pr Itonld he iliosscd to respond. in his or her own scat: . to
the hacic dcosion to eninhasize ;swing Iler reasoni.: was that some
teashers ;could arr. at ...d methods :hat the other teachers rould use
to ,.;ers one s ad..ttita. -students and teasiwis alike To keep track of
what teacher .yre doing. liose;er. sl Scheduled periodic teacher and
yodent inter ie;,s ird dropped in or class tetions !,equeltl Sne
;sr de Si:metres slassr,orn pr letues she hal seen and whit II
it.tlected the aspii owns and reports t.I tent hers r student; Her
report denionstr,itt to the Hoard the coci to of its
arid tircolte amnia teachers in alInot red inrm it served as J source

ocv teashar ideas
11111111
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This 1111'111,U to v MI I lie e.11U,Ir 1. Viret ICS
(...greSPOnd to 110.V most people share inhumation and indeedt".1"44.tti:t
sive- evaluation in Lontext that is het' 1111111 controkersv skeptiLtsin
kinks very much like what people usually Jo The dillereme between this
evaluation however. 411d .1101111alleisrillaa"I''''"41Cv4JUJIIMI Ic ri the quidity of
the ubserva turns made 144:1447A-revaluators use methods Irons the social
sciences- notably anthropology -to obtain corrontuation for their observa-
tions and conclusions. They have, in lad. developed a method lor con-
ducting evaluations that billows iliAtvt.raturalistic lield studies.

,.,1 evaluation using a =444444 methods would tollovy a scenario
something like this

I A paroLular program is to be evaltl..ted II d le are ittimerou, es. one
or more sites is arisen for study

2. The evaluator (serves activities .11 the site or sites chosen, perhaps even
tacking part in the activities. but tlynlg to influence the program roll ne

as little as possible Often, time constraints require the ise of "Infor-
mants" people who have ahcady been observing things and who can be
torte :viewed.

3. Though data colleetio, could take the tuna of coded records ,ke those
produced brooch the standard observation methods described in Chap-
;er 6. the o.sFuoso.,/haturalistic observer more Men records what he
sees in the form of fie/t/ not "c. 1 his choice of reLordiag method is
motivated mainly by a desire to as rid deciding too soon winch aspects
of the situation observed will be considcied most important

4 The re4revieretihatwahstic observer shifts hack and forth between
forma: data collection. study of recorded notes. and informal conversa-
tion with the subjects Gradually she produces a description of the
eients and duels or indirect interpretation of tkem. The report is
usually an oral or written narrative. though naturalisit,: studies y field
tables. suciograms. and other numerical and graphic su,..maries us well.

Case studies (considered technically I represent not so much a '/V.'1/141
as a choice of what :o study. Case studs tescarchers quite often follow

methodology. The case studs worker in evaluation chooses toin" t
examine closely a particular case--that is. a school. a 4,,-,Lar4s4u.um:a particu-
lar group. ,1rindividual experiencmg the program. Sometimes the program
itself is "the case." Whereas the naturalist::: observer or the inure oath-
tioirl evaluator might concentrate only on those e\periences of. sac .
school. stotiat are related to the prociain tie s act' study evaluator will
usually be interested in a broader ramie of events and relationships. If the
school is the subjeLt of study. then the lob is to desL ohe 'the school. The
case study method places the program within tic context of the many
things which happen to the school. its stall. and its students over the
course of the evaluation. One result 01 this method, you can see. is to
display the proportional influence of the program anion!! the myriad utter
factors influenLme the Jetfoils and le -Imes ot the people tinder study
While case stud,es nalutlisti, inetir do presumably because l
the complexity 01 the espericuLes and emounters which need to he
desLubed It is possible for a t stud. to mice more tiadwunal methods
of Lata jullechon as well as to ,ilitet toe Luse tot`,740X-CittraTTAI4
7"-rti rrit.ern of traditional experiment:

Regardless of how you determine the list of critical

chttracteristics, A listing 01 the critic 11 reafures of the orogram sill me von sonic
notion of which questions m Chapter 2 tr. answer in your implementation
4144-41fr ;:1 ale a stimulative evaluator. 111,n your task will be to convey
to your audience as complete a depiction LA the v. ogram's Crucial charac-
teristics as possible.
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II vou ;ire d 10r111.1111C cyaluator. 1114'11 %OM dellS1011 111.,111 101,11 It) look

at timid 11.11e to go a stet, hquiiz the pro.2.1.1iii teatures
sour job is lo help %sit!' progiam imprinement and not inetelv to

desoihe the program sour task is to wham:loon that will he
inaminalh iiseltil /c/ he//nne ihe Slat! I imp,,re 7111 ph Emint In
MOS7 L,ISCS. this still ,t. 7.111111 III, .11 111o1111111111,2 the 1111plelileIII:II1011 of the

prograni's most Lotical leatines Rut too will need to Lonsult situ the
program stalt to find whitll among .111 the critical fLatiires seem
most troublesome to them. moct 'iced itt %Itnlant attntiiiii. or most
amenable to Lliatri.: It Lonld he to, instailLe that plot:Nam. most

:triplos mem Btu ill. aides armed .'rill
tt ',eon diat dies .ome %%oil iegularls . attelition ru this
detail 111,1% 11[,, he iikitn Nel cc. hi the pit/ °f :1111 %sail be
more melon\ entrio\ et! 111 Illnnll"Ilc: this 11111110111e1II111011

41Si/el:IC dholll genuine pi ollent, tc. sold'

Question 3. !low Much \ ariation Is There in the Program?

loci .1ike of %%inch pontiani I.11.11,kieri.ti,.. In tle.oll)c :kill he
hy the arnorai: ,,t ltlllulhnl tlt,il tLill7s .11_1(AS .11('S V.11Cre the

program is hemg used and that happeos at dillereni points in
time. Irof one thing depending nil the point of %less' lit the planners.
vattahilitv might IOU 1,1)11.1(1cred de.n.thle or tintiesnable Sque piogiains.
attei all. enronr-aee s tIi.n,nn Ihiectois of sink' ri.v.ims d to the
stall or to 1111211 deleUdIeS at different site, somethiiii_ 10.e Ow following

The ci ¶1,1(1 (11111(11171111 ,,111«' 71777i("11 SIC /family prt,erams Omit
we can purchase ,mr Heti r haul C, m10,11501 in ' alum
tunnel / vattutte these. and scl, (I 11:7' 1,11(' 1,-11 111111k 1,(11 With your
sty/ter/iv am/ teachers.

It Is hkel; Il'at evallkdor either lormativeq tr stimmative will be
cared in to examine the whole Fideral ronmensator, ',tint:anon program.

and he rP,"1 probably tied six tersir Ins of the program taking Here
variation ..cross sites has been latin W. and implementatior ,f eat h
reading, subinogram will have to he desuaned separatel
planner) variation occurs, incidentally. the evaluator has a gOOL i2por111-

nny to collect information that might be useful for Zor4e4 plain 2 in this
district or elsewhere mum:Mark tf the distlict to the
number of reading programs to letter than six. Ile can contra. tic e.ise
and accuracy of tinplementa.son and ss %stilt students %arloos

programs across sites, Where (Interim* programs hase heen nted by
sites that are otherwise similar. the etaltiator can Lump:ire :e, . ,Ir ;rain
dues about the relative efFeLtiteire of the programs.

Program directors could hate allov.cd the program to %.1,. AI ever
less controlled wat Vs Sat lilt

I. (' ;talc X ,loilos In:pro' art Ieadp,e Ph tor fly ataf!t
thsadraittaged. Take these Jun, Is an./ put 1,,vether a nett' pr

This kind of directite plOdlIC. a 0'01.1.1111 still `,4.. 011h, t inti;.
across sites Jle likeb to he the t1. .:t .tiide111, and the dint, 'wee'
Vitule variation 1- !sop/armed In tilts f Ind 01 situation. unlike '' . uLfJlll
in the preee.ling etch site has hen left tree rt r ill
unique program. 'he iltstrict-wide e altiator 'raw to look -:telt
each different version of the plogr.101 that emerges. ptobahl'.. Attig

odr uti7444114..
theory-based. case studs , or LesiararaZuri method c .141, he

may find a chance to make comparisons among the program tic put
into effect at each site, lie will probably spend a great de_ ,t time
discovering and reporting about what cash proisam variation 1 .td like
ilfwever, the simple act ol telling the implementors Jnorit tarmits
forms the program has taken will he +het til Must orriliald ;ins of
the program will he more easily implement 2d. pi Ilditoc het'e, r.- of be
more -,lopular than others.
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A program Lan atiord to permit LIisr&rable vtitation ar .!s outs
in its early stages when it can make mistakes with minim
penalties. For this reason, dealing with plannef, variation sho _ be pir-
Ilartly the concern tit the lot illative evaluator wr,ose responsib, would

then erlail tracking the variations, comparing results of klatch:
of the program at comparable sites, and sharing information .1 Lom.

mendable practices. Unfortunately, funding agenues otters requi. t1111111,1-

tive reports at a time in the lute ul a program when considetahl. Liation
still exists. When this harp the s11111111,111%e evaluator stolid,: -le that
several thgereor pri,giaiii renditions are heihg evaluated I k ;Id de-

scribe each of these, and report resoles separately. making comparisons
where possible.

If the ev?Itiator- whether summaiive 01 formative should uncover vari-
ation across sites or over time that his not been planned. then he will have
to describe this collecting backup data it he feels that he will need

_corroborating evidence.

Question 4. When Do You Need Supporting Data?

You might need to des,:ribe program Implementation for people who arc
at some distance nom the program. either in terms tit !tit:anon or lannhar-
;ty These people will base their opinions about the program's tuna and
quality on what they read in your description You might therefore need
to provide backup data to verify its accuracy

If the description you produce is lot people dose to the program and
familiar with it, then you can rely on the audience's detailed knowledge of
the program in operation -at least in their own setting. In such a case. you
may want to focus y-nir data collection on the ement to which the
program's implementation at one site lc representative of its implement
non at other sites. The credibilily r t s out report for people close to the
program will, of course. depend on how %yell your description of the
program matches what they 'ice. ted that y our report of overall
program implementation diverges consnierably loom the espertences of the
program's administration or of particwants at my one site then no may
need to collect good. hard hackup data.

Examples of more cocci Ii. cIrconistails2 ...ailing for haskup data are

S 'native evaluations edify li coipaione research, studies addressed
to . educa:ion.il community at hove
I:valuations aimed at providing new infoiniation tor a situation
where there is likely to he Lonto IS cis..
r: ,a.tiations canine tor prfigtalll nllplenicntauun descriptions so de-
tailed that tlie Iraracterrte plograni activrt at the level 01 teacher
or student behav tot s
De.striptions of programs that may he used as a basis for adoptiin, or
adapting the program in mho settings
Desuiphons of programs which lia.e %ailed consideiably Loin site
to site or froin time to time
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lioW tuu use bar_ kup data w ill he determined in part ht %vim I, of the
approaihr-s to describing the prouram adopt

I Using the program plan is baseline and exammoig how well the
program is implemented fits th... pl mr

2. Using a theory or model to deLide the features dim should be present iii

the program. In this vase sou will plohillIs consult omeareli literature
ur prescriptions of 'M111(111191..11 ['MIAS of

for guidance in what to look iur In both this and the ilatt-hJscd
approaches, backup data will he necessary to permit pen pie to Judge

how closely the actual program fits what was planned Such data could
also help you document your (Bower, of program leatures that were
not planned.

3. Following no particular pre.mption and instead taking a responsive/
naturalistic et ince regarding hie program, In this situation you will
attempt to enter the pmgram sites with no initial preconceptions or
assumptions ahrnit what the program should look like.

If you assume either of the first two points of view concerning focus
and use of data, your final report will describe the fit or' the program to the
prescription vin haw chosen to use. In the Mira situation. your final
report will simply describe the program that you round. noting. of cothsc.
rariab lay from site to Nut:.

Iles chapter has discucsed the measurement of program implementa-
tum with a view toward making this aspect of your evaluation report
reflect the needs of your audiences. the corded you are workini2 in. and
your own rofessional standards. Ti help Unsure that our reports will be
useful and credinle. this chapter has heen collet:1-'1rd with the critical
decisions you slioald make boort ..on begin tour evaluation which
features of the program your et should fools on and how von will
substantiate y our description tit the program T, help you with these
decisions, your attention has been directed to tc rev questions

1. What purposes will y um implementation study sere"
2 What e the program's mist critical characteristics'
3. How much variation is thaw in the progani^

4. When do you need supporting data?

Your implementation evaluation :honk! be as ineihodologis.ally sound is
you can make it. And. as ythcn &AM?, .Ind
your report should provide rrearbie And Allow III useful wroolljtiort to
\our audiences
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Chapter 1, Page aLIC
Endnotes (These will become footnotes in the published version)

1. In general, describing program implementation is considered
synonymous with measuring attainment of process objectives or
determining achievement of means-goals, phrases used by other
authors. The book prefers, however, not to discuss implementation
solely in connection with process goals and objectives. This is
because the primary reason for measuring implementation in many
evaluations is to describe the program that is occurring--whether
or not this matches what was planned. Other times, of course,
measurement will be directed solely by pre-specified process
goals. Describing program implementation is a broad enough term
to cover both situations.

2. Audience is an important concept in evaluation. The audience is
the evaluator's boss; she is its information gatherer. Unless she
is writing a report that will not be read, every evaluator has at
least one audience. Many evaluations have several. An audience
is a person or group who needs the information from the evaluation
for a distinct purpose. Administrators who want to keep track of
program installation because they need to monitor the 1,olitical
climate constitute one potential audience. Curriculum developers
who want data about how much achievement a particular program
component is producing comprise another. Every audience needs
different information; and, important, each maintains different
criteria for what it will accept as believable information.

3. See, for instance, ??? UPDATED VERSION OF HOW TO DESIGN A PROGRAM
EVALUATION. See also, the "Ltep- by-Step Guide f,;r conducting a
small experiment A in ???, UPDATED VERSION OF EVALUATOR'S HANDBOOK.

if. An excellent presentation of the implications i.i various models ..t ahu lint
and education is put forth an Joyce It, & Weil, NI Mod/ !c of teal 110,-,%,,,,1
Chits, NJ Prentice-Hull, 1972. Sc' . as well kohl, H Ihe 'pen i lassroom New 't iiik
Random House, 1969 and alci' Neill 1 S ,Suninicriall New Nod. H '1' 1901

cCooley, W W & (Mines, P R 1-.1aluuttlin rt Stun h P. I. Y.11,
Innngton Publishers, 1976

ly 4, Reprinted loon ( mile% \V , & I 4.1ines I' / ialitatwor r our.h in

education New lark Irvington Publishers. p 191

'1 Leinh A I
G - classroom mtes% model I. 111,1111, H., ,1.11

uaUun urruultion Inquiry, 1978 8121

8 For a more detailed discussion of how to conduct a qualitative
evaluation, see Patton, Michael Q., (Kit Book on Qualitative Methods)
and other references listed at the end of this chapter

4. Where Mere is on( tormative ex it working with the program thorn !-
wide., she will become nix ed with wise song Vaflallttll and pedlars sharing ideas
across sites. Where there k a separate tormaltse ev.iluator at lath cif,. ich esalna tor
will work according to dillgtent priorities I he loll ut rich esabiaior will h to we
that each v... inn of the program de.elops as well as possible.. perhaps disregarding
what other sites are doing
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Chapter 2

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IN PLANNING AN IMPLLMENTATION EVALUATION
ONE HUNDRED QUESTIONS FOR AN IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION

Chapter 1 presented an introduction to implementation

evaluation, including a rationale for conducting both formative

.nd summative evaluations and four questions tc help you

Mte planning ppee-e-e-y -fur such an evaluation. The purpose of this

chapter is to help you continue your initial planning by listing

many things you might want to know about a program you're

evaluating--but might not think to ask. Such a claim to

inclusiveness is at least in part facetious; every program has

unique features that will generate questions of a highly

individual nature. But at the same time, the list of questions

that follows, generated from the experiences of many evaluators,

with many programs, may help you to focus on aspects of the

program you might not otherwise have seen as important.

It may help you to think of this list as an outline for what

you may want to report to individuals who will use the results of

your evaluation. The headings and questions in this chapter are

organized according to what could eventually become the 40kve

major sections of a formal implementation report. _Put at this

point in your evaluation, you should not worry about what your

final product may look like. Research on evaluation use has

t&ught us that useful reports take a variety of forms, from

casual crnversations over co2fee, to w-rking meetings, to formal

document typed and bound.

At this stage in your planning, you needn't worry about
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Chapter 2, Page 2

report format, but rather about the specific information you need

to collect in order.' to answer the program's most important

questions. If you are conducting a formative evaluation for

immediate program improvement, jot down questions that would

enable you to quickly provide information for suggesting

strengths or for effecting changes. If, on the other hand, yours

will be a summative evaluation documenting a program's

implementation, target instead questions that will enable you to

create a meaningful record of what happened in or as a result of

the program.

In addition to choosing what to describe about the program,

you will need to decide which portions of your description must

be supported by corroborating evidence. The necessity to collect

supporting data to underlie your description of some program

features will, of course, be primarily a function of the setting

of your evaluation. But there are program features which,

because of their complexity, controversial nature, or critical

weight within programs, usually require backup data regardless of

the context. To remind you that your description of certain

features may meet skepticism, an asterisk appears in the outline

next to questions whose answers could require accompanying

evidence.

Outline of remainder of chapter-- The list of questi -ns will be
divided into three sections, as follows:

A. Program overview
1. Setting (what is the program's context?)
2. Program origins and history

19j



Chapter 2, Page 3
3. Rationale, goals, objectives
4. Program staff and participants
5. Administration and budget

B. Program specifics (critical characteristics of the program)
1. Planned program characteristics
2. Questions for examining program materials
3. Questions for Le,ining program activities

C. The evaluation itself
1. Purpcse and focus
2. Range. of measures and data collection
3. Timeframe

Summary section at the chapter end emphasizing that not all
questions fit every evaluation and that you won't always
write up every bit of information you get (i.e., use
these questions to help you frame a good evaluation,
focus the evaluation process on the issues where you can
or should make a difference).
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Chapter 3

HOW TO PLAN FOR MEASURING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATIA

Chapter i listed reasons to including an aLLtiiate program description insour evaluation repot t These reasons miluded the -,\!titi to set down aLoncrete of the program that conld he used oil its replicationto prtnide J hasi
1 11 makIng conjeLtines about lelalionslups betweenimplementation and piiiiiram et feels. and to collect actountahilii' et-LkinLe demonstrating that the program stall dellieled tine serviLo the:promised. The 8111111n.Pac es alitatoi will he LonL.Liiied about docilmenitini

program', implementation for one ,n !nine 01 these purposes Tip'In/lame e, Anatol on the othei hand will ptimai its he Lon,st tied about
tracking changes in a program S MipleMent,illon keepnit! a leL,ffil ()I nik;Ingram's developmental hisor and ;a\uie leedhaei. to the program stallabout bugs. flaws. and sucLeLses in 11 prote\s of plogram installation.

Looking through Chapter 2 proliahlk to decide 'All1H1characteristics of the pro,ilain ;iced de.cilbmg At som ponlii 111 \ ourthinking about program inirdementation. \ou knell make related ileLisionlbOUI which of these di.suiptions need substantiating. that Is wlin-11 partsoryour report need to he bat ed in b\ data rauLli \ ou LolleLt
If YOU ale J slinimatn.: L\alliatto the sunniest way to desitibe

matenals. administration Ion unhotimaiel. the teist title-r most purposes lc to use an esisime desuiption of tire plogiam
fie.. the Plan or proposall to double as soul iltoraill linpieinenta11011report. you are smirch messed tonic Ind tile LonS11.1111(S. :Intl II J!tan exists. you mai get 11\ with this But 41t1 of a member 01 otil stallmire time to spend on actually mca\urrry: implementation. then yourifitIctiPliod of the put "raiii will he licher and \tilisegneuti\ mole tiselid!id credible it \ die a ltimative'esaluatio whose lob is to wpm I abouti41 is going on at the ploiiram sites

L 1111101 help hint heL,mie1....101'red conic wiplemotrat 1, meawnemeois 01 11111\l' \OM Will d,)" ineaSUring. thus 1:11.1PILI Inn 2":11" .etLl.ul ilWilltill 1161 ()If
t

°Inan bac' Up data hi, ow it 1,41
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Methods of Data Collection

This book introduces you to three common approaches for

collecting backup data for your implementation report. The use

of any one method does not exclude use of the others. Your

selection of data collection methods depends on the extent to

which, given available resources, your report will provide

information that your audience considers accurate and credible.

The method or combination of methods you select will be primarily

a function of three factors: tne overall purpose of yore

evaluation; the information needs of your audience; and the

practical constraints surrounding the evaluation prccess.

Method 1. Examine the Records Kept Over the Course of

the Program. The first method of data collection requires that

you examine the program's existing records.

These might include sign-in she is for materials lihrary loan record,.
individual student assignment cards, teachers' logs of activities in the
classroom. In a program where extensise records are kept as a matter of
course, you may be able to extract from them a substantial part of the
d:ta you need to determine activities occurred, what matcuals were
used, and how and with whom activities look place arid materials were
Ised. This method will yield credible esaluation information because ,t
Plovides evidence of program esents accumulated as they occurred rather
Ihan reconstructed later. The major drawback of existing records ktliat

abstracting information from than can he time consuming. Then-agtati.
um& kept over the course of the program will 21obably nut meet all
lour data collection requirements. II it :rinks as though the existing
Moods are inadequate, von have :wu alteinaiives The hes: one is to set up
Your own record.keepmg waters, tssummt. 1)1 Louise, that yoil have
Ilflued on the scene in trine to do this. 1 weaker alternative is to gatheritblected

versions of program records loon paifici1 ants Should you ;to
point out 111 your report the estent to MAO this iiiloimat on has
cwroburated by more formal records or results Irons other measures

Method 2. Use SelfReport Measures. A second data

collection method involves having program personnel and

participants--teadhers, aides, parents, administrators, and

students--provide descriptions of what program activities look

like.

3 -2.
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111.11\C, ,e11,1: 1,1 1.,,t11,C 11, I11111 1111 Hill)1iii.ltil)11
'about a progiain to the people \On, wolf ed hooct to
micri wit p,(ple tine 1111t)1111,ITIMI
I. 10111 el (1 I ofie alai, he tat, h !Midi i'111)1
and nine thin JO. In 11\111c, 111,01 lei pe(11111.:

\V1111111 C111.11 1111e ',1reillr

SHILL' L11110'0111 .1)1 1i1 ' 11,"21.11» 11112111 line iliveigent
matt \\ant to gailk.. 'Hon prob.IIII\ uu

a x.1111 n1i bass Ihmt 0,th. ilk mu
cmilpalc Ilse Illlnlln,ll lr,Ii 11/,\Ided ,III' ,L,t' ,2fotlr, ,,) t., II 1011 1..'e J

ON! 1,11C 1.1, 111111,11S 1)1(11)1011s,
de1ild1111' +,11 iho ltnill,.11 ( 1 ph,_I1lIl 1%111 I Old
cALII IiiintIitjti ii i 06,111:11 _I. ,t
llenci ,U Ow ale li: likcl t, 1,1I ''I-tvpi,11 11/lotM,1-
tton limn Ilk: stall I 11,t Ili ill it people

Sou .ith .1 11. 11111:1, 1,1 111 ill tising
plogialli look :2(kkl 11,-feeit+.4411' t 11.'1 e 11%.11 11110111,'1111

Illi

sell-repoit opoilas .0 I pilTiain 11 hist ii.011.1 !land aii.ounis of
%%h.!' fI.In,hue I the t td///ab,/ (elk, the urrinr rrr ( V.11,11 pt. ottle Stir /het' (11(1.
ThIraily l'il-ICI)1)11 110..11141111)11 iii It 011INIq' 1,1 lei.tllectiom
1.1'.1 01 people-slim,/ 'It tout
dime iliemscIscs ate iisnall% 1101 as L,,d1hle 111,11(.11S h1 (411CIS WhO
actually %roe %dun tiles did

IkLaMe of then Liedihtliii pioldeni. and Ilk.: detail progh-m)
mmlememation usualls ns1'iIs hi he L1i.".i.til)(4` .,11-ti Ilt11 I 1111i111111ellb
mine utter used in selifs of Ili 1 Mitt on Ihe r, rrlrsfeu(1 atty..," sites of
program (lescoption ailisen at to lom Inc Ills Otis %Olen the
evaltiatoi's isono.c, .111. too limited to (loNe-up data

do self-report i»easiues constitute the pr mar} source Lit implememation
information.

Method 3. Conduct Observations. The final data

collection method discussed here is that of actual observations

of program activities, having-one or more observers make periodic

visits to program sites to record their observations, either

freely or according to a pre-determined list of questions.

Although it can require a great deal of time and effort, on-site

observation has high credibilty because the observer watches or

even participates in program events as they occur. You can

enhance that credibilty by demonstrating that the data from the

observations are reliable, i.e., consistent across different

observers and over time.
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To help you in thinking about which methods of data

collection are appropriate for your own situation, Table 2, pages

?? and ??, summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each of

the methods. The remainder of the book then devotes a chapter to

presenting each of the three data collection methods in greater

detail:

Chapter 4 discussel how to use records to assess program
implementation, describing both how to check program records
that already exist and how to set up a record-keeping
system.

Chapter 5 describes ways of using self-report instruments
with staff members, parents, students, etc., giving
step-by-step procedures for constructing and administering
questionnaires and conducting interviews.

Chapter 6 discusses program observations, describing methods
for conducting both informal and systematic observations.
The section on systematic observation presents several
alternative schema for coding information, one of which
should fit your needs.

If it is 'mum Lint that ini describe a program !CAM ,)(1

%011r audience ;night he skeetisal. Men sou should trs
mnpergin data Tins requiles using multiple measurec and (law t,ult
methodc and Fathernis data from di! tvrent paiticiparits al different sos ,
For example. if son wen: oaltiaitm hip gratil based %,11 mdtviduali/ation
uu might want to document the t cut hi vIiich instrtictiiiii really is

determined according to indisidtial iies7(1 To assure enough esidenee, you
could collect dilteient kmds of data NIa.be sou would met Flew students
at the various program sites about the ',emit:lice and patmg of sileir lessons
and the extuit to witch insouLtion tits wk. in 21111111S. ToeotiuhtnTi, e alit(
)011 find through student mit:Isl.:is son examine I he teldicis
record-kreptirf s stems In an indisidualued progi,101 it is likely that
teachers would maintain shark of pies,iiption iiasking individnal
student piog-ess f malls soli 'night LonduLt a less idistriinninv of ,mot
checks, watching iyiuLal classes to esiiiiiate the amount of
individual mstruLtion and pinlacss- tnonitoitnr pet student both %sinful'
and across sites Three sources of nomination inteisitsss.esainmation ul
records, and Llassroom obsersinon omit! then he ,slotted cad' support-
ing or quzl:fying the findings of anodic,
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Where To Look Fur Already Lxisting Measure'

implementation
You Hooke v outsell in die oileion,

ow,

implementation 111C:INtql5 inielit 1,11, .1 look at iti iiments ahead

available Some measure' numly obs..1%ation stbedules .111t1

mires, Rase been developed V.Illt,11 Lan tft uses to ,IClrilIC pCnChli .II II,rt

teristi's of groups, classrooms, and other educational units. Titles of these
instruments often mention.

School or classroom climate

Patterns of interaction and verbal communication

Characteristics of the environment

If you wish to explore some of these, check their a o )gies." ;1;d1

Bonch, G. D., & Madden, S. K Lralualing classroom instruction A
sourcebook of instruments. Menlo Park. CA' Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing, 1977.
This sourcehook contains a comprehensive review of instruments for

evaluating instruction and describing classroom activities It lists 171

Instruments, describes each along with its availability, reliability, validity,
norms, if any, and procedures for administration and scoring. Each is also
briefly reviewed, and sample Items are provided. Only measures which
have been empirically validated appear in the sourcehook the instruments
are cross-classified according to what the instalment describes leacher.
pupil, or classroom) and who provides the information (the teacher, the
pupil, an observer).

Boyer, E. G., Simon. A.. & Karafin. G. R. (Eds ). Measures of maturation.
Philadelphia: Research for Better Schools, Humanizing Learning
Program.

This is a three-volume anthology tit '3 early childhood obccrvat;on
systems. Most of these systems were developed for research purposes. but
some can be used fur program evaluation

The 73 systems arc classified according to

The kinds of behavior that can he observed (indivithial actions and
social contacts of various types)

The attributes of the physical environment

The nature and uses tit the data hid the mantler in which it is

collected

The appropriate age range and other characteristics of those,..

observed

Each system is described in detail

Simon. A & Royer. I. G Mimi/ Au autholoo uJ (1055-
room observinion instruments. Philadelplita lest.art.11 tot Bolin
Schools. Center logy the Study of Teaching. 1974

flits collection movides abstracts of 99 classroom observation syveins.
Each abstract contains inlorination on the subitcts t the observation the

2 1
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setting, the methods of colleting the data, the type of behavior that is
recorded, and the ways in which the data can be used In addition, an
extensive bibliography directs the reader to further information on these
systems and how they have been used by others.

An earlier edition of this work (1967) provides detailed descriptions oftwenty-six of these systems.

Pnce, J. L. Handbook of organtzanonal measuremeni. New York: Heath,
1972.

This handbook lists and clissities measures which describe various
features of organizations. The measures are zpplicable. but not limited to.schools and school districts. The instruments are classified according toorganizational characteristics. e g., communication. comple.ity. innova-tion, centralization. The text defines ,:acli characteristic and its measure-
ment. Then it describes and evaluates instruments relevant to the clialac-
tensile, mentioning validity and reliability data. sources from which the
measure can be obtained and references for additional reading

Planning for Constructing /our Own Measure..

Regardless of which methods you finally choose, your

information gathering should include four important

considerations, each of which should be thought through

(outlined? addressed?) before you begin date. collection. These

planning bases are the following:

1. A list of the activities, materials, and administrative
procedures on which you will focus

2. Consideration of the validity and reliability of the measures
you will use

3. A sampling strategy, including a list of which sites you will
examine, who will be contacted, interviewed, or observed, as
well as when and how often

'ft

J.,

4. A plan for data summary and analysis

1. Constructing a list of program characteristics

Composing a list of critical characteristics is the first

step in each of the data gathering procedures outlined in

Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Constructing an accurate list early in

your evaluation will help insure that program decision makers

receive credible information they will later be aole to use.
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A thoughtful look througl, the program's plan of proposal, .i talk with
staff and planners. your own thinking about what the program should look
likeperhaps based on Its underlying theory or philosophy and careful
consideration of the implementation questions in Chapter 2 should help
you arrive at a kV of the program materiac, activities or administrative
procedures whose implementation you want to track. Make sure that the
Tirvogram features you list are detailed and exhaustive of those consid-
eredby Ihe staff, planners. and other audiences to he crucial to the
program. Detailed means the list should include a prescription of the
frequency or duration of activities and of their form (who, how, where)
that is specific enough to allow y qui to picture Lach activity m your mind's
eye.

If you are looking at a plan or proposal, then critical features will often
be those most frequently cited and those to which the largest part of the
budget and other resources have been allotted For example, if large sets of
curriculum materials were purchased for the program, then ore critical
part of the program implementation is the proper use of these materials.

1 If your work with the program will be jOrniative, then you should
attend to parts of the program that are likely to need revision or cause
problems. Try to visit one or more sites in which the program is operating
and observe the environment. the mate: als. the people, and the activities
before you consider your list of program features complete. This way. you
will be able to envision the actual program situation when you construct
implementation instruments.

The program characteristics list can take any form that is useful to you.
If you think you might use it later in a summative report /or as a vehicle
for giving formative monitoring reports to staff. consider using a format
like the one in Table 3. page (51). This table can sere as a standard against
which to measure implementation. For summatie evaluation, Table 3
could convey adequacy of implementation by adding two additional
columns at the right

Assessment of
adequacy of

innlementation

You might prefer to begin with a less elaborate materials/activities/
administrative features list than is shown in Table 3. The folio% mg
example prosents a simpler one

BEST COPY
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F,3mplc. The proposa: fur I mason School's peer tutoring oroPlfil

contained the following paragraph " tutoring activitict: v1'11 t..ke

place three days a week in the third, fourth, and fifth grade classrooms

during the 45-minute reading period Group I ttastl readers will each be

assigned one slower reader whose reading scatwork will become then

responsibility. All tutoring will he done using ;lie escruses in the "Read

and Say" workbooks which were purelyised lor the program. Durinf

tutoring. one teacher and one aide per dassroom cull met, late among

student pairs, answering got %moo and informally monitoring the PM'

gross of tutees. tutor -tutee rotation will lake place every Me

months ..."

The assistant principal, given the job of monitorine the program's

proper implementation, constructed or her nwn use a list of program
characteristics which included her own informal notes

Peer-Tutoring Activities

Fro' written plan

Frequencv-3 times a week

Duration - -45- minute cession

Wh,--3rd, 4th, 5th graders

where -- classroom"

Fast readers teach slower

Mint "have rcaponsihi!it-"--v it does this mean'

(Director says it just meant they hill tutor some

child all the time)

All tutoring from "Read Ind Sav"--in order, or can

they skip around' (Third grade teacher says in

order)

Teacher Ind oide travel pair to pair

Thf. "monitor"--s the', 1 formal record-keeping

9,/qtCM7 rDiretor sa,v .q--r, nrding have

been drawn up and provided)

Tutor -tutee rotate after two months

Additional data rrom inte,leh with Pill trx, Rea.lin&

Specialist and Prnjent Director, and Ms. Joneq third

grade teacher:

4to, and 5th er/de ru:orq In their own class-

rromq; no switching ,rms

reachrrs and aidesany 'tiff. -ranee in role" vis -a-

vis tutors'

What did average reader% do' Worked alone or in

plirh with other average readir,, tutored when a

tutor was absentdoes this came disruptiveness'
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2. Consideration of the validity and reliability of themeasures you will use

Once you have constructed your list of program

characteristics, you should next think in a general way about the

type and content of inst-uments the,: would be appropriate for

collecting data. on those characteristics that are of most

interest to your audience or those that have the potential for

controversy. One important consideration in your planning is the

technical adequacy of the implementation measures you will

choose--the validity and reliability of me.hods used to assess

program implementation. Even if you are not a statistical whiz,

you should make sure that the instruments you eventually use will

help you produce an accurate and complete description of the

program you are evaluating.

Assessments of the validity and reliability ot a measurement instrument
help to determine the amount of faith people should place in its iesuits
Validity and ieliabihty refer to different aspects ot a measure's credibility
Judgments of validity answer the question

Is the instrument appropriate for %that needs to be measured'

Judgment. ot reliability 411S %%et the questim

Does the instrument mid consistent results

These are questions you must ask about any method 011 select to hack up
your description ot program Implementation "Valid- nas the same root as
"valor" and "value- it indicates how worthwhile a measure is likely tp be
for telling you what on need to know Validity boils down to whether
the instrument is giving you the true story u at least oinething approxi-
mating the truth.

When reliability is used to describe a measmement iwtrument. it car les
the same meaning as when it is used to dPscnbe friends 1 reliable tricod is
one on whom you can count to belia.c the same scat rime and again In
this sense. an obseratuin instrument quest 101171U11: or interview schedule
that give you essentially the same results when readmmistered in the same
..etting is a reliable instrument.

But while reliability refers to concistemr, consistency does not guar-
antee trutbluhiess. A friend. for instance. who compliments your taste in
Jollies each lime Alit' sees toil is certainly reliable but may not necessarily
be telling the truth. Further. &he may not even he deliberately misleading
you. Paying compliments may be a habit. or perhaps IV Judgment of how
you dress may be positively influenced h% other ,_nod qualities you
possess it may he that by a more obteL Niandard s m and our friend
have terrible taste in Lioi,es' Sinnlarh. simply beLatice .n instrument is
reliable does not mean that it is a good Measure of what it seems to
measure.
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You are ',teas:lime. rather than smirk deco-thing the program on the basis
of what someone says it looks like. because you want to be able to back
up what you say. You are trying to assure both yourself and y our audience
that the description is an accurate representation of the program as it took
place. You want your audience to accept y our description as a substitute
for having an omniscient stew of the piogram. Such aet:eptance requires
that you anticipate the potential arguments a skeptic might use to dismiss
your results. When measuring program implementation. the most frequent
argument mace by someone skeptical of y our descoptic3 might go some-
thing like this

Respondents to an implementation queltionnaire or Aubicets of observation
have an idea of what the prot.am o surmise./ to km'. like regardless ni
whether this is what thcv usemlh do In tact Because they do not wish to
appear to deviate qr because the% fear reprisak, them m iii b. ltd their responses
or behavior to cntorm !he% they oneitt to appear
Wm-re this happcm, the instrument of .verse, 'till not meacure the true
nnplementatoun of the program. Such an instrument win be mtalid

In memurirg program implementation, concern over instrument valid-
ity boils down to a four-p^rt question- !s tie description of oie program
which the instrument presents acirale. relevant, representative and

1n accurate instrument allms the eultiation audience to create for
themselves a picture of a program that is close to what They would have
gained had they actually seen the program A relevant implementation
measure calls attention to the mist mural features oh the program -those
which are most likely related to the program's outcomes and which
someone vasli;ng 'o replicate the program would he most interested in
known's, about 111/4--

e-A-r7iiiii-eiighre description program implementation will present a
typical depiction of the prop am and its sundry %ariations as they appeared
across sites and over orne. A ampler(' picture ul 11.e piogidin 1 fine that
includes ail the relevant and important program features

Making a case for accuracy and relevance

You can defend the accuracy of out depiction ul the program by ruling
'nu charges that there is purposeful bias or dr.tortion in the information.

There are various ways to guard against such chfav s. Self-report instru-
ments, for example, cab be anonymous. It you are using observations, you
can demonstrate that the observers have nothing to gain by a particular
outcome 2nd that the events they have witnessed were not contri'ied for
their benefit. Records kept over the course k..f the program are particularly
easy to defend on this account if they arc complete and have been checked
periodically against the program events they record You need only show
that the people extracting the information from the records ate unillased.

You can, in addition, show that administration procedures lie Not-
dardized, that is, that the instiiiinzot has been used in the same way every
time. Make sure that

Euouch time was allowed to respondents, observers, o recorders so
that the use of the instrument was not rushed

Pressure tc respond in a particular w-.1. wits absent from the Instru-
ment's format and instructions. from the setting of its adinliu-
stration, and from the personal manner of the administrator

Another stay to argue that your des,..iption 'cilalcc-.r:raic is to sloyv ;,at

results 'from any one of your instroliPrits coincide logically ivith results

from other implementation measures
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lot, can also add support to a Lase that s our instrument is accurate by
presenting evidence that it is reliable iliong.h it is usually chnicult to
demonstrate statistically that an implcinentation instrument is fellable a

good case I or ichalsillts call he based on the instillment's basing cereral
items Mar ( -amuse each of the pr,,chnii c in,,ct (ritual learner Measuring
something myth tant, say the amount ill nine students spend per day
reading silentls by mans of ooe item only exposes your leport t

potential error fruin response lormulation and interpretation You can
correct this by including several itcnr-, whose I eulis can be combined to
compile an index leerpas42_244! of by administering :he item several
tunes to the same peison

If expern feel that a profile produced by an implementation instrument
hits maior le:miles of the program or progiani component von intend to
describe. then this is strung evidence that s our data are relevant. For
instance. a classroom description would need to include the curriculum
used, the amount of time spent on instruction per unit per day, etc. A
district-wide program. on the other hand. might need to focus heavily on
key administrative arrangements for the program.

Caking a case for representativeness and completeness

To dernoiro.ate representativeness andocompleleness, you must show that
in admunstermg the instrument you 41-4 not omit any sites or time periods
in which program implementation may 4 4.4ire loolomi-diKnent. You must
also show that y-u have not given 'oo much emphasis to a single atypical

variation of the program. Thus .m.. data must sample program sites
typical of each of the different places where the program has been
implemented. Your s,unple should also account for different times of the
day. or different times during the lifc of the program if these arc variations
likely to he of concern. The variations on have been able to detect must
represent the ranee or those that occurred

As you can there is no one estatlished method for determining
.'aridity Any combination of the tspes of evidence descabed here can be
used to support validtt If you plan to use an implementation instrument
more than once. consider the %%hole period of its use an opportunity to
collect intormaJon about the accuracy of the ptctute it gives you. Each
administration is a chance to collect the opinions of experts. to assess the
consistency of the slew that this instiument goes you with that from
other instruments. etc Ltablishing instrument s Aldus. should he a con-
tinuing process.

tk the fent to whic'i Ii easurenkir 'R Free of
unpiedictabl- sera For c.ample. if y went 0 tc
math test _! without addithinal instruiion Dye them e s,:'
test two da: you %%tumid epect each student to receive more Jr I.:
the same score. If this should turn (nit not to be the case. you wictiald base
to conclude that vino instrument is itmehable, because, without instruc-
tion. a persons knowleuge of math does not fluctuate much from day to
day if the score fluctuates. the problem must he with the test Its results
must be influenced by things (oho than math knowledge. These other
things ale ca"ed error

Sources of error that aflect the reliability of tests, questionnaires.
interviews, etc., include

Fluctuations in the mood or alertness o espondent; h:cause of
illness. fatigue, recent good or bad experiences. or other temporary
differences among members of the group being measured.

Yanations in the conditions of Ilse nom one administration to the
next These range nom sanons disnactunis. such as unusual outside
noises, to mcoosistencies and oversights in givinri directions.

Difterences ui seining or interpieting results. chance differences in
what an observer notices, and ci rors in computing scores.

Random (Meets caused by examinees or respondents who guess or
check of I alteinativcs without to understand them
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Method,. 101 denion.traling .111 instillment wheihei the

MS111.111112111 IS li, i t! .111(1 1111 mak. iii Li.nip,...ed ol \mot: (iiionon

invoke km11111.1111 ig ICdills tit list' 111 the lirlirtinle,i1 with

another by correlating24 them.

The evaluator desigmin, and thing instruments for measuring program

implemen'anon has unique problems when attempting to demonstrate

reliability Most of these problems stem from the WO that implementation

instruments arm at characterving a situation rather than measuring some

quality of a person. While a person's skill. sa% in basic math. can he

expected to Stay constant !oni: enough liit asse.sment ill test reliability lv

rake place. a program cannot be exneued to hold still a that it can be
measured. Because the program %%ill hl.eit be dnamic rather than static.

possibilities for test-retest and alternate It iehabilit- are usualh ruled
out. And since most instruments used for measuring implementation are

actually collections of single items which independently measure different

things. the possibility of computing splithalf rchabihues practkalit never

oi..cursr

Few program evaluators have the luxury of sufficient time to

deuign and validate data collection measures. But early

attention to the validity and, to a lesser extent, the

reliability of measures will help insure that the information

gathered during the evaluation will enable the evaluator to

answer well the questions that potential users most care about.

An implementation evaluation can be a waste of time if it

collects data that are technically "good," but that don't answer

the right questions. Perhapsworse is the evaluation that relies

on data that are weak at best. When decision-makers use bad data

to guide program decisions, evaluation has done s, disservice.

24 (1 rrelatton r. :cis to the oreneth it the relationsliii hetsseen tsto measures
A high IX);1111' eorrel,ition mein' that ',cork st 1,11111: 1101 01 one nieawre also store
high in the other \ laic Lorrelaiiiiii means that kno Ir1.1 .1 per.on's store on one
measure does not idueate sour guess his V .re 11 the other Correlations are
thualls expressed iorrelatrou th iiiiirnt a det.1111.1i 1,01ALTI1 1 and +1 taltu-
lated tretto peoples is ores on the tut, measures Simi, there are Ceef.11 dint: WO
1.011111111011 (Melt cacti del/0111111g Mt the Is yes ot instruments berie used
distdisioti of hots to perform totrelations to tieterni,ne salidits or rehalitlits is
outside the scope of this hook the tenons sorrelatIon are ilissusseil In
IMOS1 51/11I11111.% Ie515 110Wet et loo also icier to //mi Ca/ill/ate Atanstics,
part of the Protrant F'ralitimon An
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3. Cresting a Sampling Strategy

Unless the proTr :'It y1),1 arc VC3111111mg is stout and siinple. I U will not he

able 1.1 irons(' the data sillileta anti at /WM' (ATI the

course of the entire prozram. What is more. there is no need to cover the

entire spectrum of sites, participants, events, and activities in order to

produce a conip!c,,1 and credible evaluation. But you will need to decide
ellI y where the i:,iplernentation information you do collect will come
from. Specifically you must plan.

a Where to look
Whom to ask or observe

When to lookand r or to sample evenrs and times

Where :o look

The first decision concerns how many program sites you should eXaimile.
Your answer to ails will be largely determined by your choke of measure-
ment method; a questionnaire, for instance, can teach many more places
than can an observer. Unless the program is taking place in lust few
places, close together, it will probably not be practical or necessary to
examine implementation at all of them. representatire sample will
provide you with stiff:clew Information to he abk to derelop an accurate
prtrayal of the program.

Solving the problem of which sites constitute a repress Itative sample
requires that you first group them according to two sets of characteristics:

1, Features of the ores that could affect how the program is imple-
mentedsuch as sae of the population served. geographical location,
number of years participating in the program. amount of community or
administrative support for the program. level of Iunding. l.aLiier i.koii-
mitinent to the program. student or staff traits or abilities

2. Vanations permitted m the program itself that might make it look
ditterent at different :ovations such as amount of Mile given to the
program per day or week. dunce of curricular materials. or iminsicii lit
some program componer's such as a manapeimmt system or atdievistial
materials."

The list of such features is long and unique to each evalnatioli For our
"In use, choose lour or so likely sources of majoi program diveigeme
across sites and Llassily the sites accordingly. Then, based on him manylike you think you rn exaonne, try to randomly choose sunk to
eerresent each classification. You can. of course. select some sites lor
IMensive, perhaps even case. stud) and a pool of odic' s to examine moreegnonly.

You may also, for public relations reasons, need to at least make

an appearance at every program site. In any case, make certain

that you will be allowed access to every site you will need to

visit. Such access should be as=sured before you begin collecting

data.

IS. Where possible, including a taw Lumparable site% hate not installed the
rIPan1 at all will give you a basic lot interpreting .inie oI 1be thia sou Lollect I his
1.11 help you dewily+ !, for 111%I.IIILC, flit* .111CIIIlT raw in the pftlyrJ111 IS
IIIL111,1 Of how inwli added ellisri is (0111 ed tIlSttr_IMS %An Father

71166 eimnrar'stm dal, by murmuring it asking alum! 110,11 liras ia ai the pri.grain
before it was loin:, Vt1
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Whom to ask or observe

Regardless of the size of the program or how many sites your implementa-
tion evaluation reaches, you will eventually have to talk with. question. or
observe people. In most cases. these will be people both within the
program-the participants whose behavior it directs-and those outside -
parents, admonstrators, contributors to its context. Answers to questions
about wl.ether to sample people depend. as with your choice of sites, on
the measurement method you will use and your time and resources.

Whom you approach for information also depends on the willingness of
people to cooperate, since implementation evaluation nearly always in-
trudes on the program or consumes some staff time. If you plan to use
questionnaires, short interviews, or observations that are either infrequent
or of short duration. then vou probably can select people randomly. In
these cases,

applying the clout factor by

liasIng a person in authority introduce you and explain your
purpose will facilitate cooperation.

if you intend to administer questionnaires or interviews for other
purposes, perhaps to measure people's attitudes, you may be able to insert

a f5w implementation questions into these. it is often possible/ anil,good
przca.e. to consolidate instruments.

At times your measurement will require a good deal of cooperation.
This is the cast with requests for record-keeping systems that require
continuous maintenance: intensive obsesation, either systematic or re-
sponsive/naturalistic; and questionnaires and interviews given periodically
over tone to the same people, If data collection requires considerable
effort from the staff. and you have too little authority to back your
tequests, then you should probably ask for voluntary participants. Possible

bias from volunteerism can be checked through short questionnaires s

random sample of other staff members. The advantage of gathering infor-
mation from people willing to cooperate is that you will be able to report

a complete picture of the program.
Exactly which people should you question or observe? Answers to this

will vary. but here are some pointers:

Ask people. of course. who are likely to know-key staff members

and planners. If you think that these people might give you a

distorted view, your audience will likely think so too. Thus you

should back up what official spokespersons tell you by observing of

asking others. m r
Some of the others should be students if possible. Good information

also comes from support staff members, assistants. aides, tutors.

student teachers, secretaries, parents. People in these roles see st

!east part of the program in operation every day -but they are leis

likely to know what it is supposed to look like officially.

Ask people to nominate the individuals who are in the
best position to tell you the "truth" about the program.
Wben the same names are mentioned by several program
people, you know that you should carefully consider the
information they provide.

Zoa
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If you intend to observe or talk to people several different times over
the course of the program, then choice of respondents will be partially
dependent on your time frame Choosing which times and events to
measure is discussed in the next section.

"'yen to look

rime will be important to your sampling plan if your answer to any of
these questions is yes:

Does the program have phases or units that your unplementatiou
study nteds to describe separately'

Dc you wish to look at the program periodically in order to monitor
whether program implementation is on schedule?
Do you intend to collect data from any individual site more than
once?

Do you have reason to believe that the program will change over the
course of the evaluation?

If so, do you want to write a profile of the program throughout its
whole history that describes how it evolved or changed?

In these situations, you will probably have to sample data collection dates.
First, divide the time span of the program into crucial segments, such as
beginning, middle, and end; first week, eighth week. thirteenth week; or
Work Units 1, 3, and 6. Then decide if you will request information from
the same sample of people, at each time period or whether you set up
a different sample each time.

If and when you sampIs, be sure to return to the pool the sites or staff
members selected to provide data during one particular time segment so
that they might be chosen again during a subsequent time segment. People
to sites) should not be eliminated from the pool because they have
already provided data. Only when you sample from the entire group can
You ciaim that your information is representative of the entire group.

Timing of data collection needs additional adjustment for each mea-
emement inethod. Questionnaires and interviews that ask about typical
Practice can be administered at any time during th- period sampled. Some
Instruments,

though, will make it necessary to carefully select or sample
{articular occasions. You want your observations, for instance, to record
IYIstid program events transpiring over the course of a typical program

The records you collect should not come from a period when atypical
!gmsuch as a bust &dice or fu epidemic- -are affectingThe program or
at participants.

Sampling of specific occasions -days, weeks, or possibly
hourswill be necr,,sary, as well, if you plan to distribute selreport

measures which ask respondents to report about what they did "today" orIllicteific time.
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Figure 2 demonstrates how selection of sites. 'Tonle, a'id tunes can be
combined to produce a sampling plan for data Lollectica. In Figure 2, a
district office evaluator has selected rites. neople(roles), and times in order
to observe a reading program in session The sampling method is useful
because, in essence, the evaluator wants to "pull" representative events
randomly from the migoing life of the program. Iler strategy is to con-
struct an implementation description from short visits to each of the four
schools taking part in the program.

Figire 2 is an example of an extensive sampling strategy; the evaluator
chose to look a little at a lot of places. Sampling can be intensive as
wellit can look o lot at a lew places or people. In such a situation, data
from a few sites, classrooms, or students can be assumed to mirror that of
the whole group. Ii the set of ;lies or students is relatively homogeneous,
that is, alike in most chat acteristio that will affect how the prcefain is
implemented, you can randomly select representatives and collect as much
data as possible from them exclusively. If the prograni will reach hetero-
geneous sites, classrooms, groups of students, etc., then you should select a

repre:entative sample from each category addressed by the programfor
instance. schools in middle clacs versus schools in poorer areas: or fifth
grades vatli delinquency-prone wisiis tifth grades with ;image students.
Then examine data from each of these representatRes. The strategy of
looking intensively at a few places or people is .!most always a good idea
whether or no; you use extensive sampling as well These intensive studies
could almost be called case studies, except that most case study method-
ologists disavow the need to ensure representativeness.

Planning Data Summary and Analysis

This section is intended to help you consolidate the data you
collect regardless of your evaluation's purpose or intended

-., ,

0 I - 1

.

-,There are two faiKqihtc purposes for .11 implementation study The first
and major one is, of course. to des n he the prg)graiii and perhaps fomment
about how well it matches what wag intended. A second tat'imese is to
examine relationships between program characteristics and outcomes of
among different aspe,:ts of the program's implementation. Examining
relationships means e- ploung usually statisticallythe hypothesis on
which the program is based. fly snuffle, cla.sses achieve. inore7 Are periodic
planning meetings related to staff morale'

It may seem odd to be concerned about how you will summarize the
data at a point where you have barely decided what questions to ask. But
it is time-consuming to extract information from a pile of implementation
instruments and record. examine, summarize, and interpret it. Thinking
about the data summary sheet in advance will encourage you to eliminate
unnecessary questions and make sure you are seeking answers at the
appropriate level of detail for your needs.

outcomes.

rTo handle data efficiently, you should prepare a data summary sheet
1 for each measurement instrument you useif possible, at the time you
design the instrument. Di te summary sheets will help you interpret the
backup data you have collected and support your narrative presentation
because they assist you in searching for patterns of responses that allow
you to characterize the program. They also assist you in doing calculations
with your data, should you need to do so.
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The following FectIon has fcur parts:

A description of the use of data summit v sheet': for Lollecting
together iteni-by-item results Irons questionnaires, interviews, or
observation sheets. pages er7 to 74.
Directions for reducing a large number ()I liariative documents, such
as diaries/ or responses to open-ended questioniriires or interviews
into a shorter but representative narrative lurni, pages IQ and 73..

Directions for categonzing a large number of narrative documents so
that they can be summarized in quantitative form, page 7-3".
Suggestions for analyzing and reporting quantitatiNe implementation
data, pages 74 to3-7.

Preparing a data summary sheet for scoring by hand or by computer

A data summary sheet requires that you have either closed-response
cista or data that have been categorized and coded. Closed-response data
include item results from structured observation instruments. interviews,
on questionnaires. These instruments produce tallies or numbers. If, on the
drher hand, you nave item results that are narrative in form, as from
open-ended questions on a questioninire, interview, or naturalistic obser-
ration report. then you will first have to categorize and code these
responses if you wish to use a data summary sheet. Suggestions for coding
open-response data appear on page 73.

The first part of the following discussion on the use of summary sheets
deals with recording and analyzing by hand: the latter part deals with
summary sheets for machine scoring and computer analysis.

When scoring by hand, you can choose between two ways of summarizing
the data: the quick-tally sheet and the peopleitem ulster.

A quick-tally sheet displays all response options for each item so that
the number of times each option was chosen can be tallied, as in the
examples on page 68.

The quick-tally sheet allows you to calculate two descriptive statistics
tar each group whose answers are tallied. (1) the moldier percent of
Polon: who answered each item a certain way, and (2) the average
?ponce to each item (with standard deviation) in cases where an average

an. appropriate 3ummary. Notice that with a quick-tally sl,:et, you
27:11. the individual person. That :s, you no longer have access to
rivtd.ual response patterns. That is perfectly acceptable if all you want "lo
4'ine Is how many (or what percentage of the total group) responded in a
Plitieular way.

Often. for data summary reasons or to cahiilate cot relapons, you will
need to know about the tesponsc patterns el indirninals within the group.
In these cases. a people-item 4.ta rostir %.111 preserve that int ormation. On

people-item data roster the items are listed across tLe top of the page.
The people (or ethssrooms, program sites. etc.) are listed in a vertical
:Aim on the lett. They are usually identified by number. Graph paper.
or the kind of paper used for computer programming. is useful for
zonstructing these data rosters, eye!' %%hen the data are to be processed by
'land rather than by computer. The people-item data roster below shows
...le results recorded from the tilledi classroom obsery ;mon response form

_tat precedes it
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How to Summarize
, Large Number of Written Reports Into

Shorter Narrative Form

If you have to summarize answers to open response

questionnaire items, diary or journal entries, unstructured

interviews, or narrative reports of any t;ort, you will want a

systematic way to do this. The following list, adapted to your

own needs, should help you to design your own system for

analysis.

1. Begin by writing an identification number on each separate
data source (e.g., each questionnaire, each journal). If
used properly, these numbers will always enable you to return
to the original if need be to check its exact wording.

2. If you have sufficient time, read quickly through the
materials you are trying to summarize, looking for major
themes, categories, and issues, as well as critical incidents
and particularly expressive quotations. Mdrk all of these in
pencil.

3. If you will analyze the data )y hand, obtain several sheets
of plain paper to use as tally sheets. Divide each paper

into about four cells by drawing lines.

If you have access to a microcomputer and can type well enough,
consider using it instead of paper so you will avoid having
to copy data by hand.
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4. Select one of the reports, and look for the kinds of events
or situations it describes or, if you completed step 2, for
evidence of any major categories you have already determined.
As soon as an event is described, write a short summary of it
in a cell on one of the tally sheets. You may also wish to
copy an exact quotation if it is particularly well worded.
Be sure to include the IL number of the re ort in parentheses
following the summary so that if you should need to return to
the original you will not have to go through all of the
reports to find it. Then, in one corner of the cell, tally a
"1 to indicate that that statement has been made in one
report.

As you read the rest of the report, every time you come upon a
previously unmentioned event, summarize it in a cell and give
it a single tally for having appeared in one report. When
you have read through the entire report, put a checkmark or
other mark on it to indicate that you have finished with it.
If you are summarizing open-ended questionnaire results and
having 30 or fewer respondents, you might want to copy the
responses to each item in order to put in one place the
specific answers to a given question.

Rcad the rest of the reports iii order. Record nett, stateineuts as
above. %%lien sou wore upon ..ne that seems I, P Metal, 'used In
a prertolq report, Itnd the c,11 that swum:tit/cc it. Read carefully.
making ewe that it is more ui less Me kind of event. Record
another -I" in the cell -.(1 slims that It has been mentioned in another
report. If some part o' an Oen' ui opinion dippers substantially Irons or
adds a sigirlisani elt.,.-.ent to the first mite a statement that curers this
different aspect in another Lel' so that you may tally the numbe,
reports in whieli this newt:lenient appears.

6. Prepare summaries of the most per/rm statements lor Inclusion in
your report. There may be good 'Cason,' Ion ieeording separatuls data
from different groups it the reporters laced Lactunstanees that wou1,1
preditaoly bring ;thous ditlelent it:stills le.g.. different erade levels.
different program variations) Also. if the quantity of the data that you
are gleaning irom the reports appears to be unwieldy, you may find it
necessary to orgamie "ie eeills mentioned into dit ferenI categories -4U
some cases mole general. in others more mum ow. Whenever nest sum-
mary categories are formed. however. yin' cautioned to avoid the
blunder 01 trying to transIel proems tallies lion, the migmal cafe.
gones The only sale plixeddre is to ieltun to the original 'unite. the
reports themselves. and then Filly results I u the new categories
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How to summarize a lute number of written reports by categorizing

The following procedure helvs.you to assign numerical values to dif terent

types of responses and use dui data in further statistical analyses. Suppose,

for example. you asked 100 teachers to describe their experiences at a
Teacher Learn' ,g Center where they received in-service training in class-

room management techniques. After reading their reports and sununa-
nzing them for reporting in paragraph form. son wonder how closely the

practice. of the Teacher Center conform to the official description of the

instruction it otters. You can find this out h tegon:mg teachers'
reports into, say. five degrees of closeness 10 official Teacher Center
descriptionsvery close. through so-so. to downright contradictory giving
each wallet an opinion score. I through 5 Such hmk-order data will give
you a quantitative summar of teachers' spenericcs ot the program.
Perhaps sou could then correlate this will; then liking for the program or
their achievement in courses.

The difficulty of the task of categorizing open-response data will vars
from one situation to another. Precise 11).ton:twits for arriving at your
categoric- and $11111111arl7I Our data he non ided. but the tollow-

mg should help make the tasi. moR managcable

l. Think ei a drmenw, m along which program implementation might
varycloseness of fit to the program plan. perhaps. or approximation to
a theory or effectiveness of instruction. The dimenston gnu choose
should characterize the kinds of reports given to v on so that von can
put them in order from desirable to undesirable

2. Read what yea consider to be a repreceniame sampling of the data-
about 25'; Determine It :r is possrhle io begin with three general
categories (a) clearl, desirable. (b)clearl undesirable. and (c) those in
between.

3. if the data can he divided in these three piles. you can then put aside
for the moment those in categories (a) and (h) and proceed to reline
category (c) by dividing H into three piles

Those that are more desirable than undesirable
Those that are inure undesirable than desirable
Those it; between

4. Refine categories (a) and (b ) as you did (c ) If sou cannot divide them
into three gradations along the dimension von have chosen then use
two: or if the initial breakdown SCCIIIS as tar is voll can to leave rt :IQ- IS

S. Have one or inure people Arca le`, Fins can he done by
asking others to go through a somlal calcgor1/311111; process 01 to
critique the Lalt:Ipnles .and Ihe Stier urns Made
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Some suggestions fur analyzing and reporting quantitative implementation
data

Computing results characteristic by characteristic. 11 ) on want to report
(mann:a/we lamination I Rim yule implementalion instruments. this sec-
tion is designed to help you. It assumes that you has first transferred data
to a summary sheet.

Your implementation date depict the frequency. duration. or moil of
critical characteristics of the program. If ,v on want to explore relationships
between certain program characteristic's and others. or between program
features and achioement or attitude outcomes of the program. then you
'."ant to make statements oil the nature of "Proems which had charac-
teristic K tended to J floe K i, a description of the frequent\ or form of
a particular program feature, and 1 is an achy:\ einem the attitude in a
particular glom, ui pciliaps the Ii.qucot. tnr form ld et another program
featme You mIght for mtanice see sshetlter mograms with more
than two aides in the classroom show higher stall' morale or perhaps
whether npenence-based high cchool vocational programs with a wide
choice of wolf. Is phns lust lesser oprm "It

Showing tebil,,,nciltr.,,,,) h. d,. in t, was

YMI Lain ti uhimment fe,dtc K) to classris
calculate die a\ ct; age J per prouam of

You can wrelate K with J

programs and then

Before you bother to compute a statistic, nu should be clear about the
question you ale tr mg to answer and consider who would he interested
or the answer and what impact it imeht liars

If yno decide to explore relationship, of this sort. \ on have two choices
about what to use for K (and 1, II it is anothei program feature)

I K can he a :Aliniiiary of responses to a smelt, ne m. It could be. for
instance, a classification of schools h\ funding le\ e! of the program. in
the average number of participating classrooms at a site It could be the
number of parent solunteers. the ntrinhi of years the program has been
in operation. i ohsei ers' cSlIlitale of the average .inionnt of tune TOO
at .4 parltt.ttlai AM% its II son use a single itcm to deteimine this
classification then make sure that the nem gm:, valid and reliable

information. The probability of making an error when answering one
item is usually so large that people might be skeptical. If you must use a
single item to indicate K, then make sure on can verity wild the item
tells you. If the classification according to program eliaracterinics
wiuch gives you K is critical to the evaluation, you should probably use
multiple measures or an index to estimate K.

2. You can calculate an index to represent K by combining the results of
several items or several different implementation measures. A paktedure
that asks about slightly different aspects of the same characteristic
several times. and then combines the results of these questions to
indicate the piesence, absence, or form of the characteristic, is less
likely to be affected by the random error that plagues single questions.
An index. therefore. is a more reliable estimate of K than the results of
a :angle Itenl.16

18 A quick as comport an nudes to add or %erave the results (ruin several
items or instruments To proiltit.e a more credible and. therelore. useful instrument.
It it a good idea to item analyte the different questions or mstrument results %%MO
Contribute to the we, The method for dome this is sun liar io that for constructing
la attitude rating scale. Dint:Huns for 4.ottipttlina indices And Jest:loping attitude
sating wales can be found Ilencrson. M I %boric. L I & I 47-Gibbon. ( I

Horn 10 measure attitudes. In I. L. Mortis 1111 /, rmkrain claluaisim All liewriv
41: Sage Pul)Itt.ations. 1978
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if a program planror perhaps a them). has guided sour examination 01
the program. then a particularly useful index lur tunmaruing sour 11,1,1-
trigs at each site might be an estimate I delyee ,4 implementation Ilos
you calculate such an index sill xary with the ,etting. You would.
however. select a set of tlk PI ()Darn a less most oltical actensucs. and
dies compute the index Irunm Judgments of how closely the program
depicted by the data from one or more instruments has put these into
operation. The simplest index of degree of implementation would result
from a checklist on which obsersers pole presence or absence c` unpottant
program components. The index would equal the number of present boxes
checked.

Computing results for item by item interpretation. In addition to, or
instead of. drawing relationships )our data, you may simply want to
report results Irons your implementation instruments item by item. There
are myriad ways to surnmarve and display this kind of data. Most of these
are beyond the scope of this book. and you should consult a hook on data
analysis and reporting for more detailed suggestions.'"

For the purpose of sunimanizing responses to mdisidual items, you
might want to present totals, percentages or porip aerags In some
instances. computation wit. involve nothing inure 111,1/1 adding t,tlltrsr

Example. 01 Ole 50 L1).1(1-..n user' coed 1" ,,,%< .0n1 13 virl< reported
having taken part in the pro,:.raiii. These 32
Lliddren reported having engaced in the ',glowing a iivities

bo,..- g_irls total
handball 1° 7 26
bars and rings I- 12 28

team games (hviehal 1, k lc. , ,i1 , 17 Ill 27
handl( rartq I.: :2 2,

hes% q g If,
checker, 1,, 8 18

19 Sec in partiktilar. t 11/,1111ion. ( I & Win., I I llow h. alu.latt
tisticv. hlotris. I I . & 1 it/4,1101,i, ( I II. ow to prevail: an lalumion report

denerson, NI I , toro. I I tt 111/4.11,1)..1). ( I 114ene in incimire illludo. In
LL Morris II d iuluarbw liv%eti% Ildlw tiara I'uLlte,.uum, 1'178
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3-23

LISCS %N.1111 I IIIC 11'1110'k:1S pciLentages

I tripit. citim.Thrc Hied d record
ocher chultnl question .11,1c L0111 111f11;2 ante ttecl of lab

pr,ltic III ht, i1 CLII;m1 Lhellip,% irucr im I mill these c totstc
icel how iiir records, the t its aide 0 lind 503 teacher

latsittcd thes aLcord-
Ifle (ft rh. toll,m1(11: c we

teacher

% .luck ni
q ' J quecti in
r 21%e5 t respiinse

cats impute

ALtorduti, to thic stile tirsrtit mean'. that a hasher asked
queshun, clutictit gmt .1 respt wow. ind the teacher asked anJther
'Illegilott AcLrilingly, different mitts nl tiineersatIon pattern', plus
Iheit re1111%1: treepienctes, 'Amid hriiken down Inflows

lq-co-lq lq-c1-0 I Ifpv.ir, I %,1-1,, cri Ir

) (9 ) 42 ) 101120' I 510116' I 3417', ) 110(22`0

lt teas 'tided di it the Ira. hi slier student
RIMISI tta, relattels hurl. I Iii' tt Ic .1 tit%11,11nie hch.nwr that the
pn rain hid sipight

If questions on the instrument demand answers that represent a pro-
gression. Ott wish to report an average answer to the question.

What percent of the period did the teacher spend on disci-

pline/

IDvirtually none 0 about 75%,

0 about 25% El nearly all the time

0 close to half

Averages can be gr spited, displayed and used .1 further data analyses. Be
careful, howner. to assure t ourself tit n the aertyc is trul represent:Ili\ e
of the resnonses that t nu ri..cened ou //cute that responses I 0 a
parucuLti question pile up at two end. oniimmin then the answers
seem to he pe/arr:(,/ al,d .1\ eiage, he rcpre.entati\c. To report
such a result h an a%er,ge would be misleading to the audience
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Whether or not you become embroiled in reporting means and percent-
ages ariellebitirtirfee=eololleeashica, you will probably have to use the data
you collect to underpin a program description. Program descriptions are
usually presented as narrative accounts or descriptive tables such as Table
3, page 59 or Table below.

TABLE 4
Project Mlnitoring--Activities

16

Objective Sy Febrnary 29, 19Y%. each participating
school will implement. evaluate results, and mike
revisions in a program for the establishment of I

positive climate for learntslt.

Winona School District
Wiley School

Activities for this objective Sep

11XX
Oct Nov Dec Jan E.41

19YY

Mar Apr May Jun

6.1 Identify staff to participate
It C

6.7 Selected staff members review
ideas, toals, and objects es

I e P C

6.3 iden.I', student needs
1. 1 P C

6.4 identify parent needs
C I D

6.5 identify staff needs

6.6 Evaluate data collected in

U I P C,

ii---i-i

6.3 - 6.5

6.1 Identify and prioritize specific
outcome goals and objectives

it CPPC

6.8 Identify existing policies, pro-
cedures, and laws dealing with
positive school climate

U IPPL

Evaluator's Periodic Progress Rating'
I s Activity Initiated P s Satisfactory Progress

C s Activity Completed 0 Unsatisfactory Progress

Table 4 best suits interim formate e reports concerned with how faithfully
the program's actual schedule of implementation contorms to what was
originally planned. A formative evaluator can use this table to report, for

instance, the results of monthly site visits to both the program dbector
and the staff at each location. Each brief interim report consists of a table,

plus accompanying comments explaining why ratings of "U," unsatisfav
tory implementation, have been assigned.

16. This table has been adapted from a I orniatnc monitorina procedure de-

veloped by Marvin C Alkin.
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TABLE 2

Method I: Examine Records.

Records are ss sterna tic accounts of regular occurrences con-sisting of such things as attendance and enrollment reports,
sign-in sheets. library checkout records, permission
slips. counselor tik teacher logs, individual student
assignment cards. etc

Method j: Conduct Observations.

Ohsertatium roger.. ha, one more ubsc.vets des ute
al' ,lien attention the beha% tor of an individual or

up %slam, a nsin-al %dime and cur a presenhed time
period In some -00 all observer may be green detailed
,uielines about a or what to observe. when and
ii,% Ion, L, ,t Ind Ilk method ot reLordtna the
in: raiation , to retard his kind ot
nuormation 55,mi . liken he i-rmatteJ as asp question-
naire or tails sheet Xn obsei er mas also he sent into
a classroom %sub untrue oons. Le . n11111L'
detailed :tritl..lon.s. and sun; asked to Wf11e _i
MilttestlaM0=11...r111)11, account ot escnt, 44.61,1 oia.iirred
nitIon du. pr time period

Method A. Use Sell-Report Measures.

stronnairts ale instruments that present intorma [ionto a ftpukh.nt '111111112 or throneli the use of ph_tures
and a resp.,the J lhelk, J urdea out ...ntoicet

hit erl teit's a 'a,et. oate meeting,between two for
morel persons in wiu.ls a respondent anstvi questions
pined by an inkrlener 1". ItiLstions be pre-
determined, but the -sour is tree to pursue interest-
ing responses The respondent's .o.swers arc usually
retarded in some is In the intersiewer during the
irflefVICW, but a summary 011 the responses is !a:Aurally
ompleted afterwards
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=1;..e.,.61+. orb
Methods for Collecting Data

Advantages Disadvantages

Records kept for purposes other than
the program evaluation can he a source
of data gathered without additional
demands on people's time and energies

Re^,nds are ot ten viewed as obteetice
and therefore credible.

Records set down events at the time of
occurrence rather than in retrospect.
This also increases crechbilits

Records may be incomplete.
The process of examtning them and

extracting relevant information
can be time-consuming.
There may be ethical or legal con-
straints involved in your examina-
tion of certain kinds ot records
-counselor tiles for example.
sking people to keep records
speettleallt for the program eval-
uation may be seen as burdensome

obsers anon, can
warn seen as the repot' ot what actu-
al]) took place presented b% disinter-
ested outsider's,

Obseners prwidea point of %less dif-
ferent from that cat people most Joseh
-,,tinet.tvil h ',he yr. _ram

The presence ot Assets ers Ma%
alter hat takes place
Time is needed to develop the ob-
seri anon instrument and train
obsersers if the obsenation is

orescribea
I. is necassar to i.n.aiu Lreitiole
ohms ems If the °Users attun is
not Laretull% controlled.
Time is needed to conduct sulti-
ck.. numbers it ohscrsa lions

There are scheduline
problems Ct.%

Questionnaire% pros Me 'he tnktets
10 a vanes 411 (0101144h

Thev can be insuered iron% ir,,t1,1%
The% allow the ;espondt.nt tune to

think beton: tempondinu
They can he 21C.1 to man}

at distant )IIeN,
olle) can be mailed
They impose onnorinitc on the
Information obtained Ili Aim_ all
respondents the same thrill:N. C

asking teachers to supph the names
of all math games used in class
throughout the semester

Interviews car he used to obtain in-
formation from people who cannot
read and from nonnanie speakers
who might have dui-Jellifies with the
wording of 'written questions'interviews

permit flexibility They
thaw the 1- tower to pursue unan-
domed lines ot inquiry

--72-2

The% do not prosnie the flembil-
it! or inter tens
PLtiple ..re tmen better able to es.
press rlicnisels:5 orall than in
55 none

Persuading people 5.) complete and
return questionnaires is sometimes
diluent!

Cal" bs
litterNteutne ts tilne-consurning,anel hcird -40

S.nneitines the intersieuer can $(414C11
1111d01) influence the responses of
the ink r view et:

evi ek-4sx h. bt , 5+
Ortrrys., I 1.4



TABLE
Proiram Er -Cell rotolementattoo 6racrintion

Program Component:
4th Grade Reading Comprehen-
aion -- Remedial Activities

arson r.spon-
sible for
implementation(

Targe
group Activity - ma's

olganiration
for activity

Frequency) Amount of progress
exerted
Completion of SMA,
Level 4, by all
students

None specified

None specified

Teacher Stu-

dents
Vocabulary drill
and games

SMA wc,.,, o 3- ,

3rd 4 4th le,.el

Teacher-developed
word cords, vocab-
ulary

Old Maid

Sm1 I I groups
(based on CTRA
toralmlnry
score)
Simi

Same

Daily, 15-20
minutes

Same

Same
Teacher/Aide Stu-

dens
Language expert-
erre activities
--keepirg a
diary, writing
storie4

Student notebooks.
primilv and q itto

typewriters

Individual Productions
checked weekly
(Fridays); stu-
dents work at
self-selected
times or at home

Completion of at
least one 2r-page
notebook by each
child; 80% of stu-
dents judged by
teacher or aide as
"making progress"e..ding spe-

lslist/

teacher, stu-
.ent tutors

Stu-

dents
I

Peer tutoring
wtchin ,lass,
in readers and
workbooks

United Stites
liorA Company

Urban Children

Student

tutoring dyads
Honda+ through
Thursday, 20-30
minutes

Completion of 1+
grade levels by
80Z of students

,

reading series
and workbooks

Principal Par-
ents

Outreachinform
parents of prog-

resit; encourage

at-home work in
Urban Children

All parents for
program come to
Patents' Might;
ether tont:ter

with parents
on Individual
b.,is

Two Parents'
NightsNov. and
Mar.; 3 uritten
progress reports
Or 0oc., Apr.,
Junc; other con-
tact with parents
ad hoc

teXtli hold two

Parents' nights;
periodic confer-
encore
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Howard has
program

in session
from 1-3 p m.

Ci.

r-
A

E
L_

2 4th-grades 3 5th-grades 3 TA-grades
Teachcrsiclassroonts

e-

Randomly selected
6th grade 2
21 p m. on leh 12

1 1

Prim mai PT.o Ir
lottrview I 1,nict toy)

I 1

I %...i. hers A stlec

h.l.issrtIon) toutont-
okert Anon, vanes)

ROLES I:urd instrumrmsy

Figure 2. Cubes depicting a sampling plan ior inea
curing implementation of a middle-krades leading pro-
gram in four silioo. within a district. The large
4x4x3 cube shows the overall data-collection plan
from winch sample cells may he drawn. The smaller
cube shows selection of a random sample (shaded
segments) of classrooms and reading periods chosen
at Howard School for obser1/4411to% during a 3-day
February site visit
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Exampt. of a people-item data roster

Obsen Neon Response Form (results I rom classroom 11

i-:.inentation tYlectlec Ctu-

,:!?.-:. will dtre-t any mcnitcr

Lie.r own progress in math
act_ :ties.

t)ur_-g tde math ertod:

E

1. Students aorl-,4 on indivt-
sal math ass.gnmots.

q

1

11 1 11

2 students asked for nelp
..th finding materials to

...trk on. 11 21

1. students loitered about,
.trktng at no activity in
;articular. ii 11 i

4. Students used self-testing
6

'eets. 1

5.__, students sought out aide
........

sting

Summar. Sheet (peopleitcm fi mat)

Item
1

Item
2

Item

3

Item
r,

Item

5

Item
6

cliq=7,,,m 1 -3 4 4 3 4

CliSSOM

Clas57'em 3

eN

etc

Examples of quick-tally sheets

Questionnaire

uncer-

es no twin

Ll O El

O

I. Were the materials available
when you needed them?

2. Were the materials suitable
for Your students

Summer) SI eet (quicktrIly format)

!tm I. no uncertain

1 114-:. I.!' II!

2
t

1

etc

t)b,crieuent livirument

lia ia! I t'
, r of tat. I Ho

prflup Inter,ction
'. provide

eat 1,f Ic tor

- id.1,3 lin.

,,rnon u.,1 - ',h the worining .

ton, t:

' ill nnmhnrs In

my 1 , .1- w Manning. I

J

Siimmir $/ vet felted. henna( I

rot 'lir,.

apalaso.
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Chanter 4

METHODS FOR MEASURING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: PROGRAM RECORDS

An historian studying th7, activities of the past relies in

large part on primary sources, documents created at the time in

question that, taken together, allow the scholar to recreate a

developmental picture of what happened. Evaluators, too, can

take advantage of the historian's methods by using a program's

records--the tangible remains of program occurrences--to

construct a credible portrait of what has gone on in the program.

Unobtrl:sive measures, methods of data-collection that, because

they are ongoing or require little effort on any one person's

part, can provide valuable information concerning program

implementation. Consider the list of commonly kept records given

in Table 5. Any of these could be used to develop your

description of a program implementation, although you will most

likely find the clearest overall picture of the program in those

records that program staff have kept systematically on an ongoing

basis.

If you want to measure program implementation by means of records,
consider two things:

How can you make good use of existing records?

Can you set up a record-keeping system that will give you needed
information without burdening the staff?

Where records are already being kept, you can use them as a source of
information about the activities they arc intended to record Since the
progress charts, attendance records, enrollment forms, and th, like kept
for the program will seldom cover all you need to knov, thee0i., "you
ir,:ght try, to arrange for the staff or students to maintaiii additional
its. Of course, you will be able to set up record-keeping only if
your evaluation begins early enough during program implementation to
allow for an accurate picture of what has occurred.

In most cases. it is switlealistic to expect that the staff will keep records
over the course of the program solely to help you gather implementation

;information. unless these records are easy to maintain (e g.. parent-aide
sign-in sheets) or arc useful for their own purposes as well. You will do
best if you come up with a valid reason why the staff Mould keep records/ -
and attempt to align your information needs with theirs. You could, for
instance, gain access to records by offering a service:

225
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Table 5. Records Often Produced by Educational Programs

- Certificates upon completion of activities
-Completed student workbooks
-Student assignment sheets
-Dog-eared and worn textbooks
- Products produced by students (e.g., drawings, lab reports,
poems, essays)
- Attendance and enro llment logs
- Sign-in and sign-out sheets
-Progress charts and checklists
-Unit or end-of-chapter tests
- Teacher-made tests
-Circulation files kept on books and other materials
-Diplomas and transcripts
-Report cards
-Letters of recommendation

- Activity or fleld=trip rosters
- Letters to and from parents, business persons, the community
- Letters of recommendation
- Logs, journals, and diaries kept by students, teachers, or aides
- Parental permissior lips
- In-house memos
-Flyers announcing meetings
- Records cf bookstore or cafeteria purchases or sales
;,Legal documeits (e.g., licenses, insurance policies, rental
4greements, leases)
-tills, purchasing orders, and invoices from commercial firms
!providing goods and aJrvices
-Minutes or tape-recordings of meetings
- Newspaper articles, news releases, and photographs
-Standardized test scores (local and state)
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For example, by agreeing to write software for a custom-made

management information systam, the evaluator of an 'Adolescent

parenting center structured ongoing data collection of value twist
-t.. -.

to,his clients, and to any future evaluator. In another instance,

an evaluator was able to monito; program implementation at school sites statewide by
helping schools mite the periodic reports that had to be submitted to the
State Dep. rtinent of EdlicatitA

Implementation Evaluation Rased On
,Already Exist* Records -

The following is a suggested procedure to help you find pertinent informa
non within the pnn2rtzttrttiiiti-A. iecords and-ioex4paet--that
information. 4- Fy, l a I r a " j CXI; t" P` ' -

Step 1. Construct a program characteristics list

Compose a list of the materials, activities,esek/or administrative procedures
about which_.you neediteeliesio data. This procedure was detailed In
Chapteres ig to to., '" "
Step 2. Find out from the staff or the program director what records have
been kept and which of these are available for your inspection.

Be sure you are given a complete listing of every record that the program
produced, whether or not it was kept A every site. Probe and suggest
sources that might have been forgotten Draw up a list of all records that
will be Jullablc to you. r-.

-)

If part of your task is to show that the program as implemented
represents a departure from past or common practice, you might include
records kept before the program.

Step 3. Match the lists from Steps 1 and 2

For each type of record, try to find a program feature about which the
record might give information. Think about wl,ether any particular record
might yield evidence oft -144

The duration orfrequency of a program activity
The form that the activity took, fiat it typically looked like; you
will find this information only in narrative records such as curricu-
lum manuals and logs, journals, or diaries kept by the participants
The extent of student or other participant involvement in the
activities-attendance, to r,

Do not be surprised if you find that few available records will give you the
information you need. The program staff has maintained records to fit its
own needs; only sometimes will these overlap with yours.
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Step 4. Prepare a sampling plan for collecting records

General principles fo( setting up a data collection sampling plan were
discussed in Chapten) page60. The methods described there direct you
either to sample typical periodsof program operation at diverse sitevor to
look intensively at randomly chosen cases. Were you to use the former
method for describing. say, a language arts program, you might ask to sec.
"library sign-in sheets and circulation files for the fall quarter at &Were01' "
Junior High," as well zs for other times and other places, all randomly
chosen. The latter method directs that :ou focus on a few sites in detail.. ;"
An intensive study might cause you to choose ikomilis representative of
participating Junior high schools and examine its whole program in addi-
tion to the library component. You could, as well, find your own way to
mix the methods.

If l.art of your 1..ograin description task involves showing the extent to
which the program is a departure from usual practice, you could include in
the sample sites not receiving the program and use these for comparison.

Step S. Set up a data collection roster, and plan how you will transfer the
data from the records you examine

The data roster for examining records should look like a questionnaire-

"How many people used the library during this particular time unit?"

"How long did they slay?" "What kinds of books did they check out?"

Responsesaatam1-1,y-yea- sioss,.can take the form of tallies or
answers to multiple choice questions.

When data collection is complete, you might still have to transfer it
from the multitude of rosters or questionraires used in the field, to single
data summary sheets, described in Chapter 3; pages 67 to 71.

Step 6. Where you have been able to identify available records pertinent
to examining certain program activities, set up a means for obtaining
access to those records in such a way that you do not inconvenience the
program staff.

Arrange to pick up the records or copy them, extract the data you need.
and return them as quickly and with as little fuss as possible. A member of
the evaluation staff should fill out the data summary sheet. program staff
should not be asked to transfer data from records to roster.

Setting Up a Record-Keeping System

What follows ie a suggested procedure for establishing a

record-keeping system or what is sometimes called a management

information system (MIS). With the growing availability of

computers for even small organizations, program personnel

increasingly have the capacity of collect and maintain data for

use on an ongoing basis. While evaluators seldom have the luxury

of building provisions for their own record-keeping into the

program itself, they should be prepared to take advantage of 4ire

opportunity if it arises, remembering to structure the
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record-keeping primarily to the needs of program staff and

planners and only secondarily to the needs of the implementation

evaluation.

Stal. Construct a program characteristics list for each

program you describe.

Compose a list of the materials, activities, modeor

administrative procedures about which you need supporting data.

(This procedure was outlined on pages ?? to ??.) If the

evaluation uses a control group design or if one of your tasks is

to show that the program represents a departure from usual

practice in the district, you may need to describe the

implementation of more than. ae program. You should construct a

separate list of characteristics for each program you describe.

Attach to your list, if possible. columns headed in the manner of
Columns 2 and 3, Table05,:pagq3) This table has been constructed to
accompany an example ilbstrating the procedure for setting up a record-
keeping system.

Step 2. Find out from the program staff and planners which records will
be kept during the program as it is currently planned

Be sure this list includes tests to be given to students, reports to parents,
asugnment cards--all records that will be produced pyer the courle,of the

f."14' 3 1-,

Step 3. For each program characteristic listed in Step 1, decide
if a proposed record can provide information that will be both
useful and sufficient for the evaluation's purposes

411.1141

First, examine the list of records that will be available to you. Will any of
1 them be useful as a check of either quantity, quality, regulari:y of
' Occurrence, frequency, or °oration of the program characteristic? if it will,

TLX its name on your activities chart next to the activity whose occur-
rence it will demonstrate. Jot down a Judgment of whether the record as is
1411 fit your needs or whether it might need slight modification. Also enter
the number of collections or updattngs of the record that will take place

over the course of the program. If the number of collections seems
insufficient to give a good picture of the program, talk to the staff to
request more Ire 't updating.
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Step 4. For those characteristics that are not covered by the
staff's list of planned records, decide if simple additions or
alterations can provide appropriate and adequate evaluation data

When you have finished your review of records that will be available,
look closely at the set of program activities about which you still need
information. These will not be covered by the staff's list of planned
records. Try to think of ways in which alteration or simple addition to one
of the records already scheduled for collection might give you information
on the frequency of occurrence or form of one of the activities on your
list If it appears that slight alteration of a record will give you the
information you need, note the name of the record and its planned
collection frequency and request that the program staff make the change
you need.

Step 5. Meet with program staff first to review the planned
records that will provide data for the evaluation and second to
recommend changes and additions for their consideration

Before seriously approaching the staff and asking for.....

their assistance w+.11 your information collection plan, however, scrutinize
it as follows.

Will it be too timeconsummg for the staff to 11 out regularly?
Will the staff members perceive it as useful to them?
Can you arrange a feedback system of any sort to give the staff
useful information based on th records you plan to ask them to
keep?

If the information plan you have conceived passes these checkpoints,
suggest it to the staff.

Try to avoid data overload Do not produce a mass of data for which
there is little use. The way to avoid collecting an unnecessary volume of
data is to plan data use before data collection.
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Step f. Prepare a sampling plan for collecting records

Once you know which records will be kept to facilitate your implementa-
non evaluation, decide where, when, and from whom you will collect
them. General principles for setting up a data collection sampling plan
were discussed in Chapter 3, page 60. The methods described there
produce two types of samples:

A sample that selects typical time periods or episodes from the
program at diverse sites

A sample that selects people, classes, schools or other sites, consid-
ering each case typical of the program

Your sampling plan could use either or both

1
Step O. Set up a data collection roster and plan how you will transfer data
from the records you examine

The data roster for examining records should resemble a questionnaire for
which answers take the form of tallies or, in some cases, multiple-choice
items.

The data roster is a means for making implementation information
accessible to you when you need it so that it can be included in the data
analysis for your report. The roster, you will notice, compiles information
from a single source, covering a single time period. For the purpose of
your report, you will usually have to transfer all of the roster data to a
data summary sheet in order to look at the program as a whole. Chapter 3
describes data summary sheets, including those for managing data process-
mg by computer. beginning on page 67.

Step 0.4Set up a means for obtaining easy access to the records you need

Gather records from the staff in a way that minimall interferes with their
busy work schedules. You/ or your delegate/ should arrange to collect
workbooks. reports, checklists, or whatever. photocopy them or extract
the important data, and return these records as quickly as possible Only m
those rare situations where the staff itself is ungrudgingly willing tc
participate in your data collection should you ask them to bring records to
ou or transfer information to the roster
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Step 9. Check periodically to make sure that the information you
have requested from program staff is in fact bring recorded
accurately and completely

4,, e. '_ -fl 'f

It is one thing'to plan an implementation evaluation thoroughly
Al

at the beginning of a program. It is another thing altogether

foretreve-1.4.4or to return, say, a year later and actually find

the records ready for her use. In many cases you may return at

the end of the year to discover that what you thought program

staff were going to do in the area of record keeping and what

they actually did were two different things. If the

effectiveness of your evaluation relies on records kept by

program persc.nnel, you are well advised to check periodically to

make sure that the information you need is being collected and

maintained. In the ziress of program activities, record-keeping

may become burdensome or, given limited resources, even an

inappropriate use of staff time.
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"ow met

..ammamir

ti e t

s" \amPle 41s. ( regory. Dire,:tor of Lvdluation or al mid-sized school
district, is intending to evaluate the Implementation of aigtate-funded
compensatory education program for grades K throLgh 3. The program
uses individualind instruction. After examining the program proposal
and discussing the program with various stilt members, she has con-
structed the implementation record-keeping chart shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6
Example of an lmplementarion

Record-Keeping Chart

Eoluan 1

Activities Ord rade

1) Early rooming wario-up, group

exercise (10 min./o.y,

:) 1-dividuallzed -eadirg

(45 ain ;day)

Each student:

a) -tad ing aloud ..th t. wher/l

aid, (J times 1..0.)

or

s hl,ng ,aciett work it

recorder center kJ ...WS'
ekl

-oadtna r of
6,100o. or library hook

1 Pa, eptual-motor time (15 min
,(1, 11 .c,laol e m . 1 0, )

T.o art

11 ,I,Pcing rhstnr rate. ice
(Jn group)

hi ones balance perloo (lndl-
v Ili. on Jungle gam. batancc
,,ses. etc

)

10.1.MIlal!Ma

Column 2 1 column J 1

I

_
-ro;alenc, and repu-1

Moroi,' to . used 'crltv of record
for ,ontc-r;ns the ollectio --cuffs _
ac;Jvite-- 'eccate lentiv represcnta
for assesems (.ve to ASSOS,
lm lementitlrn' 1 tralementatIno'

Exaniple continued. Ms. Gregory found that program teachers already
planned to keep records of student? progress in "reading aloud"(Actir-
ity 7a) and of their work with audio tapes in the "recorder corner"
(2h). further. this record collection as planned seemed to Ms. Gregory
to give her exactly the implementation information she needed: teach-
ers planned to monitor reading via a checksheet that would let them
note the date of each student's reading session and the number or pages
read.

Teachers also planned to note Cie quality of student performance, a
bit of data that Ms Gregory did not rced. Work with cassettes in the
recorder corner (2b) was to be noted on a special form by an aide, but
oil)' the progress of children with educational handicaps would Le
recoh..:d. These audio corner records, Ms. Gregory decided, would not
be adequate. She needed data on all children's use of the tapes. She
noted the uselulncss of this information on her chart, with an addi-
tional notation to speak to the staff about changing record-keeping In
the recorder center to include at 'eat a periodic random sample from
the whole class.

Column I

Ap t telt ;e

JP rtadlne aloud with teacher/
alit (J times/week)

or

h) reading clasette work at
recorder renter (7 times,
week)

Column 2 Column 3
Rot Ord

_

tear.. rfairle' rc
ord book; elves
date* of rec Jlng;

no 01 ages recd -1

adequate

alde1* re(nrding

form. elves mount
of tier. progress,

distractions-.
adequete

433

Coheir Ion

.entrant recording

--adequate

.sly nn EH child!, 1

--1nadecpatet

speak with staff;
could they look et

all students?
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Example continued. Ms Gregory r,cededsoine inforr,,,,I'm for which
no records were planned. For instance, teachers ans. ales did not
intend to kcc p record. of starlents' partiopation in "ro '-motor
furl," t.kstRity 31, Ms. Gregory noted thir and determti ,,, meet
with the stall to sugg, . some data collection

(tell ,o,^n r lupin '

Rf cord ' _'lectt,i----_____ _ . --7 1'
, . , r .ot , -pi. It -I. (11 'stn none inadequate

11 in ,I 1 , .1t, i1.0) suggest that aide

t, ,tpolnW rhythm .,f,i,,
grOur)

Keep a cher, 1 or
diary of lengtl, and
content of deli,

noneinadequate
aide diary'

open 1,11 .nee p. nod indi- none -- inadequate
+t -dal, in _Ingle aye, Da lancet aide diary'
^t ar,

Ms. Cregor spoke with aides about the possibility of keeping a diary of
pertarptual-motor activrties Aides resisted this idea, they wanted the
period to be relatively undirected, Jnd they saw it as a break for
themselves from regular inclass recordkeeping. They did, however, feel
that it uould be userul to them to have a record of each student's
progress in balanctng and climbing. Ms. Gregory was thus able to
persuade them to konstruct a checklist called GYM APPARATUS I
CAN USE, to be kept by the students themselves and collected once a
month. Ms. Gregory decided to ,ollekt data on the "clapping" Fart of
the perceptualmot/al pentad in some way other than by examining
records, perhaps via J riticstionnaly to aide. at the end of the year, or
through obsera114111%

[Ample continued. Ms. Gregory was laced with the responsibility of
Frantically single-handedly evaluating a comprehensive year-long pro-
cram As it turned out, Ms. Gregory was quite succeastul at finding
-ecords that would provtdc her with the tmplementation information
t he needed. The tollowing records would be made available to her

The teakhers' record books showing progress in read-aloud sessions
Aides' recording forms of students' recorder corner work
Students' GYM APPARATUS I CAN USE checklists

Also aval'able were other records for teaching math, music, and basic
sciencetopic areas not included in the example. All records war 'Id be
avaiLible to Ms. Gregory throughout the year. But how would she find
time to extract data from them all?

By means of a time sampling plan, Ms. Gregory could schedule her
record collection and data tra to make the task manageable.
First, she chose a time unit 'p. apria.: for analyzing the types of
records she would use. The teachers' records of read aloud sessions, for
csample, should be analyzed in weekly units rather than daily units.
According to Ms. Gregory's activities list, the program did not require
students to read every day; they must read for the teacher at least three
times per week. Perceptual-motor time could be analyzed by the day,
however, since the program proposal specified a 'lady regimen. She then
selected a random sample of is -ks from the time span of the program
and arranged to examine program records at the various sites. She
selected days for which gym apparatus progress sheets would be
examined.

Site and participant selection was random throughout. For each
week of data collection, she randomly chose four of the eight partic
mating schools, and within them, two classes per grade whose records
is aid be examined
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Example enntinued. Having sampled both time units and classroom:,
Ms. Gregory consulted teachers' rcecrds from eight classrooms at each
grade loci for the week of January 26. Once the had prepared a list of
the 30 students in one of the third grade samples, she

Tallied the number of times each one read
Recorded die number of pages rcad

Calculated the mean number of pages read that week per student

Ms. Gregory's data roster for gathering information on tturdixade
read-aloud sessions from one teacher's record book looked hire Table 7.

TABLE 7
Example of a Data Roster

for Transferring Information
From Program Records

Individualized Program

Class. Mr. Roberts--3rd grade School Allison Park

Activity: Reading aloud with Data source: Teach-
teacher or aide er's retord hook

Ouestions. How often did children read per week'
Now many pages did they cover:'

Time nut' Week of January 26

Stuuent

Tally of

times stu-
dent read

No. of

pages read

Mean no.
of pages
read

Adams, Oliver //// 4 4, 5, 6, 5 5

Ault, Moll,/ 1/ 2 3, 4 3.5

Caldwell, Maude /// 3 4, 3, 5 4

Connors, Stephen 4111hr 5 1, 4, 6, 5, 4 4

Ewell, Leo /// 3 3, 5, 4 4

Coldwell, Nora 44-//fr 5 6, 2, 3, 4, 5 4

Cross,. Joyce // 2 7, 8 7.5

'''''..----'''''--""--------.\. _....---'------... ----.---"----------..\----
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Chapter 5

METHODS FOR MEASURING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: SELF-REPORTS

Chapter 4 described ways in which evaluators can use program

records to provide one type of implementation information.

Because records are for the most part written documents, however,

the picture they Vetp create may be incomplete, lacking the

details that only those who experienced the program can provide.

A good way to find out what a program actually looked like is to

ask the people involved, asod-fhe focus of this chapter,

therefore, is self- reports, the personal responses of program

faculty, staff, administration, and participants.

Self-reports typically take one of two forms: questionnaires

and interviews. Questionnaires asking about different

individuals' experiences with a program enable one evaluator to

collect information efficiently crow a large number of people.

Individual or group interviews .ire more time-consuming, but

provide face-to-face descriptions and discussion or program

experiences. Where there :c a plan or theory desetibmg the program, gathering
information from soil' will involve questioning them about the consis-
tency between program acznnues as they were planneu and as they
actually occurred. Where ths: program hh rn prescribed, informa-
tion mon from people cu inected with it will At^

tow the program evolved.

Whether they are questionnaires or inter lews, self-reports

also differ on the dimension of time. They can consist either of

periodic reports throughout the program or retrospective reports

after the program has ended.

dtk) Periodic reports will generally yield more accurate implementatien infor-
mation because they allow respondents to report about program at.Avities
soon after they have occurreu, :men they are still fresh in memory. For

reason, they are nearly always more cred;ble than retrospective re-
ports. Periodic reports should be used even when your role is summative
and you are required to describe the program only once, at its conclusion.
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Retrospective self-reports should be used in only two cases:

when there is no other choice (e.g., because the evaluation is

commissioned near the program's conclusion) or when the program

is small enough or of such short duration that reconstructions

after-the-fact will be beliellble. What follows are step-by-step

directions for collecting self-reports through periodic

questionnaires or interviews. These can be adapted easily to
de,vtdola
0.C49.9.t.44 a retrospective report.

[Row To Gather Periodic Self-Repo-ts Over the Course of the

Program

'Step 1. Decide how many times you will distribute

questionnaires or conduct intervievs and from whoa you will
Acdce

Lccllect
t
self-reports

A

As soon as you begin working on the evaluation and as early as

possible in the program's life, decide how often you will need to

collect self-report information. This decision will be

determined by three factors:

The homogeneity of program activities. If each program unit

has essentially the same format as the others, then you will not

nee-1 to document descriptions of particular ones. If, for

example, a company's program fox updating employees' knowledge in

a technical field consists of standardized lessons containing a.

lecture, readi47and class discussion, then any one lesson you

ask about at any given site will reflect the typical format of
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the program. In such a case you can plan data collection at your

discretion. If, on the other hand, the program has certain

unique features, say group project assignments that will vary

from site to site ecial guest lectures by local university

professors, you will want to ask about these distinguishing

program features as noon as they cccur. This will give you a

chance to digest information and provide immediate formative

feedback to program planners and staff.

Your ailessmTn 6/ peop leNtole ranee for interruptions. Unless the
program is sparsely staffed, you should not ask for more than three
reports from any one inetvicalual over the span of a long-term pro-
gram (e.g., a year). You sample, of course, so that the chances
are reduced that any one person will be asked to report often.
The amount of time you expect to have available for scoring and
interpreting ug10/ 'nation in reports.

Once you have decided when to collect self-reports, create a

sampling strategy (see pages 60 to 64) by deciding whom you

will ask for self-report information (both by title and by

name) and how you will insure that various program sites are

adequately represented.

A le.-t
Step 2. Want people that you will be requesting periodic information

As early during the evaluation as possible, inform staff members and
others that in order to measure implementation of their program, you
must ask that they provide you with information about how the program
looks in operation
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Step 3. Construct a program characteristics list

Procedures for listing the chai acteristics of the programmaterialc activi-
ties, administrative arranjementsthat you will examine are discussed in
Chapter 0. pages 19 to 09

Step 4. Decideif you have not alreadywhether to distribute question-
naires, to interview, or to do both

You probably know about the relative advaritages and disadvantages of
using questionnaires or interviews. Table0 pages reminds you of some
of them. If you are using self-report instruments to supplement program
description data from a more credible sourceobservations or records
then questionnaire data should be auflicient. On the other hand, if self-
report measures will provide your only iniatertrptation backup data, then
you should interview some participants=iiiiiryou are .1 clever question-
naire writer, you probably cannot find out all you need to know about the
program from a pencil-and-paper instrument)

and interviews allow a sensitive

evaluator to come face to face with important program

concepts and issues.

Step S. Write questions based on the list from Step 3 that will prompt
people to tell you what, they saw and did as they participated in the
program

Anyone who writes questions or develops items on a regular

basis would do well to consult the books listed at the end

of the chapter as what can be presented here represents only

a small part of available knowledge on how to do this well.

The development of good items for questionnaires and
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interviews clearly combines art, science, common sense, and

practice. What follows is a brief summary of things to

consider when writing questionnaire or interview items. You

should also review Table 8 for a list of pointers to follow

when writing questions for a program implementation

instrument.

To begin, one thing you will need to know is how

participants used the materials and engaged in the

activities that comprised the program. To this end, you

should ask about three to:9ics:

a. The occurrence, frequency, or duration of activities. Whether you
collect frequency and duration information in additiop to occur-
rence will depend on the program. To describe a Science /tab
program, for instance, you would need merely to determine wheth-
er the planned labs occurred at all a1id in the correct sequence If,
on the other hand, the program in question consisted of daily,
45-minute English conversation drills, then you would need to
know whether the activity occurred with the prescribed frequency
and duration.

b. The form the activities took. Gathering information on the form of
the activities means asking about which students took part m the
activities, which materials were used and how often, what activities
looked like, and possibly where they occurred. It will also be useful
to check whether the form of the activities remained wnstant or
whether the activities changed from time to time orKtTiant to
student A

c. The amount of involvement of participants in these activities.
Besides knowing what activities occurred, you should make some
check on the extent of interest and participation on the part of the
target groupsay, the students. Even if activities were set up usingthe prescribed schedule, students can only he expected to have
learned from them if they engaged the students' attention Were
students in a math tutoung program, for instance, mostly working
on the prescribed exercises, or were they conversing about sportsand clothes some of the time? Were students in an unstructured
period actually exploring the enrichment materials, or were theyJust doing their homework9 Some of this slippage is inevitable in
every program (as in all human endeavor). Still. it is important tofind out the extent of non-involvement in the program you areevaluating.
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ar4 pyyIf you imemd...h.L.. agijorquevaatiure. then you have a cliott.e of two
question formats. a closed Ise !cried) or open (consolicted) response
format. Ease of scoring and clear repo' ting lead most evaluators !o use
closedresponse questionnaires. On such it questionnaire, the ;spondent is
asked to check ur otherwise indicate a pie-provided answer to a specific
question. Recording the answers involves a simple tally of response cate-
gories chosen. On the open-response questionnaire, the respondent is asked
to write out a short answer to a more general question. The open-response
foiraat has the advantage of allowing respondents to freely give informa-
tion you had not anticipated, but it is time-consuming to score: and unless
you have available a large number of readers. it is not practical for any but
the smallest evaluations. Most questionnaires ask principally closedre-
sponse questions, but add a few open-response options. These allow
respondents to volunteer info, illation important to the evaluation but not

requested.,

To demonstrate how different question types result it

different information, Figures 13, 14, and 15 present
respens...

combinations of open- and closed -e4ed questions for

collecting implementation information on the same program.

Figure 13 is entirely open-ended; Figure 14 combines open-

and closed-ended questions; and Figure 15 uses a

closed-response format exclusively. While the data that

would result from the questionnaire in Figure 15 would be

easily analyzed, this ease is gained at the expense of the
re.1,4tAt

more detailed information that individual teachers

write in on the two other questionnaire formats. The

appropriateness of the questionnaire items finally selected
45 R uhiAcate.

will depend both on the questions asked in the evaluation
A

and on the availability of evaluation st..ff to analyze

open-response format items. In general, it is worth

including at least one open-ended question on every

questionnaire, whether or not the results will later be

reported. Giving people an opportunity to write down their

concerns alerts them to the importance of their perspective

and provides the evaluation helpful information for guiding
r31111"
der activities.
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Like questionnaires, interviews can also take several

forms, again depending on how questions are asked.

Interviews can range from informal personal conversations

with program personnel at one extreme to highly quantitative

interviews that consist of a respondent and an evaluator

completing a closed-response format questionnaire together

at the other extreme. (Because this quantitative interview

format doesn't take advantage of the face-to-face

interaction of evaluator with respondent, it is more

properly considered the enactment of a questionnaire, than

an interview.)

Formoat interviews, basic distinction can be made

between those that are structured and those that are

unstructured. In a structured interview, an evaluator asks

specific questions in a pre-specified order. Neither the

questions nor their order is varied across interviewers, and

in its purest form the interviewer's job is merely to ask

the predetermined questions and to record the responses. In

a.
cases where an evaluator already has ideas about how tA41..

rectday
program looked, structured interviews can provide

A
corroboration and supporting data,

By contrast,

an unstructured interview can explore areas of

implementation that were unplanned or that evolved

differently from the plan. In an unstructured interview the

evaluator poses a few general questions and then encourages

r
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're respondenloto amplify IsAla answers The unstructured

interview is more like a conversation and does not

necessarily follow a specific question sequence.

Unstructured interviews require considerable

interviewing skill. General questions for the unstructured

interview can be phrased in several ways. Consider the

following questions:

Flow often. how many tiines.iir hours a week did the provram (or its
major features) occur'

Wnat can you tell me about how the activities actually looked- can
you recall an instance and describe to me exactly what went on 7

How involid did the students seem to hedid all students partici-
pate. or were there some students who were always absent or
distract ed 2

I understand that you ar, attempting to implement a behavior
modification, or open classr(loin. or vahws clarification program
here. What kinds of classroom activities have been suggested to ou
by this of M%

Since unstructured interviews resemble conversations and can

easily go off track, they require not only that you compose

a few questions to stimulate talk, but also that you write

and use probes. Probes are short comments to stimulate the

respondent to say or remember more and to guide the

interview toward relevant topics. Two frequently used

probes are the following:

Can you tell me more about that?

Why do you think that happened?

There is no set format for probes. In fact. a good way of probing to
:in more complete information from respondents who have forgotten orleft something out of their answer might be a simple:

I see. Is there afrohing else'

You should insert probes whenever the respondent makes a strong state-
ment in either an expected or an unexpected direction. For instance, ateacher might say'

Oh, Yes. Participation, student involvement was very high -100 %.
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The hest probe for suLh a strong response is a simple rephrasing and
repetition

Your statement i% thin e'en. luck t participated iow:,,y the tune'
This probe leads the respondent to re.oiisider.

Step 6. Assemble the questionnaire or interview instrument

Arrange questions in a logical order. Do not ask questions that jump from
one subject to another.

Compose an introduction. The introduction honors the respondents'
nght to know why they are being questtoned. Questionnaire instructions
should be specific and unambiguous. Aim for as simple a format as
possible. You should assume that a poi Pon of the respondents will ignore
instructions altogether. If you (eel the cormat might be contusing. include
a conspicuous sample item at the b:gmning. Instructions for a mailed
questionnaire should mention a deadline forts return/ 4n4 juJ
c"ci ..se Q self 4dd d, Sqvc....yed eh tee lop C..

Instructions for an inten.,w car) he more detailed, of course, and
should include reassurances to 41144 111'e/respondent's initial apprehension
about being questioned. Specifically. the linen tewer should'

State the purpose of the interview. Explain what organization you
represent/and why you are conducting the evaluatici. Explain the
purpose of the intervi.v. Describe the report you wile have to make
regarding the activities that occurred in the program. explain if
possible how the ,nlo, illation the respondent gives you might affect

, ,4074...

the respon enz's statenzents can he kept conjidentiapitgitac In
situations where a social or professional threat to the respondent
ina be involved. confidentiality of interviews must he :,tressed and
maintained.

Explain to the respondent what will he expected during the titter
rrer Instance. if it will he necessary for the respondent to go
back to the classroom to get records, explain the necessity of this
action.

Sonic of the above information should probably he made available to
questionnaire respondents as well. This can be do.-,e by including a cover
letter with the questionnaire

Step 7. Try out the instrument

Before Anustenng or distributing any instiument, check it out Give it
to one or two people to read aloud, and observe their responses. Have the

ople explain to you their understanding of what each question is asking.
If the questions are not interpreted as you intended, alter them accord-
ingly.

Always rehearse the interviews. Whether you choose to prepare a
structured or unstructured interview, once the questions for the interview
are selected, the interview should be rehearsed. Yournd other interview-
ersphould run through it once or twice with whoever is available a 11111:C.:Sio -4.<
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ir-husband, an older child, a . This dry-run is a test of both the
C

instrument and the interviewer. Look for inconsistency in the logic of the
question sequencing and difficult or threatr-singly worded questions. Ad-
vise the person who is playing the role of respondent to be as uncoopera-
tive as possibL to prepare interviewers for unanticipated answers and over.
hostility

Step 8. Administer the instrument according to the sampling plan from
Step 1

If you mail questionnaires, give respondents about two weeks to return
them. Then follow up with a reminder, a second mailing, or a phone call tf
dussible. How do yol, do such a follow-up if people are to respond
anonymously'' One procedure is to number the return envelopes. check
them off a master list as they are returned. remove the questionnaires from
the envelopes, and throw the envelopes away.

When distributing any instrument. ask administrators to lend their
support. If the instrument carries the sanction of the project director or
the school principal, it Is more likely to waive the attention of thug'
Involved. The superintendent's request tor quick returns will carry more
authority than yours.

If you interview, consider the following suggestions.

Interviewers should be aware of their influence over what respon
dents say. Questions about the administratiun of the program may
be answered defensively if staff members fear their answers might
make them look bad in a report. Explain to the respondents that the
report will refer to no one personally. Understand, as well, that
respondents will speak more candidly to interviewers whom they
perceive as being like themselvesnot representatives of authority.
Interviewers should have a plan for dealing with reluctant respon-
dents. The best way to overcome resistance is to be explicit about
the interview and what it will demand of the respondent.
If possible. tnterviews, she Id be recorded-An audiclape to he tran
scribed at a later time articularl unstructured ones. Recorded
num wys4enable you to summarize c informa using exact
quo From the respondent; they also require lot of transcri troll. 4. 7,......1 ss ,...time. ranscribing the tape in full will take Jas the interview itself. An alternative is that interviewers lake notes
during an anstructured interview. Notes should include a general
summary of each response, with key phrases recorded verbatim. If
possible, summaries of unstructured interviews should he returned to
respondents so that misunderstandings in the transcription can be
corrected.

Step 9. Record data from questionnaires and interview instruments on adata summary sheet

Chapter 3, page 67, described the use of a data summary sheet for
recording data from many forms in one place in preparation for data
summary and analysis. Data rota closed-response items on questionnaires
and structured interview can be transferred directly to the data
summary sheet. Responses to open-response items and unstructured inter-
views will have to be summarized before they can be further interpreted.
Procedures for reducing a large amount of narrative information by either
summarizing or quantifying it were discussed on pagesOto0 Even ifyou plan to write a narrative report of your results, the data summary
sheet will show trends in the data that can be described in the narrative,
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TABLE 8
Some Principles To Follow When Writing Questions For An

Instrument To Describe Program Implementation

To ensure usable responses to implementation questions:

1 When possible, ask about specific -and recenteents or time periods such as
todal 's math lesson, Thursday's field trio, last week. This persuades people to
think concretely about information that should still be fresh in memory. To
alleviate s our own and the respondent's concern about representativeness of the
event. ask for an estimate, and perhaps an explanation, of Its typicality.

or A5 k prop r S 4-0. ff .F7
2. When asking a closed-response question, try imagine what could have gone

wrong with the activities that were planned se these possibilities as response
alternatives. Resourceful anticipation of like activity changes will affect the
usetulness of the instrument for uncovering changes that did indeed occur. If
you feel that you cannot adequately anticipate discrepancies between planned
and actual activities. then add "other" as a response alternative and ask
respondents to explain

3 Be sure that you do not minter the question by the way you ask It ,' good
question about what people did should not contain a su -estiontabou how to
answer. For Instance, questions such as "Were there r` in the
program" or "Did y ou meet every Munch, at ternoon?" suggest intormatton you
should receive ire the respondent. Rathekthessiwtions should le phrased,
"What were thcitAIVIWirsiff the stsiZsies :liege program" "What days of the
week and how regularly did you meet ?"

4 Identity the !rattle of reterence of the respondents. In an interview, you t.an learn
a great deal from how a person responds as well as from what he says; but 'when
ou use a questionnaire, your information will be !united to written responses.

The phrasing of the questions will therefore be critical. Ask yourself:

IVhat vocabulary would be appropriate rouse with this group 2

How well informed are the respondents likely to be? Sometimes people are
perfectly willing to respond to a questionnaire, even when they know little
about the subject. They feel they are supposed to know, otherwise you would
not be asking them. To allow people to express ignorance gracefully, you
might Include lack of knowledge as a response alternative. Word the alternative
so that it does not demean the respondent, for instance."( have not given
much thought to this matter."
Does the group haver particular perspective that must he taken into
accounta particula- bias Try to see the issue through the eyes of the
respondents before you begin to ask the questions

111.011.11.1.1.1.14..11Mm I. e.1, ...
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DOCU ,ITATION QUEST!ONNAIRE

Peer-Tutoring Program

The following are questions are the peer tutoring program

implemented this year. We are interested in k. wing your

opinions about what the program looked like in vieration. Please

respond to each question, and feel free to 'write additional

information on the back c this questionnaire.

1. How was the peer-tutoring program structured in you:

classroo

2. How were tutors selected?

3. lirw .'ere students selected fer tutoring?

4. What materials seemed to work best in the peer-tutoring

sessions? Why?

5. What were the strengths of the peer-tutoring program this

year?

b. What changes woule you make to improve the program next year?

E Nan) 1'1! 44f- a" open 1^-crp.,ns c cp.dt5.41,0.-sn.c.;re .
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5-13

DOCUMENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Peer-Tutoring Program

The following are statements about the peer-tutoring program imple-
mented tips year. We are Interested in knowing whether they represent
an accurate statement of chat the program looked like in operation.
For thi, reason, we ask that you indicate, using the 1 to 5 scale
after etch statement, whether it was "generally true," etc. Please
circle sour answer. If you answer seldom or never tr.se, please use
the line.; under the statement to correct its inaccuracy.

1. Students were tut:reo three
tiMeS .evic for perloOs of

45 -inures each.

pener-

ilways ally seld....1 never don't
true true true true know

1 3

.2 Tutoring took place in the 1 2 3

'ass -oom, tutors working
witn their oun classmates.

5

5

i. Tutor, were tae fa,t 1 3 4 5

readers.

4. Students .ere selected for 3 4 5

tuLoring on the !lasts of
n iding grade,.

5. Tutoring used the "Read and

Sav" workbooks
5

o. There were no discipline 1 3 4 5

problems.

- 4.'"""..1?".".---4"."1"blrJIMPIIMMIllallokakaamimsata

Figure 14 %/( questioun
+4,1-aire,isgraTrrnetrertrrs

ftti,) uses both closed and open response formats.
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DOrTMENTATION OUFSTIONNAIRE
Peer - tutoring Program

Please answer the following questions by placing the letter of the
most accurate response on the line to the left of the question. We
are interested in finding out what the project looked like in opera-
tion during the past week, regardless of how it was planned to look.
If more than one answer is true, answer with as many letters as you
need.

1. On the average, how many times did tutoring sessions take
place in Your classroom?

a) never

b) 1 or 2 tines

c) 3 or 6 times

d) 5 or more times

2. What was the average length Lf a tutoring sesstor'

a) 5-15 minutes

b) 15-25 minutes

,) 25-45 minutes

d) longer than 45 minutes

3. Where in the school did tutoring usually take place'

a) classroom c) 1-urary

b) sometimes clas -oon, d) room other than classroom
sometimes other room or library

4. 4na were the tutors?

a) only fast students c) only averave students

b) fast students and some d) other
average students

5. Oa what basic were tutees selecred7

a) reading achievement c) geieral grade average

b) teacher recommendations d) other

6. What ma,errals were used by teachers and tutors?

a) whatever tutors chose c) "Read and Say" workbooks

b) special]." constructed
games

d) other

7. How typical of the program as a whole was last ek, as you
have described it .ere?

a) just the same c) some aspects not typical

b) ramose the same d) not. tepicel at all

Figure 15. Example of a closed response questionnaire

1J
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Outlin(1 for Chapter 6

METHODS FOR MEASURING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: OBSERVATIONS

A. Introduction- Setting Up an Observation System

1. Range of possibilities in observation/participant
observation "systems"
a. Informal, casual, seat of the panta
b. More credible "scientific"/systematic approaches

rangin' along continuum from highly prestructured to
those based on emerging information
1) Quantitative, highly structured, predetermined

categories, "research"
2) qualitative, participant observation, categories

emerge from analysis of field notes, move bask
and forth from data to analysis

2. Note limitation when people think they're doing
qualitative study when in fact they're using a casual,
unsystematic approach; cite Patton's kit book

B. Making Quantitative Observations-- Steps 1-12 (pp. 90-112);
plus Stallings Observation System (pp. 112-115)-- editorial
cLanges only

C. Making Qualitative Observations (Each step will be
elaborated; examples added as necessary for clarification)

1. Step 1. Construct a program characteristics list
describing what the program should look like

2. Step 2. Make initial contact with program personnel,
conduct initial observations, establish entree and
rapport, inform program staff about
participant/observation

3. Step 3. Develop an evaluation timeline based on analysis
of your initial information, prepare a "sampling plan'
for obeervations, decide hcw ma-h time can be spent doing
observations, if possible, write out the program "theory"

,4. Step 4. Assemble the evaluation team (people familiar
with naturalistic methods), decide on appropriate format
for fieldnotes, discuss evaluation context, initial
"findings," critical issues; arrange analysis scheLule

5. Step 5. Move 1,ack and forth between collecting data
(from participant /observation, interviews,
questionnaires, i.e., whatever data collection techniques
are appropriate) AND analyzing data
a. Do this until don have sufficient information to

answer the users' questions (or you run out of time)
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Chapter 6 outline, page 2

b. Part of process is a series of meetings to di:.cuss
themes, issues, critical incidents; these ,..an involve
evaluators an program personnel as approprie-de

c. "Thick description should be written during the
process; ongoing evolution of written description of
program; should be given to program people for
reaction, then revised as need be

6. Step 6. When all data are in, prepere them for
interpretation and final presentation

D. Chapter Summary
'1. Importance of observation techniques
2. Selection of appropriate level of "rigor" in observations

as well as appropriate type

E. (Updated) For Further Reading (many texts now available)
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Appendix

AN OUTLINE OF AN IMPLEMENTATION REPORT

The outline in this appendix will yield a report describing

program implementation only. In most evaluations, implementation

issues comprise only one facet of a more elaborate enterprise

concerned with the design of the evaluation, the intended

outcomes of the program, the measures used to assess achievement

of those outcomes, and the results these measures produced. If

this description of an exte.Aaed evaluation responsibility matches

your task, then you will need to incorporate information from the

outline here into a larger report discussing other aspects of the

program nd its evaluation. If, in fact, the evaluation compares

the effeL of two different programs considered equally

important by your audience, then you should prepare an

implementation report to describe them both.

The headings in this appendix are organized according to the
x

fire major sections of an implementation report:

1. A summary that gives the reader a quick synopsis of the

report

2. A description of the context in which the program has been

implemented, focusing mainly on the setting, administrative

arrangements, personnel, and resources involved

3. A description of the point of view from which implementation

has been examined. This section can have one of two

racters:
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Appendix, Page 2

a. It can describe the program's most critical features as

prescribed by a program plan, a theory or teaching model,

or someone's predictions about what will make the program

succeed or fail, or

b. It can explain the qualitative evaluator's choice not to

use a prescription to guide her examination of the

program.

4. A description of the implementation evaluation itself--the

choice of measures, the range of program activities examined,

the sites examined, and so forth. This section also includes

a rationale for choosing the data sources listed.

5. Results of implementation backup measures and discussions of

program implementation. This section can do one of two

things:

a. Describe the extent to which the program as implemented

fit the one that was planned or prescribed by a plan,

theory, or teaching model

b. Describe implementatior independent of underlying intent.

This description, usually gathered using a naturalistic

method, reflects a decisions that the evaluator describe

what she discovered rather than compare program events

with underlying points of view.

In either case, this section deecribes what has been found,

noting variations in the program across mites or time.

6. Interpretation of results, commendations, and suggestions for

further prop's= development or evaluation.
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Report Section 1. Summary

The summary is a brief overview of the report, explaining why

a description of implementation has been undertaken and

listing the major conclusions and recommendations to be found

in Section 6. Since the summary is designed for people wno

are too busy to read the full report, it should be limited to

one or two pages, maximum. Although the summary is placed

first in the report, it is the last section to be written.

Report Section 2. Background and Context of the Program

This section sets the program in context. It describes how

the program was initiated, what it was supposed to do, and

the resources available. The amount of information presented

will depend upon the audiences for whom the report has been

prepared. If the audience has no know'edge of the program,

the program must be fully described. If, on the other hand,

the implementation report is mainly intended for internal use

and its readers are likely to be familiar with the program,

this section can be brief and uet down information "for the
J

record." Regardless of the audience, if your report will be

written, it might become the only lasting record of the

program's implementation. In this case, the context section

should contain considerable data.

41 If your program's setting includes many different schools or

districts, it may not be practical to cover every evaluation
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Apptndix, Page 4

issue separately for each school or program site. Instead,

for each issue indicate similarities and differences among

schools or sites or the range represented or the most typical

pattern that occirred.

Report Section 3. General Description of the
Critical Features of the Program as Planned- -

Materials and Activities
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